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Abstract 
 

Aside from the brain, the rest of human biology has been largely overlooked in 

organizational behavior research.  Vagal tone is an important component of human biology, 

and it is vagal tone that reflects the functioning of the 10th and longest cranial nerve, the vagus 

nerve. Vagal tone is commonly measured by beat-to-beat variability in heart rate, which is 

called heart rate variability (HRV).  HRV has been empirically linked to a range of emotional, 

social, and cognitive variables that are also theoretically linked to the function of the vagus 

nerve.     

In this thesis, I propose a theoretical model that links HRV to work performance. 

Specifically, I propose that individuals with higher HRV perform better at work due to: The use 

of more appropriate cognitive strategies; experiencing more positive emotions and; perceiving 

themselves as more socially connected.  The emotional and social components of this model 

were explored in the current research via three studies, namely, one cross sectional and two 

time-lagged intervention studies. 

Across the three studies, hypotheses were tested via mediated regression.  Study One 

comprised of a cross sectional study with undergraduate students, while Studies Two and 

Three were time-lagged using exercise or mindfulness meditation as interventions to influence 

changes in resting HRV.  No evidence of full or partial mediation was observed. Nevertheless, 

relationships were found among the variables HRV, well-being, and work performance.  Some 

of these relationships were in the opposite direction to predicted.  These findings indicate that 

more research is required to better understand the role of HRV in work performance. 

In addition to extending the current theoretical framework and empirical research in the 

field, this thesis provides a third, methodological, contribution: HRV is deceptively easy to 

measure with simple, affordable high street technology and using downloaded smart phone 

apps.  However, the ease of measurement belies the complexity of the concept.  Although HRV 

is taken to be proxy for many and varied constructs, including emotional regulation, mental 

and physical health, and cognitive performance, this research has revealed that there is no 

strong agreement in the research literature regarding what HRV (or vagal tone) really is.  This 

poor understanding combined with (often) weak research methods has resulted in conflicting 

findings within the HRV literature.  Accordingly, suggestions for future research have been 

offered to guide methodologically strong future research on HRV in organizational behavior 

settings.  
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 GLOSSARY OF TECHNICAL TERMS 
Vagus Nerve The tenth and longest cranial nerve, stretching from the brainstem into 

the abdomen and innervating the heart, lungs, stomach, pancreas, 

gallbladder, small intestine, and the muscles in the neck and throat. 

Vagal Tone Reflects the functioning of the Vagus Nerve. 

HRV Beat-to-beat variability in heart rate. 

CNS Central Nervous System. 

ANS Autonomic Nervous System. 

PNS Parasympathetic Nervous System, known as the ‘rest and digest’ or 

‘feed and breed’ arm of the ANS. 

SNS Sympathetic Nervous System, known as the ‘fight or flight’ arm of the 

ANS. 

RSA Respiratory Sinus Arrhythmia: The interaction between breathing and 

HRV.  

PVT Polyvagal Theory, by Stephen Porges. 

ECG (or EKG) Electrocardiography. Recording of the electrical activity of the heart 

using electrodes placed on the skin. 

QRS Complex Represents ventricular depolarization on an ECG.  

Neuron Electrically excitable nerve cell. 

Myelination Occurs when glial cells wrap around the long shafts of nerve axons, a 

little like insulation in electrical wires. Myelination improves the 

conduction velocity of electrical impulses by up to 100-fold.  

Action Potentials The change in electrical potential within a nerve or muscle cell 

underlying the transmission of an electrical impulse.  

Ectopic beat Extra or skipped heart beats. 
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SA Node Sinoatrial node. The heart’s natural pacemaker: A cluster of cells on the 

wall of the right atrium that generate electrical impulses.  

PPG Photoplethysmography:  Light sensors that assess heart rate by 

detecting pulsatile blood flow at the peripheries of the body.  

LF HRV The low frequency component of HRV.  From .04 to 0.15 Hertz. 

HF HRV The high frequency component of HRV.  From .015 to 0.4 Hertz. 

RMSSD Root Mean Square of the difference between successive normal beat-

to-beat intervals. 

NIM Neurovisceral Integration Model: A theory that links HRV and 

components of the central nervous system.  

CAN Central Autonomic Network:  Part of the brain’s internal regulation 

system. Key to the NIM. 
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 CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION & BACKGROUND 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

Organizational behavior research draws frequently on other disciplines, including psychology, 

sociology and even economics (Ryan & Neumann, 2013).  Commonly, the human at work is 

operationalized as a mind within a given context.  This mind-in-context approach has been 

used to explore cognitions, affect, social tuning, and behaviors at work, e.g., Mesquita, Barrett, 

and Smith (2010).  Aside from the brain, the influence of the rest of the human body on 

organizational behavior has been largely overlooked.  This oversight is surprising given a 

person’s feelings, behaviors, and cognitions at work are likely to be influenced by many 

aspects of their physiology, and in turn, aspects of the work environment are likely to influence 

their physiology.   

Vagal tone is thought to reflect the functioning of the vagus nerve (Lü, Wang, & Liu, 2013), and 

it is an important aspect of a person’s physiology (Shaffer, McCraty, & Zerr, 2014).  Moreover, 

the vagus nerve is the tenth and longest cranial nerve, stretching from the brainstem into the 

abdomen and innervating the heart, lungs, organs of the digestive tract, and the muscles in the 

neck and throat and upper abdomen (Grossman & Taylor, 2007).  The word vagus means 

wandering in Latin; it is an apt name, because the vagus nerve literally wanders throughout the 

body.  The role of the vagus nerve is to relay messages between the brain (Central Nervous 

System) and key organs to regulate heart rate, blood pressure, digestion, speech, and aspects 

of breathing.  Vagal tone has been investigated in many disciplines, including neuroscience 

(Petrocchi et al., 2017), physiology (Gerteis & Schwerdtfeger, 2016), positive psychology (Kok 

et al., 2013), and medicine (Björkander et al., 2005).  Like other aspects of human biology, 

vagal tone has not been seriously considered in the context of organizational behavior, with 

the exception of isolated research on work stress and mental workload (Kageyama et al., 1998; 

Loerbroks et al., 2010; Durantin et al., 2014).  
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This thesis will focus on vagal tone and work performance, and it makes three key 

contributions to this topic.  The first contribution is theoretical: A dual pathway theoretical 

model that links vagal tone and work performance is developed.  Second, the findings of three 

empirical studies are presented, one cross sectional and two time-lagged intervention-based 

studies that explore the important relationships between vagal tone, affective well-being, 

social support, and work performance.  The final contribution of this research is 

methodological:  As vagal tone has gained popularity across many disciplines, significant 

methodological challenges have emerged.   Modern technology that is used to measure vagal 

tone has become deceptively easy: A simple, affordable chest strap to record ECG activity and 

a free, downloadable app, are all that are required.  However, the apparent ease of use of 

these technologies belies the fact that vagal tone is influenced (in both a trait and state way) 

by countless physiological and environmental variables (Heathers, 2014).  The result of this 

ease of measurement of a complex variable across new disciplines has given rise to conflicting 

findings that are driven by poor or inconsistent methods. The results of this research on vagal 

tone provide useful insights and new approaches to vagal tone measurement methods that 

will be of benefit to future researchers.   

Chapter 2 will discuss the dual pathway theoretical model linking vagal tone to work 

performance. Chapter 3 will provide an overview of the empirical studies.  The remaining 

chapters will provide specific details about the three different studies conducted in the current 

research, while the final chapter will be a general discussion of the research findings.  This 

thesis will first discuss important physiological and technical information regarding vagal tone, 

and in addition, explore some of the key methodological challenges in this research area.  

These discussions are an important precursor to understanding subsequent chapters.       
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1.2 VAGAL TONE AND HEART RATE VARIABILITY 

Vagal tone is commonly measured by beat-to-beat variability in heart rate, and it is 

sometimes referred to as heart rate variability (HRV).  Short duration HRV recordings (less than 

an hour) show two main patterns of oscillation that can be separated into high frequency 

(0.15–0.4Hz) or low frequency (0.04–0.15Hz) bands.  Anything lower than 0.04Hz is not likely 

to be meaningful over the short term (Heathers, 2014).  It is high frequency HRV (HF HRV) that 

has been commonly used as a proxy to or as a direct measure of vagal tone (Thayer, Åhs, 

Fredrikson, Sollers, & Wager, 2012).  The use of HF HRV as a proxy to vagal tone was based on 

research conducted in the 1980s and 1990s. The first studies were conducted with dogs via 

examining HF HRV at rest, under parasympathetic activation, and then total autonomic 

blockage (Akselrod et al., 1981; Pomeranz, Macaulay, & Caudill, 1985).  Low frequency HRV (LF 

HRV) was originally thought to be an indication of sympathetic nervous system (SNS) activity, 

but this idea has subsequently been debunked (Malik & Camm, 1993a).  See Section 1.3 for 

further discussion. 

The assumption that HF HRV is a proxy for vagal tone is common in the social sciences, and 

even in the natural sciences (Porges, 1995).  However, there are arguments to suggest that 

there is no theoretical basis for such assumptions.  For example, Malik and Camm (1993b) 

argue that phasic HF HRV cannot sensibly be used to ascertain the underlying basal (non-

phasic) vagal tone, whereby phasic indicates a direct (and usually quick) response to a stimulus 

and tone, a background, or underlying response that would change more slowly. 

The Polyvagal theory (PVT) (Porges, 2011), is a widely-cited theory that takes a different 

view of the structure and function of the autonomic nervous system (ANS), and therefore 

posits a different relationship between HF HRV and Vagal tone.  Porges (2011), who proposed 

the PVT, claims the notion of the SNS as an arousal, or fight or flight machine and the 

parasympathetic nervous system (PNS) as a rest and digest engine, as overly simplistic and 

naïve.  According to Porges (2011), this model reflects a misunderstanding of our 
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neurophysiology, even though it is still taught in textbooks and in medical schools.  Instead, 

the PVT proposes three distinct stages in the development of the ANS within mammals, and 

each of these phases has its own neural circuit.  The first, and most primitive branch, is the 

ancient reptilian, unmyelinated vagus.  Although this reptilian vagus is on the PNS side, it can 

also shut us down—a response that is traditionally linked to the SNS and shared with 

vertebrates (for example, when feigning death).  This primitive branch of the vagus deals with 

unconscious, reflexive, ‘vegetative’ functions.  The second stage of ANS evolution was 

mobilization; this is the fight and flight, powered by the SNS.  The third (and most advanced) 

stage of ANS development was the myelinated branch on the vagus nerve.  Myelination is 

when glial cells wrap around the long shafts of nerve axons, a little like insulation in electrical 

wires, and it is myelination that greatly enhances the conduction velocity of action potentials 

in nerve cells (Smith & Koles, 1970).  The myelinated branch of the vagus inhibits the SNS’s 

influence on the heart, and it is linked to the muscles in the face and those that control the 

voice and hearing Porges (2011).  Porges (2011) links this part of the vagus nerve to the 

conscious functions of emotions, attention, communication, and motion; he calls it the ‘smart’ 

vagus.   Consequently, Porges argues that HF HRV is not a measure of global vagal tone, but a 

specific index of the smart vagus only.  Moreover, according to Porges, the link between the 

smart vagus and emotional and social regulation is central to human development, growth, 

and survival.   

Although the link between HRV and vagal tone remains contentious, HRV itself has been 

linked with a range of factors that could conceivably be under vagal control or influence 

(specifically under control of the ‘smart’ vagus).  For example, HRV has been: linked with the 

ability to adapt to environmental stimuli (Thayer, Hansen, Saus-Rose, & Johnsen, 2009); found 

to be susceptible to cognitive stress (Johnsen, Hansen, Sollers Iii, Murison, & Thayer, 2002); 

associated with worry and anxiety (Thayer, Friedman, & Borkovec, 1996); implicated in 

learning (Thayer et al., 2009); related to situational awareness (Thayer et al., 2009); linked with 

habitual use of emotion regulation strategies (Geisler, Vennewald, Kubiak, & Weber, 2010); 
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associated with the ability to regulate negative facial expressions (Demaree, Robinson, Erik 

Everhart, & Schmeichel, 2004); related to social-emotional outcomes, including affective 

rigidity (Thayer & Lane, 2000); associated with social competence (Eisenberg et al., 1996); 

related to social sensitivity (Muhtadie, Koslov, Akinola, & Mendes, 2015); implicated in 

negative emotions (Lü et al., 2013); and linked with depression (Jindal et al., 2008; Rottenberg, 

2007).    

In summary, HRV has been empirically linked with self-regulation across a range of 

emotional, social, and cognitive variables.  These three domains are also theoretically linked 

with vagal tone or at least to the tone of the ‘smart’ vagus.  However, there does not appear to 

be sufficient theoretical or empirical support to assume that HRV is a measure of global vagal 

tone, despite the continued high prevalence of doing so.  Given this ongoing controversy, the 

term heart rate variability (HRV) will be used henceforth.  To begin with a more detailed 

introduction and overview of HRV is provided below.   

1.2.1 HRV AN OVERVIEW 

Electrical activity of the heart was noticed as early as 1856 when it was observed that a 

dissected frog’s heart could stimulate a muscle contraction (Dubin, 2003).  Today, a detailed 

understanding of the heart’s electrical activity is a central component of modern medicine, 

and it is routinely measured via electrocardiography (ECG). 

The heart is comprised of four chambers, two ventricles and two atria.  Contraction of the 

atria pumps blood into the larger ventricles, and ventricular contractions then propel blood 

into the vascular system, which travels around the body.  The right ventricle propels blood into 

the lungs to dispose of carbon dioxide and to ‘pick up’ oxygen; this oxygen-rich blood then 

returns to the left atria.  The left ventricle blood is ejected into the aorta, delivering oxygen 

and nutrients to the cells of the body (Peate & Nair, 2015).   
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The heart’s contractions are preceded by minute changes in electrical voltage 

(depolarization), which can be detected by ECG.  The derived ECG is made up of three wave 

components: The P-wave (representing atrial depolarization); the QRS complex (ventricular 

depolarization) and; the T-wave (ventricular repolarization).  Figure 1 shows how the ECG 

patterns relate to the contractile functions of the heart at each stage. 

Figure 1.  ECG patterns as they relate to the contractile function of the heart (OpenStax-College.) 

 

A normal heartbeat begins with the propagation of an electrical impulse from within the 

sinoatrial node (SA node), at the top of the right atrium.  The SA node is the heart’s natural 

pacemaker, and it produces about 120 action potentials per minute that trigger the rhythmic 

contraction of the entire heart.  Although the SA node is under the influence of both the PNS 

and the SNS, parasympathetic tone is dominant under resting conditions.  As the vagus nerve 

inhibits the node, this keeps the resting heart rate much lower than the 120 beats per minute 

set by the SA node (Lopes & White, 2006). 
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Figure 2.   R-R Interval 

 

Instantaneous heart rate can be calculated from the interval between successive R waves 

(i.e. point R-R on the QRS waves see shown in Figure 2).  HRV is the amount of variation in the 

beat-to-beat intervals, measured from the R-R interval.  R-R intervals are typically used to 

evaluate HRV for practical reasons; in fact, it is the SA node action potentials (corresponding to 

the P-wave) that would be ideally examined because it is the SA node that is under the direct 

influence of the PNS and SNS.  However, achieving this is impractical due to the low signal-to-

noise ratio—hence the use of R-R intervals.   

Higher HRV (more variability in beat-to-beat heart period) is perceived as positive or 

reflective of better outcomes.  Nonetheless, more recent thinking suggests that the 

relationship is not linear; perhaps there is a quadratic relationship whereby improvements in 

HRV are adaptive up to a certain ceiling point (Kogan, Gruber, Shallcross, Ford, & Mauss, 

2013).   

HRV is closely linked to respiration.  In a controlled environment, R-R intervals increase 

during exhalation as heart rate goes down and decrease during inhalation as heart rate 

increases (Lopes & White, 2006).  This phenomenon is called respiratory sinus arrhythmia 

(RSA).  RSA is thought to be a consequence of the interaction between sympathetic activity 

that increases heart rate (which has a slow response of a few seconds) and parasympathetic 

activity, which decreases heart rate and happens faster (i.e. within .2 to .6 seconds) (Tarvainen 

& Niskanen, 2006).  The term RSA is often used interchangeably with HF HRV (Elliot, Payen, 

Brisswalter, Cury, & Thayer, 2011).   

P P

Q Q
SS

R R

R-R Interval
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In addition to autonomic nervous system function, HRV has also been theoretically and 

empirically linked with brain structure and function (Thayer et al., 2009), which is further 

support of an important and complex relationship between human physiology and thoughts, 

behaviors, and emotions.  This relationship will be discussed below.   

1.2.2 THE CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM AND HRV 

‘‘Claude Bernard also repeatedly insists, and this deserves special 

notice, that when the heart is affected it reacts on the brain; and the 

state of the brain again reacts through the pneumo-gastric (vagus) 

nerve on the heart; so that under any excitement there will be much 

mutual action and reaction between these, the two most important 

organs of the body’, (Darwin (2013) pp. 71–72, originally published 

in 1872).  

Despite Claude Bernard’s foresight, this heart-brain relationship is only now being 

explored and understood much more within the field of neurocardiology.  Recent thinking 

argues there is ‘a little brain’ on the mammalian heart: A group of intracardiac neurons that 

can operate on their own (Shaffer et al., 2014).  In fact, it appears that more signals are sent to 

the brain from cardiovascular nerves (via the vagus nerve) than from any other major organ 

(Shaffer et al., 2014). 

Thayer et al. (2009) proposed a complex Neurovisceral Integration Model (NIM) that links 

HRV and components of the central nervous system.  The NIM positions the Central Autonomic 

Network (CAN) at the center of this model.  The CAN is involved in the control of responses 

that are important in self-regulation, adaption, and health, and it includes a range of 

interconnected components, including the prefrontal cortex, central nucleus of the amygdala, 

hypothalamus, and brainstem (Krygier et al., 2013).  Many cognitive tasks are associated with 

the pre-frontal cortex, including working memory, behavioral inhibition, sustained attention, 

and general mental flexibility.  Therefore, Thayer et al. (2009) propose there is a relationship 
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between HRV and certain elements of cognitive performance due to their common neural 

basis.  They go as far as to state: ‘HRV is an indicator of central–peripheral neural feedback and 

CNS–ANS integration’ (Thayer et al., 2009). 

Thayer and his colleagues have carried out a series of empirical studies investigating the 

HRV-cognitive performance relationship.  One such study assessed performance in working 

memory and continuous performance tasks in 49 military personnel (Hansen, Johnsen, & 

Thayer, 2003).  Continuous performance tasks tap executive and non-executive functions.  

Executive functions are higher order functions closely linked with working memory and 

sustained attention.  Participants were separated into two groups based on a median split of 

HRV.  The results showed higher performance at continuous performance tasks and working 

memory tasks in the high HRV group (Hansen et al., 2003).  Given that individuals with higher 

HRV would be expected to perform better under stress due to their stronger ability to self-

regulate, the study was then repeated under a threat of shock condition (Hansen et al., 2003).  

As expected, the high HRV group performed better on the executive tasks under threat of 

shock.  Interestingly, under threat, the low HRV group performed better on non-executive 

(simple) tasks, e.g., response time.  The authors believe these combined results demonstrate 

the improved ability of the higher HRV group to self-regulate, whereas the low HRV group are 

more ‘at the whim’ of their environment.   

Taken together, the above results indicate that HRV is a multifaceted phenomenon, and its 

complexity must be considered in all HRV research.  This complexity is succinctly summarized 

in this quote:  

‘All measures of HRV are necessarily complex as heart period over time is variously affected 

by multiple autonomic outflows, the modulation of those outflows at the sinoatrial node, their 

pacemaker response and competition, and the dynamic regulation of the vasculature, as well 

as endocrine, endothelial and mechanical factors’ (Heathers, 2014).  
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The theoretical and empirical linking of HRV to numerous components of the nervous 

system, combined with its ease of measurement, has resulted in a ballooning of research using 

HRV.  In the late 1980s, there were fewer than 50 published research papers per year with 

‘heart rate variability’ in the title, but by 2012 there were over 400 per year (Quintana & 

Heathers, 2014).  Unfortunately, much of this research employed inconsistent and/or flawed 

methodological approaches (Heathers, Brown, Coyne, & Friedman, 2015; Quintana & 

Heathers, 2014; Tak et al., 2009).  Some of these methodological challenges and concerns are 

discussed below.   

1.3 HRV RESEARCH METHODS CHALLENGES  

A challenge for researchers in HRV is that the set of methodological standards most often 

used are over two decades old, with efforts to improve the reporting and reproducibility only 

recently starting to emerge (Quintana, Alvares, & Heathers, 2016).  The standards were 

produced by the Task Force of the European Society of Cardiology and the North American 

Society for Pacing and Electrophysiology in 1996 and were published in Annals of Noninvasive 

Electrocardiology; from here on, these will be referenced as ‘The Task Force (1996)’.   Although 

much of these standards’ contents are still applicable, they have not kept up with the array of 

modern, non-ECG techniques used to record R-R intervals.  Also, the standards do not provide 

guidelines about which variables should be statistically controlled to obtain the most accurate 

HRV measures, e.g., food intake, recent exercise, posture, time of day, bladder filling, 

stimulant intake, stress levels, or medications.  Given HRV can be influenced by many 

temporary factors (Heathers, 2014), this oversight is significant.  In addition, the highly 

technical nature of the guidelines renders them inaccessible for many of the disciplines now 

working with HRV.   

The lack of clear and accessible standards, combined with the apparent ease of use of 

modern HRV tools, has resulted in lack of consistency in sample selection, poor or absence of 

control for extraneous influences of HRV, and suboptimal processing/analysis techniques and 
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documentation.  Some published studies even failed to share enough methodological 

information to enable useful interpretation of their findings, e.g. Huang and Capdevila (2017); 

Sneed, Olson, Bubolz, and Finch (2001) and; Takanishi et al. (2010).  Similarly, many 

researchers are drawing conclusions from outdated or disproven methodological approaches. 

For example, LF HRV has been used as an indicator of Sympathetic Nervous System activity, 

and LF/HF ratio has been used as an index of autonomic balance or ‘sympathovagal balance’ 

e.g. Takanishi et al. (2010).  The use of the LF/HF ratio as an indicator of sympathovagal 

balance is dependent on the first assertion that LF HRV is an indicator of cardiac sympathetic 

outflow (Heathers & Goodwin, 2017).  Nevertheless, a wide range of reviews from experts in 

the area are consistent and clear that ‘LF/HF ratio cannot be considered as a specific index of 

sympathetic cardiac control or sympathovagal balance’ (Bernston, as cited in Heathers & 

Goodwin, 2017).  In addition, The Task Force (1996) made it clear that such leaps were 

contentious.   

A further methodological concern is large theoretical leaps in the meaning and 

interpretation of HRV, with some researchers describing HRV as ‘a proxy for’, ‘index for’ or 

even ‘measure of’ physical health (Kok et al., 2013), emotional regulation (Williams et al., 

2015), stress response (Loerbroks et al., 2010) and even “’vertical integration’ of the brain 

mechanisms that guide flexible control over behavior” (Thayer et al., 2012).  Although HRV has 

been empirically and theoretically linked with these variables, to state HRV is a measure, 

index, or proxy for such a broad range of factors, is difficult to accept.  In fact, The Task Force 

(1996) indicates that, from a clinical perspective, depressed HRV can only be used as a risk 

predicator following acute myocardial infarction (heart attack), or as an early warning sign of 

diabetic neuropathy. 

Another concern that is not unique to this field is overstating findings.  Jarczok et al. (2013) 

undertook a systematic review of Autonomic Nervous System activity and workplace stressors.  

They reviewed 19 studies and reached the conclusion that the review provided evidence ‘that 
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adverse psychosocial work conditions are negatively associated with ANS function as indexed 

by HRV’.  Nonetheless, the authors acknowledged a lack of consistency in methods in terms of 

exclusion criteria, controls for influencers on HRV, and more.  Such methodological differences 

call into question overall conclusions made about HRV and workplace stressors.     

Last, but by no means least, there is a tendency to build theoretical arguments on 

previous, methodologically flawed research methods.  A notable example is Kok et al’s. (2013) 

work on the upward spiral between positive affect and HRV. The authors claimed their work 

demonstrated loving kindness meditation practice produces an ‘upward-spiral dynamic’ that 

‘continually reinforces the tie between positive emotions and physical health’, where physical 

health was indexed by vagal tone.  Heathers et al. (2015) demonstrated that, despite claims to 

the contrary, Kok et al.’s (2013) work did not demonstrate main effects for HRV.  Part of the 

documented main effect was due to an unexpected drop in the control group HRV values, 

which was not controlled for.  Heathers et al. (2015) demonstrated that after controlling for 

the drop in HRV values in the control group, there was no longer a main effect.  Therefore, 

loving kindness meditation ‘cannot be said to predict an increase in HF-HRV’.  Despite these 

and other legitimate concerns (e.g. the use of vagal-tone as a surrogate to physical health) that 

were outlined in Heathers et al. (2015) work, Kok et al’s. (2013) research was cited 85 times 

alone in 2016.    

The consequences of weak, inconsistent, or poorly reported methods in HRV research are 

multiple, including: preventing the statistical amalgamation of multiple studies through meta-

analyses; reducing the ability to replicate studies (Quintana et al., 2016), and therefore, test 

the robustness of results, and; the potential for both Type I and Type II errors.  Despite the 

methodological challenges, HRV has understandably captured the hearts and minds of 

researchers and lay people alike, and consequently, research interest is likely to remain strong 

in the future.  It is therefore imperative to improve the overall standard of research methods 

in HRV research, especially outside of the natural sciences.  In reviewing the literature on HRV, 
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the approach of this research, where practical, was to focus on robust research methods, and 

to provide clear comments on methodological weaknesses.    

1.4 SUMMARY OF THE CHAPTER 

Vagal tone and other physiological measures have been largely overlooked in 

organizational research.   Vagal tone is an important aspect of a person’s physiology and has 

been linked to a range of social, emotional, and cognitive variables.   Vagal tone is often 

referenced as heart rate variability, but there is some contention about the exact relationship 

between HRV and vagal tone.  HRV has been widely researched across a range of disciplines in 

recent years and has also been linked with a range of social, emotional, and cognitive 

variables.  Unfortunately, the standard of research in this field varies, with a range of 

methodological flaws and challenges in some of the research.   The background provided here 

will equip the reader for the following chapter that provides a theoretical model linking HRV to 

work performance.  
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 CHAPTER 2: A THEORY OF HRV AND WORK PERFORMANCE 
This chapter will present a theoretical framework linking HRV to performance at work.  Not 

all this framework will be tested in the empirical studies to follow, but an outline of the full 

model constitutes an important theoretical reference point for the, yet to be researched, 

relationship between HRV and work performance. 

Arguably, individual performance is the most important and widely studied variable in 

organizational behavior (Bommer, Johnson, Rich, Podsakoff, & Mackenzie, 1995).  The last 40 

years have seen a dramatic change in the landscape of organizations and work.  Consequently, 

the construct of work performance has also changed from a narrow view of jobs with specific 

job descriptions, to far broader ideas that account for complex and uncertain work systems.  

New constructs have entered the dialogue, including citizenship behaviors, contextual 

performance, adaptive performance, and proactivity (Griffin, Neal, & Parker, 2007).   

Despite the broadening of the work performance domain, Griffin et al. (2007) argued there 

was no theoretical framework for integrating the various constructs of individual performance 

and its links to effectiveness.  The authors proposed a framework, with three sub-dimensions 

of work role performance, namely, proficiency, adaptivity, and proactivity.  Proficiency is the 

meeting of role requirements that can be formalized.  Adaptivity concerns the ability to adapt 

to changes in systems and roles.   Proactivity is the extent to which the employee takes actions 

to alter or improve roles or systems.  The Griffin et al. (2007) model then cross-classifies with 

three levels at which role behaviors contribute to effectiveness at the level of: 1. Individual; 2. 

Team and; 3. Organization.  The final model therefore forms a total of nine work role behaviors 

(shown in Figure 3). 
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Figure 3. Work Role Behaviors (Griffin et al., 2007).  

 

Although HRV has been linked with a range of emotional, social, and cognitive factors, 

there is almost no mention in the literature of HRV in relation to performance at work.   This 

oversight is surprising because it is likely that a range of emotional, social, and cognitive factors 

would be required to be proficient, proactive, and adaptive within most work roles. 

One of the very few studies covering HRV and work performance, albeit indirectly, 

explored the link between aromatherapy and work performance on the same basic 

administration tasks among 42 administrators (Huang & Capdevila, 2017).  The researchers 

assessed HRV before, during and after the performance of the administration tasks.  The 

aromatherapy group performed better than the control group on the performance tasks.  

There were some changes in HRV, but their meaning and significance is unclear.  The authors 

do not make clear the purpose of the inclusion of HRV or its connection to task performance.  

In addition, Takanishi et al. (2010) examined work performance, subsidiary behaviors, and HRV 

in a small study of 12 university students.  Subsidiary behaviors included distractive behaviors, 

such as moving or taking a small break, and sleepiness-related behaviors, e.g., yawning or 

habitual behaviors, such as arm or head touching.  Although the authors found a link between 

distraction-based behaviors and HRV, they used the HF/LF ratio, claiming it is an index of 

autonomic nervous system balance.  As is discussed in Section 1.3, this assumption is not 

accurate (Heathers & Goodwin, 2017).  Finally, Gruzelier, Thompson, Redding, Brandt, and 
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Steffert (2014) considered biofeedback and dance performance (among other factors) in 64 

dancers. Dancers were assigned to one of four groups: HRV biofeedback; alpha/theta 

neurofeedback; dance instruction or; control group.  Although overall dance performance did 

not change in each group, dance creativity improved, and anxiety reduced in the HRV 

biofeedback group.  Strangely, the authors did not comment on whether the change was 

statistically significant, and instead, focused on the improvements in the alpha/theta feedback 

group.  To the best of my knowledge at the time of writing, no other research has considered 

HRV and work performance.  Therefore, there appears to be no clear evidence of a 

relationship between HRV and work performance. 

Although not about work performance per se, there are a few studies that have examined 

associations between HRV and other phenomena in work settings, such as research on 

workplace stress and/or strain and mental workload.  Findings from stress studies indicate 

workplace stress and/or strain is related to lower HRV (Kang et al., 2004; Uusitalo et al., 2011; 

T. Vrijkotte, Riese, & De Geus, 2001; T. G. M. Vrijkotte, Van Doornen, & De Geus, 2000).  

Mental workload and state-like HRV has been addressed within the human factors and 

ergonomics literatures in a few studies.  For example, Durantin et al (2014) showed a link 

between mental workload and state-like HRV in a simulated pilot task.  However, these 

findings are questionable due to the use of the LF/HF ratio and because of a very small sample 

size for HRV research (n=12).  Other authors have considered state-like HRV as a potential 

index of mental workload (Hsu et al 2015; Mehta and Agnew 2012).  Again, the sample sizes 

were small (n=30 and n = 12, respectively), and Hsu et al (2015) focused their conclusions on 

the LF/HF HRV metric.  Conversely, Mehta and Agnew (2012) did not provide enough detail of 

HRV metrics and processes to allow reliable assessment of research quality.   

There is also a small body of work on athletes and athletic performance that links HRV with 

better performance (Makivić, Nikić, & Willis, 2013).  Finally, creativity is potentially also 

important to proactivity and there has been a very small amount of research linking creativity 
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with HRV.  For example, Bowers and Keeling (1971) considered the relationship between 

creativity and HRV using the Remote Associates Test and a Revised Art Preference Scale.  They 

found a high positive correlation (r = .49) between creativity and HRV, with higher HRV linked 

with better creativity, but their sample size was small (n = 20).   

When breaking the construct of work performance down into its component parts, there 

are some relevant theories and empirical research to consider.  For example, cognitive 

function is likely to be central to both proficiency and adaptivity.  Similarly, many social and 

well-being factors are likely to be important in the nine work role behaviors, especially team 

and organizational roles.  The cognitive, emotional, and social variables that potentially link 

HRV with work performance are discussed in detail in the following dual pathway model of 

vagal tone and work performance (see Figure 4).  The first pathway consists of emotional and 

closely-related social mediators.  The second pathway is the ‘thinking or cognitive’ pathway, 

and occurs via executive function.  The cognitive pathway is not fully tested empirically in this 

thesis, but it is important to consider the full theory before discussing the empirical studies.    

Figure 4. Dual Pathway Model from HRV to Work Performance 
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In summary, work performance is, perhaps, the most critical variable in organizational 

research.  It is a multi-dimensional concept operating at the individual, team, and 

organizational level, and it also covers behaviors that are proficient, adaptive, and proactive.   

No known research has investigated HRV and work performance.  This is surprising because 

there are many factors that are important to work performance and have been linked to HRV.  

In the absence of a theoretical framework for this research, this thesis proposes a dual 

pathway framework that suggests HRV is related to work performance via emotional/social 

and cognitive factors.   

2.1 HRV AS AN INDEPENDENT VARIABLE 

The first challenge in constructing a theoretical model of HRV and work performance was 

establishing whether HRV would be best considered an independent or dependent variable (in 

relation to workplace variables).  Most of the research reviewed and discussed in this thesis 

considers HRV as a dependent variable.  However, there are a few notable exceptions.  The 

first exception is drawn from the most established area of research for HRV: HRV as a predictor 

of future morbidity or mortality in heart disease and diabetes (The Task Force, 1996).  Another 

notable example posits HRV as a predictor of alcohol cravings in alcohol-dependent 

outpatients (Quintana et al., 2013).  A third exception is not directly HRV, but the closely 

related concept of ‘Vagal Flexibility’.  Vagal flexibility is higher HRV at rest with more significant 

decreases during cognitive demand (Muhatadie et al., 2015).  Across four studies Muhtadie et 

al. (2015) demonstrated that greater ‘vagal flexibility’ predicted higher social sensitivity.  

The theoretical model presented in this thesis considers HRV as the independent variable 

in relation to workplace variables.  This novel approach aims to further current understanding 

of HRV, while avoiding the criticisms previously discussed regarding taking HRV as a ‘proxy for’ 

or ‘measure of’ other constructs, particularly health and well-being constructs.  Further 

support for considering HRV as an independent variable within the model is provided in 

following sections.  In the above cases, HRV is considered a trait-like variable.  The trait-like 
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versus state-like component of HRV is a critical distinction that will be discussed at various 

points throughout this thesis.  For now, it is important to note that this thesis takes a trait-like 

approach to HRV theory and measurement.         

2.2 EMOTIONAL/SOCIAL PATHWAY 

Stephen Porges’ (2007) Poly Vagal Theory (PVT) links social engagement activities (via 

head, and eye movement and facial expressions) to the structure and function of the vagus 

nerve.  Specifically, Porges (2007) argues that the (evolutionarily newer) myelinated, ‘smart’ 

vagus is linked with a range of social behaviors.  Shahrestani, Stewart, Quintana, Hickie, and 

Guastella (2015) undertook a meta-analysis looking at state-like HRV in dyadic social 

interactions and under stress (based on components of the PVT).  They found that negative 

social interactions were linked with reduced HRV (in a similar manner to under stress), 

although positive social interactions were not linked with increased HRV (from baseline).  

Gouin, Zhou, and Fitzpatrick (2015) used 60 international students who were migrating to 

enable a longitudinal design to investigate the association between social interaction and trait-

like HRV.  Social integration after migration was shown to predict changes in HRV, with better 

integration linking with higher HRV.  Also, as mentioned above, Muhtadie et al. (2015) 

considered vagal flexibility as a predictor of social sensitivity, with social sensitivity being the 

ability to perceive social-emotional information accurately and show good sensitivity to social 

contexts.   

Nevertheless, the HRV and social factors relationship might be complicated by other 

biological factors.  For example, Kanthak et al. (2016) found a correlation between better 

social support and higher HRV under stress.  However, the relationship was only maintained in 

those participants who had a specific genetic variation of the oxytocin system.  Such genetic 

variations have been linked with reduced positive affect, reduced maternal sensitivity, and 

reduced social behavior (Kanthak et al., 2016).  Due to the complexity of the study and 

necessary exclusions, the sample size was small for all conditions (n=20), with only five in each 
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block (e.g. five for social support and five for the genetic variation).  Although these 

methodological limitations mean care must be taken in drawing broad conclusions, this study 

does indicate person-to-person biological differences may be one of the factors relevant in 

HRV research.   

In summary, research into various social factors and HRV is in its infancy.  Even the best 

studies show this relationship to be potentially complex, multi-faceted, and bi-directional.  

Notwithstanding this complexity, early indications are that a relationship appears to exist 

between various social factors and cardiac factors, including HRV.   

The Polyvagal Theory also links emotional behaviors and experiences to HRV, with Porges 

(2007) proposing that the ANS provides ‘the neurophysiological substrates’ for emotional 

experiences and affective processes.  Positive affect (PA) has also been empirically linked with 

both state-like and trait-like HRV.  For example, Bacon et al. (2004) linked HRV with feeling 

happy and relaxed.  Similarly, Bhattacharyya, Whitehead, Rakhit, and Steptoe (2008) found a 

positive association between HRV and PA in those with suspected coronary artery disease.  

Petrocchi et al. (2017) subjected 34 participants to direct transcranial current stimulation and 

found a single session improved HRV and enhanced soothing low approach PA.   Kok and 

Fredrickson (2010) argued that HRV and ‘psychosocial well-being reciprocally and prospectively 

predict one another’ in an upward spiral relationship of reciprocal causality.  Although, as 

previously discussed, their data do not appear to support their theoretical claims, nor do they 

disprove them.   

Taken together, these findings indicate a potentially complex, multifaceted and perhaps bi-

directional relationship between HRV and certain emotional and social variables. These 

relationships are further compounded by the fact that both HRV and the emotional and social 

variables have trait-like and state-like components.  The trait and state-like components of 

HRV are not often discussed in the literature, although by examining research methods, it is 

usually clear whether the researcher is interested in state or trait HRV.  Trait HRV is usually 
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taken at rest, with minimal other distractions and after controlling for daily influences on HRV 

(such as stimulants, food, and exercise).  Conversely, state measures are usually taken during 

an activity or task of interest, such as an attention task, or during enforced stress.   

HRV is susceptible to rapid, state-like fluctuations from factors as subtle as the colors of 

test materials (Elliot et al., 2011), and as difficult to control as food intake, recent sleep quality 

or ‘in-the-moment’ feelings of stress (Quintana & Heathers, 2014).  Similarly, emotional and 

social variables have both stable (trait-like) and dynamic (state-like) components.  A further 

complication is the relationships between these components. For example, stable well-being 

influences dynamic responses to traumatic events.  The link between stable and dynamic well-

being was demonstrated in a study by Beal and Ghandour (2011), which was interrupted by a 

hurricane.  This unexpected, dramatic event enabled the researchers to demonstrate that 

individual stable affect influenced dynamic responses to the hurricane and impacted their 

recovery.  Such nuances mean it is important to clearly design research methods around the 

component of interest (trait-like, state-like or both). This research is focused on trait-like 

components of HRV and trait-like components of social and emotional variables.  

Regarding cause and effect between HRV and emotional/social variables, the assumption 

in this research is that Porges (via his PVT) would find that trait-like HRV causes certain 

emotional and social regulative behaviors, because that is the evolutionary purpose of the 

‘smart’ vagus (i.e., to enable these emotional/social strengths and the associated ‘survival of 

the fittest’ benefits).   

Proposition One:  Trait-like heart rate variability is linked with both improved 

(trait-like) affective well-being and (trait-like) sense of social support.  

2.3 COGNITIVE PATHWAY  

Our ability to both monitor and control our cognitions is dependent on a range of skills and 

processes, namely, working memory, sustained attention, situational awareness, cognitive 
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stability, and cognitive flexibility.  Each of these concepts is important in understanding the 

cognitive connection between HRV and work performance.   This section will explain this 

relationship. First, a brief background on some key cognitive concepts is required to 

understand the proposed interactions and relationships.     

In order to integrate internal and external signals and adaptively regulate cognition, 

higher-order cognitions or ‘thoughts about thoughts’ are necessary (Flavell, 1979). Without 

these higher-order cognitions, we are not capable of adaptation, learning, or growth in life or 

at work (Flavell, Miller, & Miller, 2002). Higher-order cognitions have been studied for many 

years in separate disciplines under the headings of executive function and metacognition.  

Foundational to either executive function or metacognition is the ability to first monitor 

cognitions, because we cannot alter or modify (i.e. control) our cognitions without first 

understanding their nature (Efklides, 2008). 

Cognitive monitoring is described in the metacognition literature as metacognitive 

monitoring, which refers to the process of reflecting on one’s own ongoing cognitive activity 

(Lyons & Zelazo, 2011).  The monitoring processes in executive function are heavily reliant on 

working memory, which is the capacity to both maintain and manipulate information in short-

term memory (Lyons & Zelazo, 2011).  Another key and related building block of executive 

function is sustained attention (Thayer et al., 2009).  Sustained attention is the ability to 

maintain a consistent response during continuous as well as repetitive activities (Sohlberg & 

Mateer, 2001). 

To know what information to hold or usefully reflect on (as part of cognitive monitoring), a 

person must also consider the events and information in the world in front of them.  

Consequently, situational awareness is another set of processes that are also important 

(O'Brien & O'Hare, 2007).  Situational awareness is awareness of the environment, in both 

time and space (Mica R Endsley, 1988), which should also enable predictions of the near 

future, e.g., a driver predicting where an oncoming car is going to be in three seconds.  O'Brien 
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and O'Hare (2007) see working memory and sustained attention as among the building blocks 

of situational awareness.  Therefore, these three processes, namely, working memory, 

sustained attention, and situational awareness, are almost inseparable components of 

cognitive monitoring.    

The Neurovisceral Integration Model (Thayer et al., 2012; Thayer et al., 2009) provides a 

theoretical understanding of how HRV might be linked to these cognitive monitoring processes 

of sustained attention, working memory, and situational awareness—that is, these links are 

due to overlapping neural networks, such as the prefrontal cortex, which are linked with both 

these cognitive monitoring processes and HRV.  A range of studies support this idea, with HRV 

linked with better performance in a variety of executive functions (Hansen, Johnsen, & Thayer, 

2009; Kimhy et al., 2013) as well as selective attention (Park, Vasey, Van Bavel, & Thayer, 

2013).   

Cognitive monitoring is only half the picture; monitoring our cognitions and 

metacognitions is only beneficial when we use this knowledge to control them.  Cognitive 

control is taken here to mean the switching between cognitive flexibility and cognitive 

stability.  Cognitive flexibility is the ease of switching to a different perspective or approach, or 

flexible shifting between categories (Nijstad, De Dreu, Rietzschel, & Baas, 2010), while 

cognitive stability (also called cognitive narrowing or persistence) is a condition of intense and 

narrow focus in which impulses and pre-potent responses are controlled (Liu & Wang, 2014; 

Nijstad et al., 2010).  Interest in this adaptive balance between flexible switching and stable 

maintenance (i.e. cognitive control) is seen across various disciplines.  Dreisbach and Goschke 

(2004) were interested in how emotions moderate this balance, while Nijstad et al. (2010) dual 

pathway to creativity model argued that creativity is a function of both flexibility and stability 

(which they call persistence), or a combination of both.  They also argued that some traits and 

some states are associated with flexibility, while others are associated with persistence.  

Nonetheless, how might cognitive control be linked with HRV? 
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Theoretical support for a link between cognitive control and HRV comes from two 

common themes throughout the HRV literature, namely, adaptation and self-regulation.  

Cognitive control is itself a type of appropriate self-regulation or adaptation to a context or 

environment.  A classic example of HRV and self-regulation is work by Segerstrom and Nes 

(2007), which demonstrated individuals higher in HRV were better equipped to resist cookies 

in favor of carrots.  They argued that individuals with higher HRV have more regulatory 

capacity than lower HRV individuals, based on an anatomical overlap between the brain 

structures associated with self-regulation and those associated with autonomic inhibition.  

Beauchaine and Thayer (2015) went a step further and conceptualized HRV as a trait-like 

predictor of differences in cognitive control.   

In summary, higher order cognitions involve the ability to both monitor and control 

cognitions.  Cognitive monitoring requires working memory, sustained attention, and 

situational awareness, whereas cognitive control involves the balance between stability and 

flexibility.  Shared brain structures and overlaps in adaption and regulation behaviors 

theoretically support the proposition that a higher HRV would support both cognitive 

monitoring and cognitive control.   

Proposition two:  Higher vagal tone is linked with improved cognitive monitoring 

as well as improved cognitive control.   

2.4 EMOTIONS, SOCIAL SUPPORT, COGNITIVE FUNCTIONS & WORK 

PERFORMANCE  

Having considered the relationship of HRV with positive affect, social support, and 

cognitive functions, this thesis will now consider the role of these constructs in work 

performance. 

Regarding social factors, this thesis focuses specifically on perceived social support at 

work, because perception is, perhaps, more important than the reality.  This idea is far from 
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new: ‘It is not so much friends’ help that helps us as the confident knowledge that they will help 

us’. (Epicurus, 13th Century B.C. as cited in Sarason, Sarason, and Pierce (1990)).  Several 

studies have found support for the hypothesis that social support is related to work 

performance.  For example, AbuAlRub (2004) investigated the impact of co-worker social 

support on job stress and performance, and found social support was linked with higher job 

performance.  Similarly, Nicpon et al. (2006) found social support in 401 college freshmen was 

associated with academic persistence decisions.  Although social support was not directly 

related to grades, persistence is likely to be linked with work performance in most work 

environments.     

In terms of the mechanisms by which social support might influence work performance, 

there are likely to be direct and indirect effects.  Indirect effects could include social support 

acting as a buffer to workplace stress, i.e., buffering individuals from the ‘potentially 

pathological’ influence of stress (Cohen & Wills, 1985).  A further indirect effect may be that 

people high in social support experience less cognitive interference (Sarason et al., 1990).  

Direct effects may include having people to call on to ask for help, find information, or gather 

needed resources.  Therefore, social support is likely to assist more than one of Griffin et al’s. 

(2007) work role behaviors.   The lowering of stress via social support is likely to enable 

adaptivity and proactivity, and the direct effects are likely to support Individual and Team 

Member Proficiency.   

Regarding positive affect, the work construct that is often researched is called affective 

well-being at work (Daniels, 2000).  There has been and continues to be a significant body of 

research on the topic of affective well-being and performance at work (Wright & Cropanzano, 

2000).   Wright and Cropanzano (2000) argued that those people with positive affective well-

being at work respond better to feedback, focus on, notice and remember more positives than 

negatives, are more outgoing and extroverted, and are less likely to use argumentative tactics 

with colleagues, therefore rendering them better performers at work, especially in high social 
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contact roles.  Although the majority of early research did not support this hypothesis, Wright 

and Cropanzano (2004) argued this failure was connected with affective well-being at work, as 

measured by job satisfaction.  When the construct is broadened to psychological well-being, a 

clearer link is demonstrated for job-related performance in both subjective and objective 

measures of performance (Wright, Cropanzano, Denney, & Moline, 2002).  For example, a 

study with MBA students showed that those with better psychological well-being received 

better overall performance ratings and were also shown to be superior decision-makers than 

individuals with poor affective well-being (Staw & Barsade, 1993).  Consequently, this thesis 

proposes that affective well-being at work is likely to be linked with performance at work, 

especially in high social contact environments.   

Finally, regarding the cognitive pathway, it is proposed that the ability to choose the 

appropriate cognitive strategies (supported by strong monitoring abilities) will support success 

across a range of tasks.  Workers who can move between stability and flexibility will be able to 

move between strategic ideas and detailed tasks.  This flexibility and adaptivity will aid in all 

three Adaptivity Work Roles (Individual, Team, and Organization).  Continuous feedback loops 

would be expected in the selection of appropriate cognitive strategies linked with the task and 

environment.  For example, a senior manager in an important strategy and planning meeting 

might demonstrate cognitive flexibility in the early stages of the meeting when a variety of 

information is presented.  However, as time passes, and more specific details are provided, he 

or she may then switch to cognitive stability to ‘drill down’ into the details.  The chosen 

strategies will be those that are appropriate to support the fulfilment of the person’s goals 

within the given context.   

Proposition Three: Well-being, social support at work, and cognitive monitoring and 

control, are linked with improved work performance. 
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2.5 SUMMARY  

In summary, this thesis proposes that people with higher HRV will perform better at work 

than people with lower HRV.  Why? Because they tend to use more appropriate cognitive 

strategies, experience more positive emotions, and perceive themselves as more socially 

connected.   
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 CHAPTER 3: OVERVIEW OF EMPIRICAL STUDIES  
The methodological approach employed in this research was the hypothetico-deductive 

method.  The hypothetico-deductive method begins with a theory drawn from known 

research, or informally, from observations.  The theory then enables the generation of a set of 

hypotheses that can be tested via research processes, results of which can inform or update 

hypotheses (Hayes, 2000).   

Following theoretical analysis and hypothesis development, three empirical studies were 

conducted.  The first study was a cross sectional study to explore the key relationships 

between the variables of interest and to fine-tune the measurement procedures.  The two 

subsequent time-lagged studies sought to consider how any changes in HRV might influence 

changes in social support, well-being, working memory and performance.  The ability to 

consider within-person comparisons is especially important with HRV due to the large number 

of potential confounds.  Consequently, a between-person sample size of 30 to 77 is required 

(and as many as 20 per cell in the case of subgroups) to expect meaningful results (Pinna et al., 

2007).    

It was not practical to test the full theoretical model within the scope of one Ph.D., hence 

the focus of the empirical studies was primarily on the relationships between HRV, social 

support, affective wellbeing, and work performance.  For the cognitive pathway, the only 

variable assessed was working memory.  No available tools were identified to test the 

cognitive control construct (as it is presented in the model).  There were tools available for the 

three cognitive monitoring variables discussed (i.e., working memory, attention and situational 

awareness).  The cognitive pathway variable testing needed to be managed within the tight 

timeframe and resource constraints of the data collection laboratories because the focus 

needed to remain on the social/emotional pathway.  Working memory was chosen because it 

is seen as foundational for situational awareness (O'Brien & O'Hare, 2007).  In addition, a 

practical, shortened version of working memory assessment was provided by the Attention & 
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Working Memory Lab at Georgia Institute of Technology, which is thought to tap working 

memory and attention (Redick et al., 2012).   

Detailed methods and results are outlined in the following chapters.  To set the scene and 

minimize duplication, hypotheses, a measures overview, and important HRV data collection 

background information (common to all studies), are provided below. 

3.1 MALLEABILITY OF HRV 

The malleability of HRV enabled the investigation of the relationships between HRV and 

work performance as a function of social, emotional, and cognitive factors.   As previously 

discussed, HRV has both ‘trait-like’ and ‘state-like’ components, both of which are malleable 

(Grossmann, Sahdra, & Ciarrochi, 2016; Thayer et al., 2012).  There are two interventions that 

are shown to potentially increase trait-like HRV—mindfulness and exercise.    

At least two studies have considered links between HRV and Vipassana (mindfulness 

meditation).  One of these studies used a mindfulness meditation technique taught in a 

standardized manner that involved up to 100 hours of intensive practice over a 10-day period 

(Krygier et al., 2013).  In another, small study (n=10), Delgado et al. (2010) used experienced 

Vipassana meditators that showed increased LF/HF ratios during meditation versus during free 

thinking.  A larger study (n = 36) looked at HRV before and after ten days of meditation training 

(Krygier et al., 2013).  No effects for time on HRV were found (i.e. before and after training).  

However, the differences between HRV at baseline and during meditation did change after the 

training, with a smaller difference post training.  The meaning of these results is not clear.  

Wheeler et al. (2014) looked at HRV and mindfulness in mental health patients before and 

after Mindfulness Based Cognitive Therapy or similar treatment (n = 27).   Although quality of 

life was improved, no measurable increase in HRV was observed.  The authors argued this may 

have been due to a lack of statistical power in their experimental design. 
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A cross sectional study by Mankus, Aldao, Kerns, Mayville, and Mennin (2013) considered 

the relationship between HRV and trait mindfulness in 67 undergraduate students with high 

and low generalized anxiety.  Generalized anxiety was significantly negatively associated with 

HRV in the high anxiety group.  The authors argued that emotional regulation is the link 

between HRV and mindfulness.  Nevertheless, limited information was provided on the HRV 

collection process to enable reliable assessment of their methodology.  A further small study 

(n = 23) with German undergraduate students looked at mindfulness and HRV (Burg, Wolf, & 

Michalak, 2012).  The authors took a similar line of argument to Mankus et al. (2013), arguing 

HRV is linked with emotional and behavioral regulation, that self-regulation is an ‘inherent 

characteristic’ of mindfulness, and that therefore, HRV and mindfulness should be related.  A 

correlation between HRV and mindfulness was found.  Although these results are mixed, this 

may be due to the methodological challenges discussed.  Certainly, there is evidence that 

justifies further exploration of the links between mindfulness practice and HRV.   

Physical fitness has been linked with higher HRV (Albinet, Boucard, Bouquet, & Audiffren, 

2010; Aslani, Aslani, Kheirkhah, & Sobhani, 2011; Luque-Casado, Zabala, Morales, Mateo-

March, & Sanabria, 2013).  For example, Hansen, Johnsen, Sollers Iii, Stenvik, and Thayer 

(2004) as part of a study on HRV and cognitive performance, had 37 naval personnel undertake 

an eight-week exercise training program that increased their HRV.  Not all exercise is 

necessarily equal in terms of HRV benefits: Luque-Casado et al. (2013) found that aerobic 

exercise increased HRV in the elderly, but stretch-based exercise did not.  Physical fitness may 

also protect against the age-related decline in HRV (De Meersman, 1993; Yataco, Fleisher, & 

Katzel, 1997).  The exact underlying mechanisms for the associations with fitness and HRV are 

not yet fully understood (Routledge, Campbell, McFetridge-Durdle, & Bacon, 2010). 

A range of other, less researched interventions have been reported to improve HRV (at 

least in some studies).  For example, HRV improvements have been reported from yoga 

(Satyapriya, Nagendra, Nagarathna, & Padmalatha, 2009), talking therapies (Lü et al., 2013), 
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neurofeedback (Gruzelier et al., 2014; Redwine et al., 2016), HRV biofeedback (Sutarto, 

Wahab, & Zin, 2010), and paced breathing (Lin, Tai, & Fan, 2014).  Furthermore, stimulation of 

the vagus nerve via a surgical implant has also been shown to increase HRV.  Originally 

developed for the treatment of epilepsy, vagal stimulation is also showing promise for 

addressing treatment refractory depression (Groves & Brown, 2005; O'Reardon, Cristancho, & 

Peshek, 2006).  

In summary, exercise, mindfulness, and a range of other interventions, have been shown 

to improve HRV (in some cases), even though the exact mechanisms by which this occurs are 

not understood.  Therefore, it is possible to use interventions that more rigorously test the 

association between HRV, social support, well-being, and performance. In particular, changes 

in HRV (due to mindfulness/exercise interventions) can be observed, as can any associated 

changes in social support, well-being and performance.    

3.2 HYPOTHESES 

The hypotheses for the three empirical studies were drawn from the theoretical 

model developed in Chapter 2, with some alterations and extensions, as discussed 

below.  

Work performance was considered from several perspectives.  First and foremost, Welbourne, 

Johnson, and Erezs’ (1998) Role-Based Performance scale was used for self-assessed work 

performance.  The Role-Based Performance scale maps well onto the Work-Role Behavior 

model introduced in Chapter 2.  However, as a self-assessed survey-based measure, this tool 

lacks objectivity. Therefore, objective measures of task performance and creative fluency were 

included.  Task performance is central to both the Role-Based and Work-Role Performance 

models.  Other models consider overall performance as being comprised of task performance 

and contextual performance (e.g., Bozionelos & Singh,2017).  Creative fluency has also been 

linked with work performance, with some researchers considering creativity as part of work 
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performance (e.g., Van Dyne, Jehn, & Cummings, 2002).  In addition, Griffin et al. (2007) view 

‘solving problems creatively’ as an element of proactivity when discussing their Work-Role 

Behavior model of performance.    

Hypothesis One: Increased trait-like HRV is related to increased trait-like 

sense of social support at work, which is related to increased work and task 

performance and improved creative fluency. 

Hypothesis Two: Increased trait-like HRV is related to increased trait-like 

affective well-being at work, which is related to increased work and task 

performance and improved creative fluency. 

As discussed in depth in Section 2.4, HRV has been theoretically (Thayer et al., 2012; 

Thayer et al., 2009) and empirically (Hansen, Johnsen, & Thayer, 2003) linked with 

working memory, with better working memory linked with better HRV.   Working 

memory, which is the capacity to both maintain and manipulate information in 

short-term memory (Lyons & Zelazo, 2011), contributes to overall work 

performance, alongside other cognitive monitoring and control variables.  The 

contribution of working memory to overall performance is, logically, via task 

performance rather than via contextual components of work performance.      

Hypothesis Three: Increased trait-like HRV is linked with better working 

memory, which is linked with increased work and task performance. 

The exact variables measured (and hence hypotheses tested) differed slightly across 

the studies due to the different needs and time constraints within each 

participating organization.   Figures 5 through to 8 depict the hypotheses testing in 

each study, and Table 1 depicts the measures that were included in each study.  

Details of measures are discussed within the method sections in Chapters 4 and 5.   
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Figure 5.  Hypotheses Overview 

 

Figure 6.  Hypotheses Cross-Sectional Study 

 

Figure 7.  Hypotheses Mindfulness study 

Figure 8.  Hypotheses Exercise Study 
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Table 1.  Measures by Study 

Measure  Students Mindfulness  Exercise 

Affective Well-being X X X 

Social Support at Work   X X 

Work Performance (self-assessed)   X X 

Task Performance (Grades) X     

Task Performance (Proof Reading)   X   

Creativity (RAT) X     

Creative Fluency (Brick)   X   

Creative Fluency (Customized Question) X X X 

Working Memory      X 

Heart Rate Variability X X X 

3.3 HRV MEASUREMENT  

When it comes to the specific details of selecting HRV metrics and measuring equipment 

and cleaning and interpreting data, many complexities and challenges arise.  Below, is a 

discussion on the HRV metrics, measurement validity and reliability, managing state and trait 

influences on HRV, and data capture and processing.  The discussion then explains how each of 

these issues were handled during the data collection and analysis process for the empirical 

studies conducted in this research. 

3.3.1 HRV METRICS 

Over 70 metrics for interpreting HRV are currently published (Quintana et al., 2016) and 

many more are in use.  The metrics used to quantify HRV fall into several domains.  The most 

commonly used are the time and frequency domain measures.  There are also a range of time-

frequency domain and nonlinear measures that are less commonly used.  Time domain 

measures can be taken directly from R-R intervals or the difference between them (Lopes & 

White, 2006).  Only normal QRS complexes are included; any intervals that are influenced by 

atrial or ventricular arrhythmias are excluded from analyses (Billman, 2011).  Consequently, 

the intervals associated with successive normal QRS complexes are referred to as N-N 

intervals.  Commonly used time domain metrics include: 
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 RMSSD:  Root Mean Squared of the difference between successive N-N intervals, 

measured in milliseconds (ms). 

 PNN50: Percentage of adjacent intervals that vary by more than 50ms.  

 SDNN Index: Mean of the SD of all N-N intervals, measured in ms.   

On the other hand, frequency domain techniques use spectral analysis, which may provide 

a better understanding of the influence of sympathetic and parasympathetic systems on HRV 

(Lopes & White, 2006).  Initially, fast fourier transformation was used for analysis, and later the 

non-parametric autoregressive approach was introduced.  Common frequency domain metrics 

include: 

 High Frequency (HF): Generally, in the 0.2 to 0.5 Hz frequency band 

 Low Frequency (LF): Generally, in the 0.04 to 0.15 Hz frequency band.   

 Very Low Frequency1 (VLF): Less than 0.04 Hz.  

 LF/HF ratio.   

Non-linear or geometric methods present the intervals in geometric patterns.  These are 

complex and less commonly used techniques, so they will not be discussed further here.  The 

metrics chosen for analysis within the empirical studies in this thesis are discussed below.  

Before discussing these, details will be specified regarding tools used for data collection, 

managing influences on HRV, and the validity and reliability of HRV metrics. 

3.3.2 HRV DATA COLLECTION TECHNOLOGY 

Using a physiological approach, the measurement of R-R intervals can be split into two 

techniques, namely, those that directly measure electrical activity of the heart (as the cardiac 

cells depolarize and repolarize) and photoplethysmograph (PPG) techniques that measure 

pulsatile blood flow at the peripheries.  Some of these tools and techniques are proven and 

well-established in research, the gold standard of which is the ECG (Selvaraj, Jaryal, Santhosh, 

Deepak, & Anand, 2008).  The techniques that directly measure the heart depolarizing are 

                                                             
1 Linked with very slow fluctuations, such as circadian rhythms, and therefore not appropriate for 

short-term recordings. 
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usually considered preferable to those that infer it from peripheral blood flow, and this is 

certainly the case in ambulatory measures or when an individual is overly stressed (Zerr, Fluty, 

Cangelosi, & Shaffer, 2014).  Conversely, a few studies have shown that ECG and PPG are 

comparable in resting state measures of HRV, e.g., Schäfer and Vagedes (2013).   

To assess potential techniques (while also experimenting with the practical usability of 

different technologies), I co-supervised a third year Anatomy and Physiology student project to 

investigate different techniques in 2014.  Using student volunteers, the group compared an 

ECG with a Polar (H3) chest strap monitor, and several PPG techniques, including smart phone 

apps that use the phones’ camera to assess pulsatile blood flow at the finger tips.  The polar 

monitor was considered superior to the other techniques as the results from it were most 

consistent with the gold standard ECG.   

Based on the results of the student project and published findings that support the use of 

Polar monitors (Nunan et al., 2009; Quintana, Heathers, & Kemp, 2012), the final decision was 

made to measure HRV using the Polar monitor.  The H7 version was used as it was the latest 

model on the market at the time of purchase.  The Polar H7 has a sampling rate of 1000 Hz, 

which is twice the recommended threshold of 500 Hz (Quintana et al., 2016).  The Polar 

monitor was attached to an adjustable elastic chest band that was connected via Bluetooth to 

an iPad that ran the HRV Logger app (which records the R-R intervals). See Appendix 4.   

3.3.3 INFLUENCERS ON STATE HRV 

Due to its complex physiological underpinnings, state HRV is sensitive to many 

components in the environment, including food intake, circadian rhythm, and the current and 

recent thoughts and feelings of the participant (Quintana et al., 2016).  Tasks that are stressful 

or taxing (such as the cognitive tasks linked to trait HRV) are shown to temporarily reduce HRV, 

so too do states of fear or anxiety (Elliot et al., 2011).  A startling study by Elliot et al. (2011) 

showed that even a subtle threat, such as the color of the front page of the test materials (i.e., 

red versus neutral), can influence HRV.  Since the focus of this thesis was on the malleability of 
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trait-like HRV, it was important to control as many of these internal and external factors as 

possible to minimize interference of state-like HRV on trait-like HRV. The approach used in this 

research is discussed within the methods section of each study.   

3.3.4 INFLUENCERS ON TRAIT HRV 

Trait HRV is influenced by a range of health and lifestyle factors.  Altered HRV has been 

associated with numerous physical and mental illnesses as well as with certain lifestyle 

behaviors (Fagard, Pardaens, & Staessen, 1999).  In addition, HRV has an age-based decline 

(Nunan, Sandercock, & Brodie, 2010), but part of this decline may be lifestyle rather than 

solely aging per se.  Yataco et al. (1997) compared HRV in older athletes with older sedentary 

and younger normal populations.  The HRV measures of older athletes were more comparable 

with those of the younger normal populations than with older sedentary populations.  The 

strongest and most well-researched links between HRV and physical illness are heart disease 

and diabetic neuropathy (The Task Force, 1996).  HRV predicts mortality from cardiovascular 

disease, not only in individuals with known heart disease, but also in apparently healthy 

individuals (Poirier, 2014).  HRV is diminished in diabetic patients even before nerve damage 

(neuropathy) becomes evident (Acharya, Joseph, Kannathal, Lim, & Suri, 2006).  Compromised 

HRV has also been linked with depression (Jindal et al., 2008; Koenig, Kemp, Beauchaine, 

Thayer, & Kaess, 2016; Rottenberg, 2007), depression severity (Koenig et al., 2016), low trait 

positive affect (Koenig et al., 2016), generalized anxiety, panic disorder, social anxiety (Pittig, 

Arch, Lam, & Craske, 2013), and several other psychiatric conditions (Beauchaine & Thayer, 

2015).  HRV has also been implicated in developmental disorders, such as autism (Neuhaus, 

Bernier, & Beauchaine, 2014).  

Certain lifestyle behaviors have been linked with a reduction in baseline HRV, including 

chronic stress (Thayer et al., 2012; T. G. M. Vrijkotte et al., 2000), lack of exercise (Luque-

Casado et al., 2013), alcohol dependence (Quintana, McGregor, Guastella, Malhi, & Kemp, 

2013), and smoking (Karakaya et al., 2007).  Outside specific mental and physical illnesses, HRV 
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is linked with illness and recovery in general.  It is generally believed that critical illness is 

linked with reduced HRV and a return to health is linked with an associated HRV recovery 

(Buchman, Stein, & Goldstein, 2002).  The first part of this premise is supported by De Couck 

and Gidron (2013), who demonstrated compromised HRV in various cancers, with lower HRV 

in more advanced stages of cancer.   

In addition, gender differences have been demonstrated in HRV (Liao et al., 1995; Snieder, 

Van Doornen, Boomsma, & Thayer, 2007).  The differences are complex, with some HRV 

components higher for women (i.e. HF, RMSSD, and pNN50) and some higher for men (i.e. LF, 

VLF, and SDNN) (Antelmi et al., 2004).  Although some studies show gender differences and 

others do not, this may be due to these gender difference complexities being overlooked 

because many studies only consider one or two metrics.  Pregnancy has also been shown to 

influence HRV (Klinkenberg et al., 2009).  Personality has been linked with HRV, whereby 

neuroticism has been linked with reduced HRV, while trait openness has been linked with 

increased HRV (Čukić & Bates, 2014).   

3.3.5 HRV AND BREATHING 

As mentioned, there is a specific and complex relationship between HRV and breathing; 

this interdependence is referred to as RSA (or HF HRV).  Both the depth (tidal volume) and 

frequency of breathing influence RSA.  Tidal volume and RSA have a linear relationship, with 

deeper breathing producing increased RSA (Kobayashi, 2009).  Conversely the breathing 

frequency-HRV relationship is non-linear.  The idea that controlling for breathing frequency 

would prevent respiratory interference and improve reliability of HRV recording, dates back to 

the early 1990s (Kobayashi, 2009) and this idea remains today (Acharya et al., 2006).  However, 

some authors have argued that paced breathing is unnecessary provided participants are 

instructed to avoid irregular breathing (Kobayashi, Park, & Miyazaki, 2012).  The argument is 

confused further by the effects of different breathing rates on HRV measurements and is even 

further confused by personal differences among people with the same breathing rates.  Every 
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person has a ‘resonant frequency’, which is their personal breathing pattern that will improve 

HRV the most (Lehrer, Vaschillo, & Vaschillo, 2000).  Perhaps, the most important point is 

consistency. In a systematic review of normal values for HRV, Nunan et al. (2010) claimed that 

different approaches to breathing across studies (i.e. paced versus not paced) was one of the 

reasons for large differences in mean HRV values across various studies.   

3.3.6 HRV DATA PROCESSING 

There are a range of HRV data processing approaches and tools available.  For the studies 

in this thesis, raw R-R intervals were extracted from the HRV logger app, then uploaded for 

analysis into Kubios or HVAS software.  Kubios software was used for the student study.  

However, Kubios did not allow bulk processing, so HRVAS software (Ramshur, 2010) was used 

for the larger time-lagged studies.  Once loaded into the software, numerous processing 

decisions needed to be made; a central one was artifact correction.  Artifacts can be technical 

(e.g., missing or extra QRS complexes), or physiological (e.g., ectopic beats or arrhythmias in 

the participant) (Tarvainen & Niskanen, 2006).  The initial recommendations of The Task force 

(1996) were to manually check and edit the ECG recording.  More recent thinking is that these 

guidelines are outdated due to the power of current automated R-R recording/analysis tools 

(Nunan et al., 2010).  The literature supporting the use of Polar and similar devices for HRV 

measurement also indirectly reinforces this stance because these techniques only provide the 

R-R interval; therefore, manual editing of the ECG trace is not possible.  Artifact correction was 

handled using the artifact correction options within the software used.  For Kubios, the 

‘medium’ option was chosen.  For HRVAS, a 20 percent ectopic detection option was chosen 

(which is comparable to the Kubios medium option).  Another consideration was de-trending 

for any disturbing low frequency baseline trends.  For both Kubios and HRVAS, the 

‘smoothness priors’, de-trending method, developed by Moody (1993), was used.  The 

frequency bands were left at the default, which were those recommended by The Task Force 

(1996), i.e., VLF 0-0.04, LF 0.04-0.15, and HF 0.15-0.4 Hertz.   
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The times series, constructed using the R-R intervals, was irregularly sampled, which 

means spectrum estimation methods cannot be directly applied.  This was resolved by 

interpolation methods that convert the R-R series to equidistantly sampled forms, using 

piecewise spline interpolation (Tarvainen & Niskanen, 2006).  The default 4 Hz interpolation 

was used.  The spectrum can be calculated with autoregressive modelling (AR spectrum) or 

Welch’s periodogram (FFT spectrum).  This thesis used the Welch’s FFT outputs and left the 

window widths at the default of 256 seconds, with a 50% overlap.  See Appendix 8 for 

screenshots of software and settings. 

3.3.7 VALIDITY AND RELIABILITY OF HRV MEASURES  

HRV is usually measured in short-term resting recordings of up to 15 minutes or in 24-hour 

‘normal activity’ recordings.  Some controversy exists regarding short term measures.  

Sinnreich, Kark, Friedlander, Sapoznikov, and Luria (1998) considered five-minute duration 

resting HRV measures two months apart for 70 healthy kibbutz dwellers in Israel.  They found 

high test, retest reliability, suggesting short-term measures are appropriate for time-lagged 

studies.  Similarly, Tarkiainen et al. (2005) looked at the stability of short-term measures (both 

five- and 40-minute recordings) over three to four months for 122 patients with stable 

coronary artery disease, and they found most of the time and frequency domain measures to 

be stable.  The SDNN measure was an exception and appeared to be unstable across time.  

Conversely, Ponikowski et al. (1996) showed poor reliability across all metrics (except mean N-

N) for five, 10, 20, and 40-minute recordings.  However, this was a small sample (n=16) and all 

participants had congestive heart failure.  Cipryan (2016) considered within session test, retest 

reliability for a range of HRV metrics.  The findings showed that within the same session, there 

were major differences across the different metrics, with RMSSD showing the least variation.  

Nakamura et al. (2017) looked at both inter-day and intra-day RMMSD recordings in elite 

rugby players and found strong reliability.  Body position has been shown to influence HRV 

(Quintana & Heathers, 2014) and may influence repeatability.  Silva, Bertollo, Reichert, 
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Boullosa, and Nakamura (2017) looked at repeatability for measures within children in supine, 

seated and standing positions, and found higher reliability in the supine position.   

With a good sample size, consistent methods, the inclusion of details (such as posture), 

and ensuring the inclusion of the RMSSD metric, short-term measures have their place in the 

methods toolbox.  Short-term measures are far more practical to implement in an 

organizational research setting than 24-hour measures, and they have often been effectively 

used in such settings (e.g., Wang, Thayer, Treiber, and Snieder (2005) and Krygier et al. (2013)).  

Consequently, short-term recordings were chosen, ensuring RMSSD was included in the 

analysis.  This research also focused on minimizing and/or controlling for potential state-based 

interferences on HRV (See Chapter 4 and 5 for details of the procedures used).   

In addition to RMSSD, this research evaluated HF HRV because it is the most commonly 

used measure (Elliot, Payen, Brisswalter, Cury, & Thayer, 2011).  HF HRV is also most often 

linked with Vagal Tone, and it is sometimes used interchangably with RSA.  Conversely, there is 

a unique situation where LF HRV becomes potentially relevant, and that is when HRV is 

assessed under paced breathing conditions (as in the intervention studies); this is due to the 

fact that slowed breathing causes RSA to show in the same region as the LF power.  In other 

words, RSA still occurs in slowed breathing, but is amplified by the cycles of blood pressure 

over time, so does not occur in the HF band (Russo, Santarelli, & O'Rourke, 2017).  Therefore, 

when using paced breathing during data collection, LF HRV should be extracted for analysis.    

In summary, for the student group, HF HRV and RMSSD were extracted for data analysis 

from the HRV collection and processing software.  For the intervention groups, LF HRV was 

also extracted. 

3.4 SUMMARY OF CHAPTER 

This thesis used a hypothetico-deductive approach to investigate the relationship between 

HRV and work performance via social, emotional, and cognitive variables.  Three hypotheses 
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were tested in a cross-sectional and two time-lagged studies.  The time-lagged studies take 

advantage of the malleability of trait-like HRV.  As has been demonstrated, there are a range of 

complexities in HRV collection and processing that need to be understood to interpret the 

following chapters.    
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 CHAPTER 4: CROSS SECTIONAL STUDY  

4.1 PARTICIPANTS & PROCEDURES 

Participants were 94 undergraduate students at a Western Australian university business 

school.  Recruitment was undertaken primarily via an existing online recruitment system called 

SONA.  SONA is used to recruit students into various research projects in return for course 

credits.  Via SONAR, 72 participants were recruited from a first-year organizational behavior 

course.  A further 24 participants were recruited via snowballing.  Snowballing participants 

were rewarded with a small bar of chocolate after their participation (they were not aware of 

this reward in advance).  The study was approved by the UWA Human Ethics Committee (REF 

RA/4/1/7217) and participants were provided with informed consent forms, which were 

contained in the online survey (see Appendix 11). 

Prior to data collection, participants were emailed with the time and location of their 

assessment as well as the following instructions: ‘Please abstain from caffeine, nicotine or 

other stimulants 2 hours before your assessment. Please abstain from a heavy meal or intense 

exercise 4 hours before your assessment’. 

  Data collection was undertaken in a university computer laboratory and took 

approximately one hour, which comprised of up to 45 minutes for the questionnaire and 10-15 

minutes for the HRV preparation and assessment.  Participants were requested (both verbally 

and in writing) to abstain from using their phones or email during surveys.  The experimental 

procedures were counterbalanced, whereby some participants started with HRV 

measurements, while others started with the survey.   
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4.2 MEASURES  

As discussed in Chapter 3, HRV was measured using the Polar HRV and the HRV logger app.  

Participants were provided with a portable, foldable screen for privacy to apply the chest 

strap, which needed wetting with a spray bottle of water.  Participants were also offered use 

of the bathroom if they preferred more privacy.  Once the monitor was attached and working, 

they were asked to sit in a comfortable but upright position.  They were given time to 

acclimatize and the researcher waited until their heart rate had steadied, as the effort required 

to attach the monitor sometimes raised resting HR.  Participants were encouraged to breathe 

calmly and remain still for a ten-minute HRV recording.  

The following procedures were used to account for any influences on trait HRV: 

 Requesting participants to abstain from stimulants, exercise, and large meals prior to 

testing (as indicated in the text above). 

 Checking participants had followed these instructions i.e., asking whether they had 

exercised, smoked, or drunk coffee prior to testing.   

 Asking how stressed they were at time of testing (compared with what is normal for 

them).   

 Provision of a privacy screen to minimize distractions. 

 Counterbalancing the order of the HRV and surveys to check whether the order of 

assessments themselves influenced HRV due to perceived or real stress. 

Quintana and Heathers (2014) pointed out that few papers on HRV adequately control for 

state-like influences on HRV.  They discussed food and water consumption, medication, time of 

day, and bladder filling.  The nature of this project rendered controlling for water consumption 

and bladder filling logistically unfeasible, but in controlling for the above, this research has 

achieved more than most previous studies.  To account for health, lifestyle, and demographic 

influencers on trait HRV, a detailed health and lifestyle questionnaire was included.   

RMSSD and HF HRV data were strongly correlated (r=.96). In addition, early analyses with 

both metrics showed a substantially similar results profile.  Hence, for ease of presentation, 
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minimizing unnecessary duplication and to align with other researchers, results focused on HF 

HRV. 

Affective well-being was assessed by Daniels’ (2000) affective well-being at work scale.  

The scale consists of 30 affect-related words that theoretically map onto five subdimensions of 

well-being.  An example item is, ‘Thinking of the last 2 weeks at work, how much of the time 

did you feel each of the following? Relaxed…’. The word ‘work’ was replaced with the word 

‘university’ to suit the participants.  Items were measured on a 6-point scale from ‘Never’ to 

‘All of the time’. 

Task performance was determined via student grades.  Permission to access grades was 

requested from participants in the survey; 35 students granted their permission.  Grades were 

obtained for two assignments, an oral test, the final exam, and tutorial participation.  The 

marks obtained for the second assignment were used in the analysis of this study. The second 

assignment was a 2000-word scholarly essay due on the 18th May 2015, which was near the 

start of data collection that ran from the 23rd March to the 15th May 2015.  The other grades 

were used to identify potential outliers in marks that were obtained for the second assignment 

grade (from herein, called Assignment Grade).  Other grades were not otherwise used in the 

analyses as they were too far from the time of data collection, and therefore their HRV at that 

time could easily have been different due to lifestyle and/or health changes.   

A modification of Guilford’s (1967) ‘alternative uses’ task was used to assess creative 

fluency performance.  The task was presented as a (genuine) request for ideas or feedback 

from participants (see Appendix 3 for the questions used).  In addition, the Remote Associates 

Test (RAT) was used.  The RAT measures creative thinking via the provision of three words and 

via asking the participant to find a word that links to all three.  The words may be associated in 

a variety of different ways (e.g., ‘rat’, ‘blue’ and ‘cottage’ may be linked by the word ‘cheese’).  

The RAT was developed by Mednick (1962) to measure creativity without the need for field-

specific knowledge.  Since the RAT is based on associative language concepts, performance 
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might be dependent on English language competency.  The same might be true for the 

creativity fluency task, in that fluency and creativity would be easier in a participant’s first 

language.  It is also conceivable in a university where the dominant language is English that 

being from a non-English speaking background might negatively affect grade performance.  

Therefore, participants were asked about their native language, then coded as English or 

other.  

In addition to the variables above, factors that may influence HRV were collected via 

medical and lifestyle questions, and personality was also assessed (also shown to be correlated 

with HRV).  Personality was measured using the HEXACO-60 (Ashton & Lee, 2009).  The 

Hexaco-60 is a short measure of the six factors of the HEXACO model, which are: Honesty-

Humility; Emotionality; Extraversion; Agreeableness; Conscientiousness and; Openness to 

Experience.  The HEXACO-60 scale is well established, and reliability in this sample was shown 

to be acceptable for Extraversion, Conscientiousness, Honesty-Humility, and Openness, but 

not for Agreeable and Emotionality.  See Table 2. for details.   

Table 2.  Cronbach’s alpha by sample for Personality factors 

Personality Factors Cronbach’s Alpha 
Agreeableness .58 
Emotionality .69 
Extraversion  .76 
Conscientiousness  .82 
Honesty-Humility .80 
Openness to Experience .72 

 

Common method variance (CMV) is a potential issue in social science research (Podsakoff, 

Mackenzie, Lee, & Podsakoff, 2003).  In the current research, a procedural approach was taken 

to managing CMV.  First and foremost, the inclusion of objective and physiological measures, 

minimized the likelihood of CMV.  Leaving three variables with similar, self-assessed, survey-

based methods, namely, affective well-being, social support, and work performance.  For these 

variables, the questionnaires were designed to minimize similar response structures and styles.      
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4.3 ANALYTICAL STRATEGY OVERVIEW  

First data underwent data cleaning, checking and review of descriptive statistics.  Next, 

survey scale analysis was undertaken.  Within the student sample scales, the affective well-

being at work scale was investigated with exploratory factor analyses (EFA). This approach was 

taken because the affective well-being at work scale (in the form used here) has not been 

widely used.  Also, future work by the same authors used a different (smaller) set of items 

(Harris & Daniels, 2005).  Before undertaking the EFA, suitability of the technique was checked 

via inspecting the Kaiser-Meyer-Oklin measure of sampling adequacy (KMO) and by ensuring 

Bartlett’s tests of sphericity reached significance.  KMO values closer to one indicate relatively 

compact patterns of correlations, and therefore, factor analysis should yield reliable factors 

(Field, 2013).  The KMO was .83 and Bartlett’s test of sphericity was significant (p≤.001).   

Therefore, both tests suggested that EFA would be appropriate.   

The approach to EFA used in this research was Principal Axis Factoring (PAF) and oblique 

rotation, based on observed inter-item correlations in SPSS.  Horn’s (1965) parallel analysis 

was used to support factor extraction decision-making.  Parallel analysis compares the 

eigenvalue sizes with values taken from a randomly generated dataset of the same size as that 

submitted for EFA.  Eigenvalues that exceed those generated from EFAs of random data are 

assumed to be signs of ‘true’ factors amongst a set of items, as opposed to statistical flukes.  

The criterion used was the 95th percentile.  Horn’s (1965) Parallel Analysis approach has been 

shown to be more accurate than Cattell’s scree test and Kaiser’s criterion, which both tend to 

overestimate the number of factors (Hubbard & Allen, 1987).  Factors were oblimin rotated for 

interpretation.  Any items that loaded less than .4 (Pallant, 2010) on any factor, or where items 

loaded similarly on multiple factors, were excluded from the final measures.  Scales were then 

calculated from the factor analyzed results.   

Extreme outliers, which were indicated by SPSS as being more than three box-lengths from 

the edge of the box (i.e. more than three times the interquartile range), were further explored.  
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Specifically, multivariate normality was examined using a regression with all the mediators and 

dependent variables, and via examining Mahalanobis and Cook’s Distances.  Outliers were 

assessed using a critical chi-square value (with the number of independent variables as the 

degrees of freedom).   The cut-off for concern for Cook’s distances was 1.0 (Pallant, 2010). 

Normality was assessed using the skewness and kurtosis and dividing by the standard error 

to get a test statistic.  A test statistic greater than 2.58 (p≤.01) was used as the cut off as it 

shows a strong chance that data are skewed and/or platykurtic/leptokurtic (Field, 2013).  

Transformations were considered case-by-case, based on recommendations for data 

distribution by Tabachnick and Fidell (2013).  In the case of HRV, data were natural-log 

transformed, as is the recommended practice (James Heathers, personal communication, April 

28, 2016).     

As discussed (Section 3.4), there are a range of factors that have been controlled for in the 

literature relating to HRV.  Due to the sample size and number of variables, it was important to 

statistically control for only those that were necessary.  Therefore, each potential influencer of 

HRV (discussed above) was evaluated, and then only those that showed differences were 

controlled for.  T-tests were used for dichotomous variables, ANOVA was used for polytomous 

categorical variables, and correlations were used for continuous variables.   

  Last, prior to hypothesis testing, correlations among all key variables were determined. 

Hypotheses were then explored by mediation regression analyses with the PROCESS plug-in for 

SPSS.  The approach to mediation followed Baron and Kenny’s (1986) guidelines, which tested 

the four conditions of mediation: (1) the IV significantly predicting the DV; (2) the IV 

significantly predicting the mediator;(3) the mediator significantly predicting the DV and (4) 

the IV must predict the DV less strongly in model 3 than in model 1.  There is some contention 

concerning how much of a reduction is necessary (Field 2013).  The approach taken here was 

to estimate the indirect effect and its significance via bootstrapping.  A 95% confidence 

interval bias corrected boot strapping was conducted for a sample size of 5,000).   
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4.4 PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS 

4.4.1 EXPLORATORY FACTOR ANALYSIS OF AFFECTIVE WELL-BEING SCALE  

Principal axis factoring with oblique rotation returned seven factors, with eigenvalues over 

1.0 (10.0, 3.9, 2.6, 1.7, 1.0, 0.8, 0.7).  Investigation of the scree plot indicated a potential four 

factor solution (see Figure 9).  Parallel analysis also supported a four-factor solution (with the 

first four eigenvalues being statistically significant with 95th percentile values of 2.0, 1.7, 1.5, 

1.4, while the fifth was non-significant at 1.2).  

Figure 9.  Affective Well-being Principal Axis Factor Scree Plot 

 

A four-factor solution explained 59.7% of the variance, with Factor 1 contributing 33.0% 

(with an eigenvalue of 10.0), Factor 2 contributing 13.0% (with an eigenvalue of 3.9), Factor 3 

contributing 8.4% (with an eigenvalue of 2.5), and Factor 4 contributing 5.4% (with an 

eigenvalue of 1.6)2.  All factors showed numerous strong loadings (>.4).  There were eight 

items that did not load strongly on any factor or that loaded similarly on more than one; these 

                                                             
2 In consideration of Daniels’ (2000) work, I tried extracting a five-factor solution.  The fifth factor 

had only one item that loaded strongly on it. Therefore, this solution was not pursued any further. 
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were therefore removed from the final scale (i.e., full of energy, calm, placid, sluggish, bored, 

dull, anxious, and worried). 

Daniels’ (2000) original five-factor scale was comprised of six variables for each factor, 

three of which were positively keyed and three negatively keyed.  The dimensions were: 

Anxiety-Comfort; Depression-Pleasure; Bored-Enthusiastic; Tiredness-Vigor; and Angry-Placid.  

As can be seen in Table 3, the first factor from the analysis was indicated by items from 

Daniels’ factors, namely, Enthusiastic, Pleasure, Vigor and Placid; therefore, it has been called 

Positive Affect.  The second factor mapped to Tiredness.  The third factor included all the items 

from Daniels’ Angry and Depressed factors, and consequently, it was called Angry-Depressed.  

The final factor was indicated by all the items from Comfort, and from ‘tense’ from the Anxiety 

factor.  Logically, tense was a reasonable fit with at-ease, relaxed and comfortable, all of which 

constitute the factor of Comfort.  Correlations between factors are shown in Table 4, and as 

expected, there were negative correlations between positive and negative well-being 

components. All Scales showed good internal consistency.  
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Table 3.  Oblimin Rotated Results of Factor Loadings from a four Factor EFVA of the Affective Well-being Scale 

Variable Positive Affect 
Angry/ 

Depressed Tiredness Comfort 
Motivated .76 -.07 .04 -.04 
Pleased .75 -.21 .20 .28 
Optimistic .75 .05 .04 .01 
Enthusiastic .71 .00 .03 .22 
Happy .71 -.23 .16 .28 
Cheerful .70 -.12 .10 .38 
Active .65 .22 -.30 .15 
Patient .59 -.10 -.14 -.18 
Alert .46 -.04 -.05 .12 
Miserable* -.17 .83 .03 .08 
Annoyed* .06 .80 .11 .05 
Angry* .04 .78 .04 -.04 
Gloomy* -.08 .73 .01 .01 
Depressed* -.13 .73 .00 -.16 
Aggressive* .25 .68 .01 -.07 
Fatigued* .11 .02 .89 -.07 
Sleepy* .07 .08 .88 -.05 
Tired* .17 .03 .87 -.01 
 Relaxed .22 -.07 -.03 .79 
 At ease .26 -.04 -.05 .72 
Comfortable .35 -.04 -.04 .57 
Tense* -.04 .35 .28 -.51 

Notes: n = 80.  Boldface indicates the factor on which an item primarily loads 
*Items were negatively keyed 

Table 4.  Four Factor Correlation Matrix for the Affective Well-being Scale 

 
Positive 
Affect Tiredness 

 
Depressed 

Comfort 

Positive Affect - - - - 

Tiredness -.15 - - - 

Depressed -.17 .30 - - 

Comfort -.18 -.25 -.06 - 
Notes: n = 80.  Extraction Method: PAF.   Rotation Method: Oblimin with Kaiser 
Normalization. 

 

It is worth noting that the four-factor structure resulting from the EVA maps roughly onto 

Posner, Russell, and Peterson’s (2005) Circumplex Model of Affect, as shown in figure 10.  The 

circumplex model considers two key continua: arousal or alertness and valence 
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(pleasant/unpleasant, or pleasure/displeasure).  Posner et al. (2005) proposed that each 

emotion can be understood as ‘a linear combination of these two dimensions’.  They further 

argued that these components are linked to neurophysiological systems and that emotions are 

a product of the interaction between the valence and arousal (neurophysiological) systems 

and cognitions.   Although there are exceptions in a few individual items e.g. ‘depressed’ from 

the Angry-Depressed factor (depressed being a deactivated construct), the rest of the items 

that loaded on the Angry-Depressed factor are high arousal; hence, overall, the factor still fits 

into the high arousal, unpleasant quadrant.  Similarly, for ‘tense’ in the Comfort factor, as well 

as ‘patient’ and ‘pleased’ in the Positive Affect factor.  That is, taken at the overall factor level 

there are clear links between the factor analysis results here and the circumplex model of 

affect.    

Figure 10.  Affective well-being at work factors mapped to the Circumplex model. 

 

Adapted from “The circumplex model of affect: An integrative approach to affective neuroscience, 
cognitive development, and psychopathology” by Posner, J., Russell, J. A., & Peterson, B. S. (2005). 
Development and Psychopathology. 

 

4.4.2 DATA CHECKING AND SAMPLE DEMOGRAPHICS 

There were technical problems with eleven of the recordings of HRV data, which required 

the removal of all eleven participants from the sample.  A further participant was removed due 

to reporting a ‘heart echo’ in the medical questionnaire.  A total of 82 participants remained 
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for analysis within the sample.  Access to students’ academic grades was based on the 

participants’ providing their consent and student ID numbers.  A total of 36 participants 

provided both their permission as well as a correct student ID to enable access to their grades.  

Independent samples t-tests did not reveal significant overall group differences between those 

providing grades and those not providing grades for: gender makeup (t = .11, df = 80, p = .91); 

age ranges (t = -.28, df = 80, p =.78); nor HF HRV (t = 14.03, df = 64.73, p = .31).  The creative 

fluency task was not attempted by three participants.  The RAT was not attempted by three 

other, different participants.  Missing data in the survey-based questions was minor (i.e., one 

item was missing from three affective well-being items, but the remaining survey items were 

complete). Therefore, mean replacement was used for survey scales.  Other missing data were 

excluded from relevant analyses in preference to attempting to impute data.   

There were four extreme outliers (more than three times the interquartile range, as shown 

on boxplots produced by SPSSS) within the Angry-Depressed scale.  Consideration of 

Mahalanobis and Cook’s distances indicated no concerns with multivariate normality; 

therefore, the data were left in for analysis.  Student grades data were available for the full 

semester for each student who gave permission.  One student had an Assignment Grade mark 

that was 2.8 standard deviations from the mean of their overall semester grade, which 

indicated an issue with this participant’s data for that individual assessment; therefore, the 

observation was removed from the analysis. 

The Angry-Depressed scale was highly positively skewed (skew = 1.87, SE = .27), which 

indicated, as expected, that on average, people are not angry/depressed.  The scale was 

transformed with a log base 10 transformation, based on recommendations about data 

distribution from Tabachnick and Fidell (2013).  All other key variables had test statistics (Skew 

and Kurtosis divided by SE) less than 2.58, and they were therefore left as is.  As discussed, all 

HRV values were natural log transformed.   
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The final student sample comprised 37 males and 44 females.  The average age was 22.3 

years (SD = 6.0), with a range of 18 to 55 years.  English was the first language for 37 

participants, followed by 20 native Chinese speakers.  The remainder were spread across 12 

minor languages as their first language.  With respect to medical information, six participants 

had a specified mental illness or took medication that indicated a likelihood of mental illness, 

and one participant had both Postural Orthostatic Tachycardia Syndrome (POTS) and Ehlers-

Danlos Syndrome Type III.  These are not necessary exclusion criteria (The Task Force, 1996). 

Therefore, the participant’s data were not removed from the analysis; they were checked for 

statistical anomalies in the results, but none appeared.  For lifestyle demographics, there were 

seven smokers, 18 people exercised more than three times per week (for 20 minutes or more), 

48 exercised one to three times per week, and 15 did not exercise at all.  Alcohol intake is 

summarized in Table 5. 

Table 5.  Alcohol Intake (Units per week) 

Units per Week Frequency 

I don’t drink 43 

1-5 Units 26 

5-15 Units 10 

Greater than 15 Units 2 

Notes: One Unit = One standard beer or one small glass of wine 

 

The mean HF HRV was 782 (SD = 829), with a range of 16 to 3643.  These figures were as 

expected compared with the norm data (see Appendix 9 for details).  The sample was a 

comparatively young group, from which you would expect higher mean HRV values (because 

HRV declines with age).  Nevertheless, the sample was collected with un-paced breathing. 

Therefore, you would expect lower HRV due to the HRV/breathing relationship.  The norm 

data were taken from a larger range of ages, but also included paced and un-paced samples.  

On balance, the HRV data were as expected.   
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4.4.3 CONTROL VARIABLES  

As discussed, HRV is influenced by a range of demographic and lifestyle factors as well as 

short term influences, such as stress or caffeine intake at the time of testing.  An independent 

samples t-test did not reveal significant differences in means for HF HRV between males and 

females (t = -0.58, df = 79, p = .56).  However, significant differences in HRV were 

demonstrated for the order of the laboratory processes.  This was stored as a dichotomous 

variable: HRV before the survey and HRV after the survey (this will be called ‘counterbalance’ 

henceforth).  There was a significant difference in HF HRV between the two counterbalancing 

options; HF HRV was higher after the survey (t = -2.11, df = 58.9, p = .04).  There was no 

significant difference in HF HRV between smokers and non-smokers (t = -0.04, df = 6.4, p = 

.97).  Although means were lower for the group with mental illness, the difference was not 

significant (t = 1.14, df = 80, p = .25).  HRV was significantly lower for those who exercised on 

the day of testing (t = -2.01, df = 79, p = .05).  Caffeine intake on the day of measuring did not 

significantly affect HF HV (t = 1.10, df = 79, p = .28).  Likewise, there was no effect of smoking 

on the day on measurement of HF HRV (t = -.48, df = 79, p = .63).  A Pearson’s correlation was 

used to explore the relationship between levels of stress and HRV.  No relationship was found.  

The personality factor of Openness-to-Experience was correlated with HF HRV, with higher 

Openness linked with lower HF HRV (r = -.31).  No other personality factors were correlated 

with HF HRV.  Age was negatively correlated with HF HRV (r = -.25).  No relationship was found 

between either alcohol consumption or exercise frequency and HF HRV.  Participants who had 

English as their first language performed significantly better across both creativity tasks and 

assignment grades compared with non-native speakers of English (t = 2.41, df =76, p = .02; t = 

5.59, df = 76, p <.001; t = 2.65, df = 33, p <.01 for fluency, RAT and grades, respectively).   

The above results indicated the following variables needed to be controlled during 

regression analyses: Age; counterbalancing; openness; and exercise on day of measuring.  First 

language spoken was also controlled for during analyses, including creativity and/or 

performance measures. 
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Table 6.  Pearson Correlations for potential controls 

Variable Mean SD 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

1.  Age 22.27 6.04  
         

2.  Exercise 2.04 0.64 -.17  
        

3.  Alcohol Intake 1.64 0.80 .08 .00  
       

4.  Stress 3.22 0.67 .08 -.08 -.01  
      

5.  Agreeableness 3.31 0.48 .18 -.02 -.26 -.05  
     

6.  Emotionality 3.12 0.59 -.06 -.17 -.47 .11 .12  
    

7.  Extraversion 3.42 0.56 .14 .20 .34 -.13 .11 -.24  
   

8.  Honesty-Humility 3.29 0.66 .24 -.06 -.18 -.14 .23 .24 .04  
  

9.  Conscientiousness 3.46 0.66 .17 .22 .11 -.08 .02 .00 .32 .22  
 

10.  Openness 3.42 0.63 .10 -.06 .08 .11 -.02 -.02 .13 .19 .20  

11.  HF HRV 6.11 1.15 -.25 .20 .02 -.07 -.07 -.07 .13 -.11 .07 -.31 

Notes: N = 81.  For all |r| ≥ .22, p < .05.  For all |r| ≥ .29, p ≤ .01. 
 

4.4.4 CORRELATIONS 

Relationships between the key variables of interest were considered with Pearson’s 

Product-Moment correlations.  HRV was significantly and positively correlated with marks for 

Assignment Grade (r = .48).  Many of the affect measures were correlated with each other.  

Creative Fluency and the Remote Associates Test were also significantly correlated (r = .38).  

Finally, Creative Fluency was correlated with Comfort (r = .35) and inversely correlated with 

Angry-Depressed (r = -.30).    

Table 7.  Pearson Correlations for key variables 

Variable Mean             SD  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1.  Angry/Depressed 0.24 0.17               

2.  Comfort 3.77 0.98 -.45**       
3.  Positive Affect 3.76 0.92 -.27* .57**      
4.  Tiredness 3.3 1.26 .33** -.22* -.17     
5.  Creative Fluency 3.36 1.95 -.30** .35** .13 .08    
6.  Remote Associates Test 3.96 3.38 -.2 .17 -.03 .03 .38**   
7.  Assignment Grade 17.14 2.55 -.07 -.2 -.04 -.08 .29 .51**  
8.  HF HRV 6.11 1.15 -.11 .17 .13 -.11 .18 .02 .48** 

Notes: Bivariate N ranges from 33 to 82.  

** Correlation significant at the .01 level (2-tailed). 

* Correlation significant at the .05 level (2-tailed). 
. 
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4.5 HYPOTHESIS TESTING 

4.5.1 MEDIATED REGRESSION ANALYSES 

HF HRV was regressed on Grade Performance, Creative Task Performance, and Creative 

Fluency (all via affective well-being).  No full or partial mediation occurred.  However, some 

relationships were significant.  There was both a total and direct effect from HF HRV to 

Assignment Grade (b = 1.10, p ≤ .01, b = 1.23, p ≤ .001 for total and direct effects, respectively).  

Comfort was related to grade performance, with more Comfort unexpectedly linked with 

lower performance (b = -1.44, p ≤ .05).  Comfort was also positively related to both creativity 

tasks, with greater comfort linked with better creativity (b = .89, p ≤ .05; b = .65, p ≤ .05 for 

RAT and Creative Fluency, respectively).  Positive affect was also linked with grade 

performance, whereby Positive Affect was related to stronger performance (b = 1.65, p ≤ .05).  

There was also a one-tailed total effect from HRV (via affective well-being) to both creativity 

tasks (b = .54, p ≤ .1, b = .37, p ≤ .1 for RAT and creative fluency, respectively).     
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Table 8.  Does Well-being mediate the HRV to Grade Performance relationship? 

   BCa 95% 
Effect b SE L U 

Independent Variable (HF)     
   IV – Mediator1 (Comfort) .01 .16   

   IV – Mediator2 (Positive Affect) -.06 .14   

   IV – Mediator3 (Tiredness) .23 .19   

   IV – Mediator4 (Angry Depressed) .01 .02   

Dependent Variable (Grades)     

   Mediator1 (Comfort) – DV -1.44* .55   

   Mediator2 (Positive Affect) – DV 1.65* .67   

   Mediator3 (Tiredness) – DV  -.22 .29   

   Mediator4 (Angry Depressed) – DV 2.34 2.69   

   IV – DV (Total Effect) 1.10** .31   

   IV – DV (Direct Effect) 1.23*** .30   

Indirect Effect of all mediators     

   Mediation, Mediator1 (Comfort) -.01 .31 -.61 .65 

   Mediation, Mediator2 (Positive Affect) -.10 .27 -.80 .35 

   Mediation, Mediator3 (Tiredness)  -.05 .13 -.65 .07 

   Mediation, Mediator4 (Angry\Depressed) .03 .12 -.12 .39 

Total effect  R2=.47, F(6,28) = 4.14, p ≤ 0.01 
Notes: Controls for age, counterbalancing, exercise on day of testing, openness, and first language spoken; 
***P ≤ .001; **P ≤ .01; *P ≤ .05; †p ≤.1; b = unstandardized coefficient; BCa 95% CI, bias corrected and 
accelerated 95% confidence interval of b coefficients; mediation effects were estimated by bootstrap analyses 
(5000 bootstraps); mediation effects are significant at P ≤ .05 (two-tailed) when zero is not included in the 95% 
confidence interval. 
 

Figure 11.  Does Well-being mediate the HRV to Grade Performance relationship? 
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Table 9.  Does Well-being mediate the HRV to Creative Task Performance relationship? 

   BCa 95% 
Effect b SE L U 

Independent Variable (HF)     
   IV – Mediator1 (Comfort) .14 .11   

   IV – Mediator2 (Positive Affect) .08 .10   

   IV – Mediator3 (Tiredness) -.07 .14   

   IV – Mediator4 (Angry Depressed) -.02 .02   

Dependent Variable (RAT)     

   Mediator1 (Comfort) – DV .89* .45   

   Mediator2 (Positive Affect) – DV -.75† .43   

   Mediator3 (Tiredness) – DV  .06 .28   

   Mediator4 (Angry Depressed) – DV -.16 2.27   

   IV – DV (Total Effect) .54† .31   

   IV – DV (Direct Effect) .48 .32   

Indirect Effect of all mediators     

   Mediation, Mediator1 (Comfort) .12 .15 -.06 .56 

   Mediation, Mediator2 (Positive Affect) -.06 .11 -.41 .08 

   Mediation, Mediator3 (Tiredness)  -.00 .04 -.13 .06 

   Mediation, Mediator4 (Angry Depressed) .00 .06 -.09 .15 

Total effect  R2=37, F(6,71)=6.89, p<.001 

Notes: Controls for age, counterbalancing, exercise on day of testing, openness, and first language spoken; 
***P ≤ .001; **P ≤.01; *P ≤ .05; †p ≤.1; b = unstandardized coefficient; BCa 95% CI, bias corrected and 
accelerated 95% confidence interval of b coefficients; mediation effects were estimated by bootstrap analyses 
(5000 bootstraps); mediation effects are significant at P ≤ .05 (two-tailed) when zero is not included in the 95% 
confidence interval. 
 

Figure 12.  Does Well-being mediate the HRV to Creative Task Performance relationship? 
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Table 10.  Does Well-being mediate the HRV to Creativity Fluency relationship? 

   BCa 95% 
Effect b SE L U 

Independent Variable (HF)     
   IV – Mediator1 (Comfort) .17 .10   

   IV – Mediator2 (Positive Affect) .12 .10   

   IV – Mediator3 (Tiredness) -.10 .14   

   IV – Mediator4 (Angry Depressed) -.01 .02   

Dependent Variable (Fluency)     

   Mediator1 (Comfort) – DV .65* .29   

   Mediator2 (Positive Affect) – DV -.20 .27   

   Mediator3 (Tiredness) – DV  .29 .18   

   Mediator4 (Angry Depressed) – DV -2.18 1.5   

   IV – DV (Total Effect) .37† .21   

   IV – DV (Direct Effect) .30 .20   

Indirect Effect of all mediators     

   Mediation, Mediator1 (Comfort) .11 .10 -.03 .38 

   Mediation, Mediator2 (Positive Affect) -.02 .05 -.19 .04 

   Mediation, Mediator3 (Tiredness)  -.03 .06 -.21 .04 

   Mediation, Mediator4 (Angry Depressed) .02 .05 -.04 .18 

Total effect  R2=.15, F(6,71)=2.03, p< .1 

Notes: Controls for age, counterbalancing, exercise on day of testing, openness, and first language spoken; 
***P ≤ .001; **P ≤ .01; *P ≤ .05; †p ≤.1; b = unstandardized coefficient; BCa 95% CI, bias corrected and 
accelerated 95% confidence interval of b coefficients; mediation effects were estimated by bootstrap analyses 
(5000 bootstraps); mediation effects are significant at P ≤ .05 (two-tailed) when zero is not included in the 95% 
confidence interval. 
 

Figure 13.  Does Well-being mediate the HRV to Creative Task Performance relationship? 
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4.6 SUMMARY  

The relationship between HRV and task performance and creativity (via affective well-

being) was investigated in 81 undergraduate students in a cross-sectional study.  Although no 

full or partial mediation occurred, HRV was positively related to detailed task performance for 

student’s assignment grades.   
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 CHAPTER 5 TIME-LAGGED STUDIES   
The mindfulness and exercise studies are presented together in this chapter due to the 

overlap in procedures and the fact that results were combined for parts of the analysis to 

improve statistical power.   

5.1 PARTICIPANTS AND PROCEDURES  

The mindfulness study consisted of 105 participants drawn from a large state government 

organization, all of whom were involved in a mindfulness-based intervention for eight weeks.  

The exercise intervention was drawn from three non-profit organizations in Western Australia: 

1. A University:  50 participants in a four-month exercise intervention. 

2. A local city council: 34 participants in a three-month exercise intervention. 

3. The Western Australian arm of a national charity: 30 participants in a 15-week exercise 

intervention. 

The study duration at each organization varied due to the need to fit in with each 

organization’s timings and requirements.  All studies had three assessment sessions of 

approximately one hour at the beginning, middle, and end of the interventions.  Due to the 

various geographical locations of the participants, assessment centers were run via a mobile 

laboratory that was set up at various locations and times around Perth.  Attendees used an 

online booking system via Doodle Poll to select their preferred time and location.  Attendees 

were encouraged to select the same or similar time of day each time. They were instructed to 

abstain from caffeine, nicotine or other stimulants two hours before the assessment and to 

avoid a heavy meal or intense exercise four hours before the assessment.  All participants were 

given email confirmations and email reminders for their assessment time and location. Ethics 

approval for both studies was provided by UWA Human Ethics Committee (REF RA/4/1/7217).  

Site and intervention-specific details are discussed below.   
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5.1.1 EXERCISE STUDY  

Participants were encouraged to achieve 10,000 steps per day.  They had freedom to 

obtain steps from whatever activity they chose at times that suited them.  Steps obtained from 

walking or running were counted by either a mid-level pedometer attached to the waist 

(provided by me) or their own personal fitness device, such as a Fitbit, Garmin, or smart phone 

app.  Activities not well calculated by these devices could still be counted.  For the university 

study, participants were provided with a customized smart phone app that allocated steps for 

a range of activities.  For the local government and charity groups, participants logged their 

steps daily in an online diary and were offered an online calculator to manually convert non-

walking activities to steps.  A link was provided to Purdue University, which provided online 

step conversions for a wide range of activities (See Appendix 6 for details).    

5.1.2 MINDFULNESS STUDY 

Participants signed up to either a three or five day per week mindfulness meditation 

program.  The three or five-day selection was intended to be an agreed minimum for practice 

times per week.  Nevertheless, participants were free to practice as much as they liked over 

and above the required sessions.  The three or five-day selection was also linked with how 

many reminders were sent to participants.  Practice occurred through logging into a Qualtrics 

survey, which was either via email or text message link.  For a different study, participants 

were asked six questions about their day and their previous practice (see Appendix 13).  

Following these questions, they were provided with either guided mindfulness meditations or 

paced breathing from within the survey.  Paced breathing was used as a technique that is 

similar enough to meditation in terms of its links to improved HRV but is more accessible or 

preferable for some participants.   
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The following options were provided to participants after login: 

 Meditation ‘lite’ (5 minutes): A mindfulness exercise of sound meditation by 

Christopher Germer PhD3.   

 Paced breathing ‘lite’ (5 minutes): A counter was provided.  Participants were 

instructed to breathe in for five seconds and out for five seconds. 

 Meditation (10 minutes): A simple meditation counting the breaths in cycles of four, 

while holding awareness at the tip of the nostrils.  The author of the meditation was 

David Michie, a private practitioner who is often used for training by the department.  

A second, similar option was offered by Padraig O’Moran.   

 Loving–Kindness meditation (10 minutes): A meditation focused on creating positive 

emotions of love and kindness towards yourself and others.  Authored by Dianna 

Winston at the UCLA Mindfulness Awareness Research Centre. 

 Paced breathing (10 minutes): As with the five-minute breathing, but with the counter 

running for ten minutes.   

5.1.3 RECRUITMENT (COMBINED) 

General: Recruitment was initially targeted towards both individuals and organizations.  

Individual recruitment was via email.  Organizational recruitment was via personal networks.  

A digital presentation was prepared that packaged the research into a complementary well-

being program (see Appendix 12).  The organization received support for their employees to 

get fitter/more mindful via the use of text messages, Facebook groups, an online diary, and 

personal feedback reports (see Appendix 14 for report examples), which was an incentive 

given in return for carrying out three assessments of the participants at the start, middle, and 

end of the program.   

                                                             
3 Permission was sought and received from all parties for use of their audio within this 

research. 
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University (Exercise): Participants were recruited from a step challenge that was offered 

to staff.  The challenge, called the Self eHealth Challenge, was a four-month 10,000 daily step 

challenge.  Participants were offered discounted pedometers (funded by the university Human 

Resources Department), and participants were also provided with a program that included 

Facebook groups, e-newsletters, prizes, events, and a purpose-built Self eHealth app that 

tracked individual and group steps.  The Self eHealth Challenge also had its own dedicated 

website and help desk.  From the challenge website, two separate research projects were 

added (including this one), and participants could voluntarily enroll.  Both projects were also 

promoted via email and at a launch event.  A total of sixty-eight people signed up via email or 

via the Self eHealth website link for my study, and eighteen participants dropped out before 

the first assessment.  In addition, recruitment was direct via email, via a health and well-being 

expo held for staff, and via word of mouth.  All direct communication encouraged people to 

first join the Self eHealth challenge.   

City Council & The Charity (Exercise): Participants were recruited via internal emails that 

invited them to participate in the step challenge and research.  They were offered: Access to 

pedometers; Facebook groups; motivational messages; online diaries; three assessment 

centers; and a personal report at completion of their step challenge. 

The Government Department (Mindfulness): An internal leadership center used their 

email list and social network groups to recruit participants.  Participants were offered a free, 

eight-week online mindfulness program that included tools to support practice at home, three 

assessments, and coaching centers and personalized reports.  Recruitment was capped at 

around 110 participants due to limited resources.   

5.1.4 MANAGING ATTRITION (COMBINED) 

Attrition is a known phenomenon with longitudinal research (Young, Powers, & Bell, 2006).  

A study that involves lifestyle changes is at increased risk of high attrition rates due to poor 

adherence to such changes.  Kravitz et al. (1993) found exercise adherence, even among 
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chronically ill populations (where the incentives for adherence would be assumed to be 

strong), to be as low as 19%.  Studies considering adherence to healthy behaviors have shown 

that social support and flexibility (or the ability for individuals to customize the program to suit 

their own needs) are important factors in adherence (Koenigsberg, Bartlett, & Cramer, 2004).  

Therefore, numerous measures were put in place to support and encourage participants to 

remain involved.  These measures differed by site, and each site is discussed below. 

University (Exercise): Since this was part of a larger study, strategies to minimize attrition 

were handled by a third party.  Support and communication included a Facebook group, a 

launch event, organized activities, such as soccer and walking groups, prizes, competitions, a 

weekly newsletter, as well as the ability to see a leader’s board that depicted the top step 

counts.   

Charity and City Council (Exercise): Support and communication included Facebook 

groups, reminder emails, and optional motivational text messages (approximately weekly).  

Launch events were also held.  In addition, participants were encouraged to use the Facebook 

group to organize events themselves.   

Government Department (Mindfulness): A launch event was held that included 

mindfulness meditation training.  Support and communication included optional daily 

reminder text messages and daily reminder emails.  Another activity that may have assisted 

with minimizing attrition in this group was the provision of two coaching sessions for each 

participant.  Also, since the assessments were only around four weeks apart, the regularity of 

assessment center invitations and reminders of these may have worked indirectly as 

motivation/reminders to practice mindfulness. 

5.1.5 THE ASSESSMENT CENTERS (COMBINED) 

Mobile laboratories were set up with three or four workstations.  Each station had a laptop 

and a laminated instruction sheet (see Appendix 5).  Each participant had to complete 
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cognitive tasks, the online survey, and have their HRV measured.  Each workstation provided 

the task in a different order to allow for counterbalancing and for the most efficient processing 

of participants.  The health department assessment centers one and two (at the start and 

middle of the intervention) also had five to ten-minute coaching sessions. Coaching was 

provided by me, as my professional background is in executive coaching (see biography in 

Appendix 10).  The first session helped participants get set-up in the program and assisted 

them with honoring their commitment to the program (e.g., figuring out what obstacles might 

get in their way, and when and where they might practice).  The second session reviewed 

progress and assisted with any needed changes to get the most out of the second half of the 

program.    

Noise and distraction were kept to a minimum, where possible.  To mitigate interruptions, 

participants were offered disposable foam ear plugs, the use of which was optional.  The 

assessments were run by me alone if the numbers were manageable; otherwise, one or two 

trained research assistants were present.    

5.2 MEASURES 

The process for HRV collection followed the cross-sectional study, except where discussed 

here.  Given the controversy discussed in Section 3.3.5, the decision regarding whether to 

control for breathing was difficult.  In Study One, breathing was not controlled for; instead, 

participants were instructed to remain still and breathe evenly.  However, after data collection, 

a reasonably common phenomenon of declining HRV values during the ten-minute 

measurement was observed.  No explanation could be found for this, except that perhaps 

sitting with no activity for ten minutes became stressful for some.  Therefore, the decision was 

made to pace breathing for the time-lagged studies.  The next decision was at what rate 

(breaths per minute) to pace breathing during recordings.  The most commonly cited rate is six 

breaths per minute (Gruzelier et al., 2014; Zerr et al., 2014).  One study looked at various 

breathing rates (including different lengths on inhalation and exhalation) and explored which 
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rate improved HRV the most.  The most effective pattern was 5.5 breaths per minute, with 

equal inhalation and exhalation lengths (Lin et al., 2014).  Ultimately, six breaths per minute 

was chosen, because 5.5 appeared too difficult for novice deep breathers to manage, while six 

breaths per minute is used frequently in the literature.  Also, the purpose of this exercise was 

not to improve HRV, but simply to standardize measurement.  Breathing was guided using a 

paced breathing app with a metronome, as shown in Figure 14. 

Figure 14.  Paced Breathing Metronome 

 

For frequency domain measures of HRV, The Task Force (1996) indicated the recording 

time should last at least ‘ten times the wavelength of the lower frequency bound of the 

investigated component’.  This would mean about one minute for HF and two minutes for LF.  

Therefore, the Task Force recommends five minutes to standardize different studies.  This, 

combined with the HRV drop off phenomena in the cross-sectional group, influenced the 

decision to shorten the recordings from ten minutes to five minutes.  

To account for any influences on trait HRV (see discussion Section 3.3.4 for details) the 

following actions were taken: 

 Requesting participants to abstain from stimulants, exercise, and large meals prior to 

testing, as indicated above. 

 Checking participants had followed these instructions (i.e., asking whether they had 

exercised, smoked, or drunk coffee prior to testing).   

 Asking how stressed they were at time of testing (compared with normal for them).   
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 The use of paced breathing. 

 Provision of a privacy screen, minimizing distractions, as well as being consistent 

across different venues. 

 Requesting participants book at the same or similar time of day to their previous 

assessments. 

 Counterbalancing the order of the HRV and cognitive tasks/surveys to check whether 

the order of assessments themselves influenced HRV, due to perceived stress. 

To account for health, lifestyle, and demographic influencers on trait HRV, a detailed 

health and lifestyle questionnaire was included at the first assessment and updated at the final 

assessments.  The HEXICO 60 personality questionnaire was also included.  Survey data were 

captured online via Qualtrics from within the data collection laboratories.   A range of 

established measures were used (see Appendix 11 for a sample survey).  Daniels’ (2000) 

Affective Well-being at Work scale was used in the same way as in the cross-sectional group.  

However, the word ‘work’ replaced the word ‘university’ from the cross-sectional study.  The 

Social Support at Work scale was taken from a study by André-Petersson, Engström, Hedblad, 

Janzon, and Rosvall (2007), which looked at social support at work and the risk of stroke and 

myocardial infarction (heart attack).  The six items used were taken from a larger index with 16 

items (both positive and negative).  André-Petersson et al. (2007) chose six positive only 

statements, which explained 71.6% of variance in the total 16 items.  Therefore, the same six 

questions were used in the time-lagged studies. Tenses were altered to suit the survey.  The 

survey asked participants to review the last two weeks, specifically ’Please consider the last 

two weeks at work when answering these questions’.  For example, ‘I get on well with my 

workmates’ became ‘I got on well with my workmates’.  Answers were on a five-point scale, 

ranging from ‘Not at all’ to ‘A great deal’. 

As mentioned, Welbourne, Johnson, and Erezs’ (1998) Role-Based Performance scale was 

used for self-assessed work performance.  Due to the number of questions in the survey, just 

three of the five roles were chosen, namely, Job, Innovator, and Team.  There were four items 

for each role.  An example for the Innovator role is, ‘Please evaluate your performance at work 
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over the past two weeks on the following dimensions: Your implementation of new ideas…’.  

Answers were on a five-point scale from ‘Poor’ to ‘Excellent’. There was also a ‘Not Applicable’ 

option because not all questions applied to all participant jobs.  Welbourne et al. (1998) 

checked reliability of their scale across six different organizations.  Reliability was reasonable 

(Alpha range of: .59 to .87; .87-.91; and .77-.87 for Job, Innovator and Team roles, 

respectively).       

Participants within the mindfulness group were provided with a proofreading performance 

task.  Although proofreading tasks have been shown to involve executive function (Raanaas, 

Evensen, Rich, Sjøstrøm, & Patil, 2011), the purpose of its inclusion here was to add a 

component of objective task performance that could be easily measured.  Participants were 

presented with text on the topic of mindfulness and given five minutes to click on any errors 

they found.  Figure 15 shows the text, with the full 39 errors.    

Figure 15.  Proofreading Performance Task 

Mindfulness (in the form of meditatin practice) has been shown to have significant efects 
on neurological an health outcomes. However, mindfulness at work requres more than just 
awreness of the self. A mindful contruction worker is also one who is payng high-quality 
attntion to her or his task at the time at which it is beng performed; a mindful enginer is one 
who is constantl aware of the contxt in which he or she is working and how it might be affecing 
the site nd fellow workers. Of course, we ae human and live within th constrants of our own 
attentional demands. Fr people who are not usd to being mindful, it is effortul to pay high-
qualty attention. Furthrmore, whle a person is bein mindful of their task, they cannot e 
mindful of their context o themselves, nd vice versa. Finlly, a lot of reseach and experience 
shows the impotance o rotines, procdures and automatic thinking – a mindful emplyee would 
nt reinvent th whel but would use routnes and prcedures where appropriate. 

 

Guilford’s (1967) ‘alternative uses’ task was used in the mindfulness group.  This task is a 

widely used divergent thinking task (Gilhooly, Fioratou, Anthony, & Wynn, 2015).  In this task, 

participants are asked to come up with novel or alternative uses for everyday objects, such as 

a brick or a newspaper.  Guilford’s tasks involve ‘personal-psychological creativity’; that is, the 

person produces ideas that are new to them.  Validation studies have indicated divergent 

thinking tasks are more linked to real life creativity, such as entrepreneurialism or novel 
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publication, than convergent thinking tests, such as standard intelligence tests (Gilhooly et al., 

2015).  A modified version of this task was also used in both groups, wherein the task was 

presented as a request for ideas or feedback from participants (see Appendix 3 for questions 

used).   

Working memory was assessed within only the exercise group.  Working memory is the 

ability to both hold and manipulate information in short term memory and has been linked 

with self-regulation (Lyons & Zelazo, 2011), higher order cognitive abilities (Redick & Lindsey, 

2013), fluid intelligence (Schmiedek, Hildebrandt, Lövdén, Wilhelm, & Lindenberger, 2009), 

and situational awareness (M. R. Endsley & Bolstad, 1994; M. C. Wright, Taekman, & Endsley, 

2004).  Complex span tasks are among the most commonly used working memory tasks within 

the cognitive psychology literature (Redick & Lindsey, 2013).  Some examples are operation 

span, symmetry span, and rotation span.  Complex span tasks have two components: a 

processing component and a storage component (Redick & Lindsey, 2013), and this structure 

intentionally maps the reality of working memory function (Redick et al., 2012).  As well as 

working memory, each span task measures specific other (unrelated) factors, such as 

mathematics processing speed or reading ability.  Therefore, to gain an accurate sense of true 

working memory, multiple tasks should be used (Foster et al., 2014).  However, each task is 

time-consuming, rendering the addition of multiple tasks difficult.  Foster et al. (2014) tested 

variations of shortened tasks (i.e. using less than the usual three blocks for each task) to see 

which combinations of tasks had the most reliability.  They tested 38 models against a full 

model of three blocks of three complex span tasks.  The model chosen for the exercise group 

had one block of each for operation span, rotation span, and symmetry span, and was 

demonstrated to account for 91% of predicted fluid intelligence variance.   

The complex span tasks were programmed in response time software, e-Prime.  Since 

assessment centers required multiple work stations to be working simultaneously, the process 

had to be simple to render them easily controlled by research participants at their work 
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stations.  To achieve this, the Georgia Tech program was altered and three blocks of the 

different complex span task were stitched together.  Blocks were counterbalanced based on 

subject numbers that were provided to each participant on arrival.  For analysis of outputs, the 

focus was on the storage component, and specifically, the partial scores.  Correlational 

evidence supports this approach for two reasons.  First, the processing and storage 

components are shown to be correlated and there is no evidence of a processing storage trade 

off.  Second, processing accuracy is close to ceiling (Conway et al., 2005).  However, it is 

important to check the processing component has occurred (i.e., to check participants did not 

ignore the processing component to score better in the storage component).  Working 

memory observations were deleted if there were 40% or more errors in the distractor task 

when participants scored within one standard deviation of the mean or higher in any of the 

three tasks.  That is, those who appeared to benefit from not doing the distractor task, had 

their observations removed.   

In addition to the variables above, factors that may influence HRV were collected via 

medical and lifestyle questions as well as via personality assessment (also shown to be 

correlated with HRV).  Personality was assessed using the HEXACO-60 (Ashton & Lee, 2009).  

The HEXACO-60 scale is well established, and reliability was shown to be acceptable in both 

groups, except for Honesty-Humility in the exercise sample, although it was only marginal (see 

Table 11 for details).   

Table 11.  Cronbach’s alpha by sample for Personality factors 

 Mindfulness Exercise 
Agreeableness .75 .72 
Emotionality .84 .75 
Extraversion  .80 .73 
Conscientiousness  .82 .72 
Honesty-Humility .73 .65 
Openness to Experience .70 .78 
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The approach to handling common method variance was aligned to the cross-sectional 

group (i.e., the addition of subjective measures and careful structuring of questionnaires to 

minimize CMV).    

5.3 ANALYTICAL STRATEGY OVERVIEW 

After uploading and basic data cleaning, checking and running descriptive statistics, scale 

analyses were undertaken separately for the exercise and mindfulness interventions.  CFA was 

undertaken on the Affective Well-being scale produced via EFA in the cross-sectional study.  

Analysis was completed in AMOS (version 24) on Time 1 data using maximum likelihood 

estimation.  The following indices were used to assess goodness of fit:  Comparative fit index 

(CFI), root mean square error approximation (RMSEA), and chi-square statistic (χ2).  Cut off 

values were based on Hu and Bentler (1999) and were CFI values close to .95, and RMSEA 

values close to .06.  All models attempted were congeneric (i.e., measurement errors were not 

allowed to correlate, and all items were only permitted to load on a single, first-order factor). 

Welbourne et al. (1998) Work Performance scale is well established and tested in various 

settings, and it was therefore not subjected to EFA.  However, it was subjected to 

Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) in the mindfulness sample, then confirmed within the 

exercise sample.  Following CFA, psychometric properties of the Well-being at Work and Work 

Performance scales were considered (at Time 1).  Composite reliability was calculated within 

each factor.  Composite reliability is analogous to coefficient alpha and assesses the internal 

consistency of a measure (Netemeyer, Johnston, & Burton, 1990).  The formula used was taken 

from Fornell and Larcker (1981).  Calculations were done within Microsoft Excel from AMOS 

outputs.  Variance extracted was also calculated.  Variance extracted is a measure of the 

variance captured in relation to the variance due to random measurement error.  The variance 

extracted calculation was also taken from Fornell and Larcker (1981).  Variance extracted 

values above .5 and composite reliabilities above .8 indicated good convergent validity for the 

factor.  Discriminant validity between factors was considered by checking whether the squared 
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correlations were lower than the variance extracted.  Both convergent and discriminant 

validity were considered to establish whether scale factors should be considered separately or 

whether one overall combined scale would be preferable. 

As with the cross-sectional study, extreme outliers (i.e., more than three times the 

interquartile range) were further explored by examining multivariate normality using 

regression (with all the mediators and dependent variables) and by examining Mahalanobis 

and Cook’s Distances.  Outliers were assessed using a critical chi-square value, with the 

number of independent variables as the degrees of freedom.   The cut-off for concern for 

Cook’s distances was 1.0 (Pallant, 2013). 

Normality was assessed using the skewness and kurtosis and dividing by the standard error 

to get a test statistic. As with the cross-sectional study, a statistic greater than 2.58 (p≤.01) was 

used as the cut off (Field, 2013).  Again, transformations were considered case-by-case based 

on recommendations for data distribution by Tabachnick and Fidell (2013).  HRV data were 

natural-log transformed.  Next, as with the cross-sectional group, each potential influencer on 

HRV was analyzed (i.e., using t-tests for dichotomous variables, ANOVA for polytomous 

categorical variables, and correlations for continuous variables). Prior to hypothesis testing, 

correlations among all key variables were determined.  

After data cleaning and removals for incorrect or flawed data, the final numbers for 

participants in the mindfulness group were 90, 64, and 61 (for Time 1, Time 2 and Time 3, 

respectively).  For participants in the exercise group, the final numbers were 105, 75, and 73 

(for Time 1, Time 2 and Time 3, respectively).  These numbers, combined with the number of 

variables under consideration, lacked the statistical power for meaningful results (Hair, Black, 

Babin, Anderson, & Tatham, 1998).  Therefore, both groups were combined, and the analysis 

was repeated for the variables in common.   
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As with the student study, the HRV metrics were strongly correlated (at all three times, as 

shown in Figure 15), and they also showed very similar profiles in early analysis. In addition, 

overall lack of significant findings indicated that providing detailed analysis for each HRV 

metric at each time would not enhance interpretation of the data.  Hence, for ease of 

presentation, minimizing duplication, and consistency with the student study, only HF HRV is 

presented in the detailed analysis.  

Figure 16.  Person’s correlations for HRV metrics at all three times 

 

Hypotheses were explored by mediation regression using the same approach as in the 

student study.  The proofreading task and working memory were not measured in both 

groups; therefore, that analysis is provided separately.    

Finally, to consider within person change-on-change effects, both independent and 

dependent variables were controlled for at previous times in mediated regression analyses 

(Unsworth & Mason, 2012). 

5.4 PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS 

5.4.1 CONFIRMATORY FACTOR ANALYSIS - AFFECTIVE WELL-BEING (MINDFULNESS) 

CFA was undertaken on the affective well-being model, derived from the EFA of the data 

collected from the student group.  The model had a poor fit:  χ2 = 1267.37, p < .001, df = 609, 

CFI = 0.84, RMSEA .07, 90% CI (.07, .08).  The item ‘patient’ had a factor loading of only .38.  

The item was removed, and the CFA was rerun without this item.  The fit was still poor, so a 

further seven items were removed due to continued poor fit (this was done item by item, and 

RMSSD HF
Time 1 HF .91

LF .91 .75
Time 2 HF .91

LF .93 .79
Time 3 HF .91

LF .93 .77
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the model was rerun each time).  The items removed were aggressive, angry, tense, annoyed, 

alert, active, and motivated.  After removal of all eight items, the fit was improved 

substantially: χ2 = 336.12, p < .001, df = 213, CFI = 0.96, RMSEA .051, 90% CI (.04, .06).  The 

lowest factor loading was .76 for ‘pleased’.  Although non-significance for the chi-square test 

would have been a better indicator of model fit, the test statistic has been criticized for being 

overly-sensitive and rejecting useful models (Bollen, 1989).  The final model met the 

recommendations for the minimum number of observed variables (i.e.  three) per latent 

variable (Kline, 2004).  Figure 17 shows the final model.   

This model pruning approach can result in achieving a fit due to ‘capitalizing on chance 

error’ (Feldman, Hayes, Kumar, Greeson, & Laurenceau, 2007).  However, this risk was 

mitigated by considering the pruned model in the exercise group also, where the model fit was 

also good.  Note the Angry/Depressed factor in the final model had three items, namely, 

miserable, gloomy, and depressed.  Therefore, this factor will be called Depressed henceforth.  

It is worth noting: The model shown in Figure 17 maps more strongly onto the Circumplex 

Model of Affect (Figure 10) than the model produced from EFA in the student study (see 

Section 4.4.1).  
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Figure 17.  Affective Well-being at Work Final Model after CFA 

Table 12 indicates that all factors have good convergent validity.  All squared correlations 

(Table 13) are less than average variance extracted values (Table 12) indicating good 

discriminant validity between factors.  These results support using the separate factors for 

analysis (i.e., not calculating an overall ‘well-being’ value).   

Table 12.  Convergent Validity, Affective Well-being at Work (Time 1).   

 
Composite 
Reliability 

Average Variance 
Extracted 

Positive Affect 0.91 0.68 

Tiredness 0.93 0.81 

Comfort 0.92 0.79 

Depressed 0.90 0.75 
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Table 13.  Squared Correlations, affective well-being at work (Time 1)  

 
Positive 
Affect Tiredness 

 
Depressed 

Comfort 

Positive Affect - .22 .33 .31 

Tiredness - - .19 .17 

Depressed - - - .19 

Comfort - - - - 

5.4.2 CONFIRMATORY FACTOR ANALYSIS - AFFECTIVE WELL-BEING (EXERCISE) 

CFA goodness of fit for the affective well-being model (derived from the mindfulness group 

and applied to the exercise group) was good: χ2 = 316.33, p < .001, df =213, CFI =.97, RMSEA = 

0.04, 90% CI (.03, .05).  The lowest factor loading was .77 for ‘comfortable’.  As with the 

mindfulness sample, squared correlations (see Table 15 for correlations) are lower than the 

average variance extracted values (Table 14), supporting the notion that the factors are 

distinct constructs, and should not be rolled into one overall factor.  Table 14 also 

demonstrates that the factors have good convergent validity.   

Table 14.  Convergent Validity, Affective Well-being at Work (Time 1).   

 
Composite 
Reliability 

Average Variance 
Extracted 

Positive Affect .93 .71 

Tiredness .93 .82 

Comfort .90 .74 

Depressed .92 .79 
 

Table 15.  Squared Correlations, Affective Well-being at Work (Time 1)  

 
Positive 
Affect Tiredness 

 
Depressed 

Comfort 

Positive Affect - .07 .18 .31 

Tiredness - - .44 .20 

Depressed - - - .20 

Comfort - - - - 
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5.4.3 CONFIRMATORY FACTOR ANALYSIS - WORK PERFORMANCE (MINDFULNESS) 

CFA was performed on a three-factor model of work performance in the Mindfulness sample.  

Model fit was reasonable, and goodness of fit was: χ2 = 264.28, p < .001, df = 153 CFI = 0.92, 

RMSEA .06, 90% CI (.05, .07).  The lowest factor loading was .53 for ‘The quality of new ideas 

you have come up with’.  The model is shown in Figure 18.  The squared correlations are lower 

than the average variance extracted values, indicating that the factors are distinct constructs 

(See Table 16 and 17). 

Figure 18.  Work Performance, Three Factor Model 
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Table 16.  Convergent Validity, Work Performance (Time 1).   

 
Composite 
Reliability 

Average Variance 
Extracted 

Job  .86 .62 

Innovation  .81 .52 

Team  .90 .69 

 

Table 17.  Squared Correlations, Work Performance (Time 1)  

 Team Job Innovation 
Team - .30 .24 

Job - - .26 

Innovation - - - 

5.4.4 CONFIRMATORY FACTOR ANALYSIS—WORK PERFORMANCE (EXERCISE SAMPLE) 

CFA was undertaken on the same model as the mindfulness group for Work Performance 

on the exercise sample.  The goodness of fit was fair:  χ2 = 258.43, df =153, CFI =0.93, RMSEA 

0.05, 90% CI (.04, .06).  The lowest factor loading was .62 for ‘Responding to the needs of 

others in the work group’.  Convergent validities are shown in Table 18 and 19.  There appears 

to be some shared variance in the Team Performance and Job Performance constructs, with 

only innovation being a clearly separate construct.  However, Welbourne et al. (1998) did not 

use an overall measure.  Also, an analysis of the scale by Jawahar and Raghavendra (2011) that 

used multi-dimensional scaling to compare the five dimensions, found clear differences 

between each factor.  In addition, a one factor model has a poor fit: χ2 = 537.51, df =162, CFI 

=0.74, RMSEA 0.10.  Given the poor fit of the one factor model, the results in the mindfulness 

group, and the fact that the scale is built on role theory (which by its nature considers different 

roles), the remaining analysis used the three factors (or roles) separately. 
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Table 18.  Convergent Validity, Work Performance (T1).   

 
Composite 
Reliability 

Average 
Variance 
Extracted 

Job  .83 .56 

Innovation .87 .62 

Team  .80 .51 

 

Table 19.  Squared Correlations, Work Performance (T1)  

 Team Job Innovation 
Team - .70 .28 

Job - - .38 

Innovation - - - 

 

5.4.5 DATA CHECKING AND SAMPLE DEMOGRAPHICS (COMBINED) 

The sample sizes for the combined exercise and mindfulness intervention data at each 

assessment time were 218, 157, and 156 (at Times 1, Time 2, and Time 3, respectively).  

Following the guidelines of The Task Force (1996), a review of medical information resulted in 

the removal of 15 participants.  HRV recording errors or irregularities resulted in the removal 

of 13 observations.  A further three participants were removed from the mindfulness group—

these participants were part-time shift workers, with a significantly lower (natural log 

transformed) HRV than all other work patterns (i.e., full time shift work, part-time day work, 

full-time day work and other)4.   

The creative fluency task was not attempted by 17, 15 and seven people (at Time 1, Time 2 

and Time 3, respectively). No action was taken.  Most missing survey data were minimal (no 

more than 4% per question in the exercise group and 2% in the mindfulness group).  The 

                                                             
4 Average HF HRV for the three part-time shirt workers was 3.9 (SD = 2.36) compared with the 

overall mean for the mindfulness group of 6.0 (SD = 1.181). 
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exception was self-assessed work performance, which had the largest amount of missing data 

in both samples (ranging from 3% to 20% per question), with the Innovation Performance 

category missing the most.  In both groups, self-assessed survey data were missing completely 

at random (For exercise group: χ2 = 1226.64, df = 1277, p = .84; χ2= 1155.06, df= 1095, p = .10; 

χ2 = 805.67, df = 817, p = .61; at Time 1, Time 2 and Time 3, respectively.  For the mindfulness 

group χ2 = 808.75, df = 894, p =.98; χ2= 653.06, df= 631, p = .26; χ2= 726.72, df = 714, p = .36 

at Time 1, Time 2 and Time 3, respectively).  Missing survey data was handled by calculating 

mean scores for the available data.   

There were no extreme outliers for any key variables at any times for the combined data.  

Depressed was always strongly positively skewed and was log transformed every time. 

Creative fluency was strongly skewed in Time 1 and Time 3 and was also log transformed.  

Social support was always strongly negatively skewed and was reflected and log transformed.  

All remaining data were within the 2.58 cut off for the skew/SE and Kurtosis/SE, and therefore, 

no action was taken. 

The combined group for analysis consisted of 195, 139, and 134 data points (at Times 1, 

Time 2, and Time 3, respectively).  The sample was made up of 198 unique individuals, of 

which 40 were male and 157 were female.  The average age was 38 years (SD = 12), with a 

range of 21 years to 72 years.  HRV summary by time is displayed in Table 20.  These data were 

as expected when compared with norm data (See Appendix 9), because although this group 

was older than the cross-sectional group (from which you would expect significantly lower 

HRV), the breathing was paced (which increases HRV).   
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Table 20. HRV Descriptive Statistics5 

HRV Min Max Mean SD 

RMSSD - T1 6 177 55 30 

RMSSD - T2 8 229 54 34 

RMSSD - T3 10 197 56 34 

HF HRV - T1 7 3326 610 611 

HF HRV - T2 22 4954 560 696 

HF HRV - T3 18 5793 634 858 

LF HRV - T1 66 32709 6141 5017 

LF HRV - T2 171 32470 6349 5781 

LF HRV- T3 157 29218 6235 5102 

5.4.6 CONTROL VARIABLES (COMBINED) 

A range of factors were considered for potential controls.  Calculations were for HF HRV at 

Time 1, unless otherwise stated.  An independent groups t-test did not reveal significant 

differences in means for HF HRV between males and females (t = -.13, df = 193, p = .90).  

Comparing the two counterbalancing options, there was a significant difference, whereby HF 

HRV was higher after the cognitive tasks (t = -2.26, df = 192, p = .03).  The difference between 

smokers and non-smokers was not statistically significant (t = -1.18, df = 190, p = .24).  

Although means were lower for the group with mental illness, the difference was not 

significant (t = 1.33, df = 193, p = .19).  However, there was a statistically significant difference 

in RMSSD HRV (t = 1.96, df = 193, p = .05) and LF HRV (t = 1.99, df = 193, p = .05).  There was no 

difference for HF HRV between those with physical illness and those without (t = 1.59, df = 

193, p = .19).  However, those with illnesses known to compromise HRV were removed in 

accordance with The Task Force (1996) guidelines.  HRV was not different for those who did or 

did not exercise on the day of testing (t = -.58, df = 193, p = .56).  Likewise, caffeine intake on 

the day of measuring did not yield any significant difference (t = -1.08, df = 192, p = .28), and 

nor did smoking on the day of measurement (t = -1.04, df = 190, p = .30).   

Pearson correlations (Table) indicate relationships with HF HRV and both age and alcohol 

consumption, whereby both increased age (r = -.39) and alcohol (r = -.21) intake were linked 

                                                             
5 Raw - non log transformed - data 
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with lower HRV.  No relationship was found between HF HRV and either stress on the day of 

measurement or any aspects of personality.    

Table 21.  Pearson Correlations for potential controls 

Notes: Bivariate N ranges from 128 to 196  

** Correlation significant at the .01 level (2-tailed). 

* Correlation significant at the .05 level (2-tailed). 

Differences in emotional variables and mental illness were also examined to assess the 

role of emotions in the hypothesis and their likely link to mental illness.  There were 

differences for those with mental illness in Positive Affect (t = 2.23, df = 192, p = .03) and 

Tiredness (t =-3.00, df = 192, p = .003), whereby those with mental illness tended to be more 

tired and they also tended to experience lower positive affect.   

The above results indicate that age, exercise, alcohol consumption, mental illness and 

counterbalancing should be controlled for in regression analysis.  In addition, it is important to 

control for the intervention used (i.e. mindfulness or exercise) in all combined analyses, which 

was achieved with the creation of a dummy-coded variable that indicated which intervention 

the participant belonged to.    

5.4.7 CORRELATIONS (COMBINED) 

Tables 22 through 24 show Pearson product moment correlations for all three assessment 

times and for all three HRV metrics.  All three HRV metrics show similar trends across all three 

times.  HRV is correlated with all but creative fluency and Depressed at Time 2.  All 

relationships are the opposite to that predicted with higher HRV linked with poorer self-

Variable Mean SD 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1. Age 38.82 12.11
2. Exercise 2.28 0.67 -.06
3. Alcohol Intake 2.32 1.16 .02 -.08
4. Stress 2.98 0.64 -.08 .17* .07
5. Agreeableness 3.27 0.52 .20* .12 .09 -.02
6. Emotionality 3.16 0.64 -.06 0.01 -.19* -.06 -.18*
7. Extraversion 3.55 0.54 .14 .07 .12 -.10 .28** -.31**
8. Honesty Humility 3.92 0.49 .23** .05 -.16 -.04 .26** .06 .09
9. Conscientiousness 3.78 0.56 .15 0.12 -.18* -.01 -.06 .03 .08 0.12
10. Openness 3.68 0.56 .01 .07 .15 -.05 .01 -.08 .20* .18* -.18*
11. HF HRV 5.88 1.15 -.39** .09 -.21** .08 -.07 0.13 -.12 -.08 .01 -.03
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assessed performance, lower Comfort, Positive Affect and social support6, and higher 

Tiredness and Depression.  Similar trends, albeit less significant, are seen at Time 1 and 3.   

Most self-assessed, survey-based variables were significantly correlated in the predicted 

directions.  For example, perceptions of performance were related positively to positive 

emotions and negatively to negative emotions.  Creative fluency (across Time 1 and 2) was 

negatively related to performance, positive emotions and social support, and positively related 

to negative emotions.   There are no significant correlations for creative fluency at Time 3. 

Table 22.  Time 1 Correlations

 
Notes: Bivariate N ranges from 170 to 195.   

** Correlation significant at the .01 level (2-tailed). 

* Correlation significant at the .05 level (2-tailed). 
 
 
 

Table 23. Time 2 Correlations 

 
Notes: Bivariate N ranges from 120 to 139.   

** Correlation significant at the .01 level (2-tailed). 

* Correlation significant at the .05 level (2-tailed). 
 

                                                             
6 Social Support was reflected. Therefore, directions are reversed to other variables here. 

Variable Mean SD 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1. Job Performance 3.62 0.79
2. Innovation Performance 3.10 0.83 .51**
3. Team Performance 3.81 0.80 .52** .42**
4. Comfort 3.32 1.06 .21** .15* .15*
5. Positive Affect 3.63 0.95 .46** .32** .37* .55**
6. Tiredness 3.05 1.22 -.22** -.18* -.08 -.43** -.37**
7. Angry Depressed 0.17 0.19 -.22** -.19* -.17* -.46** -.50** .55**
8. Social Support (Reversed) 0.24 0.18 -.24** -.22** -.35** -.42** -.49** .27** .37**
9. Creative Fluency 0.69 0.31 -.20** -.13 -.14 -.27** -.24** .16* .16* .33**
10. HF 5.88 1.15 -.17* -.14 -.09 -.10 -.03 .18* .09 .11 -.01

Variable Mean SD 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1. Job Performance 3.69 0.66
2. Innovation Performance 3.27 0.73 .59**
3. Team Performance 3.89 0.71 .61** .41**
4. Comfort 3.60 1.08 .46** .43** .38**
5. Postive Affect 3.76 0.99 .51** .45** .45** .78**
6. Tiredness 2.82 1.10 -.26** -.27** -.12 -.45** -.44**
7. Angry Depressed 0.17 0.18 -.36** -.33** -.37** -.61** -.60** .48**
8. Social Support (Reversed) 0.22 0.17 -.16 -.14 -.16 -.24** -.22** .09 .19*
9. Creative Fluency 7.33 3.91 -.16 -.14 -.21* -.07 -.09 .09 .07 .34**
10. HF 5.72 1.17 -.17* -.25** -.20* -.27** -.25** .18* .17* .19* .07
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Table 24.  Time 3 Correlations 

 
Notes: Bivariate N ranges from 123 to 134.   

** Correlation significant at the .01 level (2-tailed). 

* Correlation significant at the .05 level (2-tailed). 
 

5.5 HYPOTHESIS TESTING  

5.5.1 MEDIATED REGRESSION ANALYSES: TIME TWO 

Time two was chosen as it was likely to be more homogenous when considering the 

extraneous intervention effects.  At Time 1 the intervention had not yet begun.  By Time 2 the 

intervention is underway, however interest is still strong and dropout reasonably low.  In 

addition, as previously discussed, state-like HRV is susceptible to small environmental changes. 

By Time 2 participants were accustomed to the testing environment, hence any sudden state-

like shifts in HRV caused by the testing environment itself, should theoretically have improved.   

The factors discussed here may explain the stronger results profile at Time 2.  In any case the 

patterns of results are the same at all three Times.  This combined with the overall lack of 

significant results and quantity of data, mean provision of all three times would not have 

added value.   

Tables 25 through to 32 show mediated regressions for HF HRV on creative fluency and 

three types of self-assessed work performance (Job, Innovation and Team) at Time Two. Tables 

25 through 28 have affective well-being at work as mediators, and 29 through 32 use social 

support at work.   

Variable Mean SD 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1. Job Performance 3.75 0.74
2. Innovation Performance 3.33 0.82 .65**
3. Team Performance 3.92 0.74 .68** .54**
4. Comfort 3.94 1.03 .49** .45** .50**
5. Postive Affect 3.93 0.96 .51** .56** .56** .82**
6. Tiredness 2.60 1.00 -.37** -.34** -.23** -.49** -.45**
7. Angry Depressed 0.13 0.16 -.28** -.30** -.34** -.55** -.56** .42**
8. Social Support (Reversed) 0.20 0.18 -.26** -.23** -.40** -.40** -.44** .22* .34**
9. Creative Fluency 0.74 0.28 .07 .03 .06 -.04 -.13 .05 .06 .17
11. HF 5.81 1.18 -.20* -0.13 -.12 -.21* -.27** .26** .14 .16 .07
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No full or partial mediation occurred in any instances.  However, there were some notable 

significant relationships.  For the relationships where p ≤ .05, relationships were demonstrated 

between HRV and Positive Affect (b = -.23, p ≤ .01 for Job Performance), Comfort (b = -.25 p ≤ 

.01; b = -.26, p ≤ .01; b = -.25, p ≤ .01; b = -.25, p ≤ .01; for creative fluency, Job Performance, 

Innovation Performance and Team Performance, respectively), and Tiredness (b = .119 p ≤ .05 

for Team Performance).  All relationships were in the opposite direction to that predicted, with 

higher HF HRV linked with less Comfort/Positive Affect and more Tiredness.  There were total 

effects (b = -.18 p ≤ .01; b = -.16, p ≤ .01; b = -.18, p ≤ .01; b = -.16 p ≤ .01 for Innovation 

Performance via well-being, Team Performance via well-being, Innovation Performance via 

Social Support, Team Performance via Social Support respectively), and/or direct effects (b = -

.16 p ≤ .05; b = -.14, p ≤ .05 for Innovation Performance and Team Performance, respectively) 

between HRV and self-assessed performance, where total effects were stronger than direct 

effects.  The direction of these relationships was also in the opposite direction to that 

predicted, with higher self-assessed performance linked with lower HF HRV.   

Positive Affect was related to self-assessed Job Performance (b = .22, p ≤ .01) and Team 

Performance (b = .22, p ≤ .05) in the predicted direction, with greater positive affect related to 

higher perceptions of performance.  Social support was also related to assessed Innovation 

Performance (b = -.93, p ≤ .05) and Team Performance (b = -1.29, p ≤ .01).  Relationships were 

in the predicted direction, with greater social support linked with greater perceptions of own 

performance7. 

                                                             
7 Social support was reflected during its transformation, hence the negative signs. 
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Table 25.  HF HRV - Well-being – Creative Fluency   

   BCa 95% 
Effect b SE L U 

Independent Variable (HF)     
   IV – Mediator1 (Comfort) -.25** .10   
   IV – Mediator2 (Positive Affect) -.25† .10   
   IV – Mediator3 (Tiredness) .13 .10   
   IV – Mediator4 (Depressed) .02 .02   
Dependent Variable (Creative Fluency)     
   Mediator1 (Comfort) – DV .11 .50   
   Mediator2 (Positive Affect) – DV -.02 .55   
   Mediator3 (Tiredness) – DV  .09 .38   
   Mediator4 (Depressed) – DV .84 2.41   
   IV – DV (Total Effect) -.21 .34   
   IV – DV (Direct Effect) -.21 .35   
Indirect Effect of all mediators     
   Mediation, Mediator1 (Comfort) -.02 .16 -.40 .29 
   Mediation, Mediator2 (Positive Affect) .01 .17 -.33 .37 
   Mediation, Mediator3 (Tiredness)  .01 .06 -.09 .19 
   Mediation, Mediator4 (Depressed) .013 .07 -.06 .26 
Total effect  R2 = .27 F(6,112) = 6.81, p ≤ .001 

Notes: Controls for age, counterbalancing, mental ill, alcohol consumption, intervention 
***P ≤ .001; **P ≤ .01; *P ≤ .05; †p ≤.1, b unstandardized coefficient; BCa 95% CI, bias corrected and accelerated 
95% confidence interval of b coefficients.  Mediation effects were estimated by bootstrap analyses (5000 
bootstraps).  Mediation effects were significant at p ≤ .05 (two tailed) when zero is not included in the 95% 
confidence interval. 
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Table 26.  HF HRV - Well-being – Job Performance 

   BCa 95% 
Effect b SE L U 

Independent Variable (HF)     
   IV – Mediator1 (Comfort) -.26** .10   
   IV – Mediator2 (Positive Affect) -.23** .09   
   IV – Mediator3 (Tiredness) .19* .10   
   IV – Mediator4 (Depressed) .03 .02   
Dependent Variable (Job Performance)     
   Mediator1 (Comfort) – DV .10 .08   
   Mediator2 (Positive Affect) – DV .22** .08   
   Mediator3 (Tiredness) – DV  -.00 .05   
   Mediator4 (Depressed) – DV -.23 .37   
   IV – DV (Total Effect) -.10† .06   
   IV – DV (Direct Effect) -.02 .05   
Indirect Effect of all mediators     
   Mediation, Mediator1 (Comfort) .02 .02 -.05 .01 
   Mediation, Mediator2 (Positive Affect) -.05 .03 -.13 -.01 
   Mediation, Mediator3 (Tiredness)  -.00 .01 -.03 .03 
   Mediation, Mediator4 (Depressed) -.01 .01 -.04 .01 
Total effect  R2 = .11, F(6,125) = 2.50, p ≤  .05  

Notes: Controls for age, counterbalancing, mental ill, alcohol consumption, intervention ***P ≤ .001; **P ≤ .01; 
*P ≤.05; †p ≤.1, b unstandardized coefficient; BCa 95% CI, bias corrected and accelerated 95% confidence interval 
of coefficients.  Mediation effects were estimated by bootstrap analyses (5000 bootstraps).  Mediation effects 
are significant at P ≤.05 (two tailed) when zero is not included in the 95% confidence interval. 
 

Table 27.  HF HRV - Well-being – Innovation Performance 

   BCa 95% 
Effect b SE L U 

Independent Variable (HF)     
   IV – Mediator1 (Comfort) -.25** .10   
   IV – Mediator2 (Positive Affect) -.23† .09   
   IV – Mediator3 (Tiredness) .19† .10   
   IV – Mediator4 (Depressed) .02 .02   
Dependent Variable (Innovation)     
   Mediator1 (Comfort) – DV .12 .09   
   Mediator2 (Positive Affect) – DV .16† .10   
   Mediator3 (Tiredness) – DV  -.03 .06   
   Mediator4 (Depressed) – DV -.34 .42   
   IV – DV (Total Effect) -.18** .06   
   IV – DV (Direct Effect) -.10† .06   
Indirect Effect of all mediators     
   Mediation, Mediator1 (Comfort) -.03 .03 -.10 .01 
   Mediation, Mediator2 (Positive Affect) -.04 .03 -.11 .00 
   Mediation, Mediator3 (Tiredness)  -.00 .01 -.04 .02 
   Mediation, Mediator4 (Depressed) -.01 .01 -.05 .01 
Total effect  R2 = .12, F(6,122) = 2.84, p ≤ .05 

Notes: Controls for age, counterbalancing, mental illness, alcohol consumption, intervention ***P ≤ .001; **P ≤ 
.01; *P ≤ .05; †p ≤.1, b unstandardized coefficient; BCa 95% CI, bias corrected and accelerated 95% confidence 
interval of b coefficients.  Mediation effects were estimated by bootstrap analyses (5000 bootstraps).  Mediation 
effects are significant at P ≤.05 (two tailed) when zero is not included in the 95% confidence interval. 
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Table 28.  HF HRV - Well-being – Team Performance 

   BCa 95% 
Effect b SE L U 

Independent Variable (HF)     
   IV – Mediator1 (Comfort) -.25** .10   
   IV – Mediator2 (Positive Affect) -.21† .09   
   IV – Mediator3 (Tiredness) .19* .10   
   IV – Mediator4 (Depressed) .02 .01   
Dependent Variable (Team Performance)     
   Mediator1 (Comfort) – DV .01 .09   
   Mediator2 (Positive Affect) – DV .22* .09   
   Mediator3 (Tiredness) – DV  .10† .06   
   Mediator4 (Depressed) – DV -.79† .42   
   IV – DV (Total Effect) -.16** .06   
   IV – DV (Direct Effect) -.11† .06   
Indirect Effect of all mediators     
   Mediation, Mediator1 (Comfort) -.00 .03 -.06 .04 
   Mediation, Mediator2 (Positive Affect) -.05 .03 -.13 -.01 
   Mediation, Mediator3 (Tiredness)  .02 .02 -.00 .08 
   Mediation, Mediator4 (Depressed) -.01 .02 -.07 .00 
Total effect  R2 = .10, F(6,122) = 2.25, p ≤ .05 

Notes: Controls for age, counterbalancing, mental illness, alcohol consumption, intervention ***P ≤ .001; **P ≤ 
.01; *P ≤ .05; †p ≤.1, b unstandardized coefficient; BCa 95% CI, bias corrected and accelerated 95% confidence 
interval of b coefficients.  Mediation effects were estimated by bootstrap analyses (5000 bootstraps).  Mediation 
effects are significant at P ≤ .05 (two tailed) when zero is not included in the 95% confidence interval. 
 

Table 29.  HF HRV - Social Support (Reversed) - Creativity 

   BCa 95% 
Effect b SE L U 

Independent Variable (HF)     
   IV – Social Support .00 .02   

Dependent Variable (Creative Fluency)     

   Social Support – DV 2.69 2.01   

   IV – DV (Total Effect) -.21 .34   

   IV – DV (Direct Effect) -.22 .33   

Indirect Effect of mediator     

   Mediation, Social Support .00 .02 -.03 .05 

Total effect  R2 = .27, F(6,112) = 6.81, p ≤ .001 
Notes: Controls for age, counterbalancing, mental ill, alcohol consumption, intervention ***P ≤ .001; **P ≤ .01; 
*P ≤ .05; †p ≤.1, b unstandardized coefficient; BCa 95% CI, bias corrected and accelerated 95% confidence 
interval of b coefficients.  Mediation effects were estimated by bootstrap analyses (5000 bootstraps).  Mediation 
effects are significant at P ≤.05 (two tailed) when zero is not included in the 95% confidence interval. 
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Table 30.  HF HRV - Social Support (Reversed) – Job Performance 
 

   BCa 95% 
Effect b SE L U 

Independent Variable (HF)     
   IV – Social Support .01 .01   
Dependent Variable (Job Performance)     
   Social Support – DV -.62† .35   
   IV – DV (Total Effect) -.10† .06   
   IV – DV (Direct Effect) -.10† .06   
Indirect Effect of mediator     
   Mediation, Social Support -.01 .01 -.06 .01 
Total effect  R2 = .11, F(6,125) = 2.50, p ≤ .05 

Notes: Controls for age, counterbalancing, mental illness, alcohol consumption, intervention ***P ≤ .001; **P ≤  
.01; *P ≤ .05; †p ≤ .1, b unstandardized coefficient; BCa 95% CI, bias corrected and accelerated 95% confidence 
interval of b coefficients.  Mediation effects were estimated by bootstrap analyses (5000 bootstraps).  Mediation 
effects are significant at P ≤ .05 (two tailed) when zero is not included in the 95% confidence interval. 

 

Table 31.  HF HRV - Social Support (Reversed) – Innovation Performance 

   BCa 95% 
Effect b SE L U 

Independent Variable (HF)     
   IV – Social Support .02 .01   
Dependent Variable (Innovation Performance)     
   Social Support – DV -.93* .39   
   IV – DV (Total Effect) -.18** .06   
   IV – DV (Direct Effect) -.16** .06   
Indirect Effect of mediator     
   Mediation, Social Support -.02 .02 -.06 .01 
Total effect  R2 = .12, F(6,122) = 2.84, p ≤ .01 

Notes: Controls for age, counterbalancing, mental illness, alcohol consumption, intervention ***P ≤ .001; **P ≤ 
.01; *P ≤ .05; †p ≤ .1, b unstandardized coefficient; BCa 95% CI, bias corrected and accelerated 95% confidence 
interval of b coefficients.  Mediation effects were estimated by bootstrap analyses (5000 bootstraps).  Mediation 
effects are significant at P ≤ .05 (two tailed) when zero is not included in the 95% confidence interval. 
 
Table 32.  HF HRV - Social Support (Reversed) – Team Performance 

   BCa 95% 
Effect b SE L U 

Independent Variable (HF)     
   IV – Social Support .01 .01   
Dependent Variable (Team Performance)     
   Social Support – DV -1.29** .39   
   IV – DV (Total Effect) -.16** .06   
   IV – DV (Direct Effect) -.14* .06   
Indirect Effect of mediator     
   Mediation, Social Support -.01 .02 -.07 .02 
Total effect  R2 = .10, F(6,121) = 2.25, p ≤ .05 

Notes: Controls for age, counterbalancing, mental illness, alcohol consumption, intervention ***P ≤ .001; **P ≤ 
.01; *P ≤ .05; †p ≤ .1, b unstandardized coefficient; BCa 95% CI, bias corrected and accelerated 95% confidence 
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interval of b coefficients.  Mediation effects were estimated by bootstrap analyses (5000 bootstraps).  Mediation 
effects are significant at P ≤ .05 (two tailed) when zero is not included in the 95% confidence interval. 

WORKING MEMORY AND PROOFREADING TASK 

Combining the two interventions resulted in the loss of two important variables, namely, 

working memory from the exercise intervention and the proofreading task from the 

mindfulness intervention.  Therefore, these were explored at Time 1, where the sample size 

was the largest. 

Although working memory did show a correlation with HF HRV in the exercise sample at 

Time 1 (r = .5, p = .02) this relationship no longer held after controlling for age (r = .13, p = .25).  

This result suggests that the correlation was more likely due to the age-based decline in both 

working memory (M. Wang et al., 2011) and HF HRV, or that the study was lacking in statistical 

power.  Either way, working memory was not explored further. 

HF HRV was correlated with the proofreading task in the mindfulness group (r = .29, p = 

.01).   Mediated regression with HRV and the proofreading task via affective well-being at work 

is shown in Table 33.  There was a total and direct effect between HF HRV and the 

proofreading task (b = .01, p ≤ .05); b = .01, p ≤ .05 for total and direct, respectively).  However, 

there was no relationship between either the performance task, or HF HRV and affective well-

being.  The relationships were in the expected direction.   
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Table 33.  HF HRV to Proof Reading via Affective Well-being Mindfulness Sample Time 1 

   BCa 95% 
Effect B SE L U 

Independent Variable (HF)     
   IV – Mediator1 (Comfort) -.01 .11   
   IV – Mediator2 (Positive Affect) .07 .10   
   IV – Mediator3 (Tiredness) -.08 .13   
   IV – Mediator4 (Depressed) .00 .02   
Dependent Variable (Proof Reading)     
   Mediator1 (Comfort) – DV -.00 .01   
   Mediator2 (Positive Affect) – DV .00 .01   
   Mediator3 (Tiredness) – DV  .00 .00   
   Mediator4 (Depressed) – DV .01 .02   
   IV – DV (Total Effect) .01* .01   
   IV – DV (Direct Effect) .01* .01   
Indirect Effect of all mediators     
   Mediation, Mediator1 (Comfort) -.00 .00 .00 .00 
   Mediation, Mediator2 (Positive Affect) .00 .00 -.00 .00 
   Mediation, Mediator3 (Tiredness)  .00 .00 .00 .00 
   Mediation, Mediator4 (Depressed) .00 .00 .00 .00 
Total effect  R2 = .10 F(5,83) = 1.94, p ≤ .10 

Notes: Controls for age, counterbalancing, mental illness, alcohol intake; ***p ≤ .001; **P ≤ .01; *P ≤ .05; †p ≤ .1, 
b unstandardized coefficient; BCa 95% CI, bias corrected and accelerated 95% confidence interval of b 
coefficients.  Mediation effects were estimated by bootstrap analyses (5000 bootstraps).  Mediation effects are 
significant at p ≤ .05 (two-tailed) when zero is not included in the 95% confidence interval. 

5.5.2 MEDIATED CHANGE-ON-CHANGE REGRESSION ANALYSES 

Table 34 through Table 36 summarize the change-on-change regressions analyses. The 

tables were altered from those above for the sake of conciseness.  Figures that illustrate the 

results are also provided for ease of interpretation.   Change-on-change regression was used to 

provide information on between person effects.  That is, the same regressions were 

undertaken as the mediated regressions (shown at Time 2), with the same controls.  In 

addition, the variables under examination were controlled for at a previous time.  For example, 

block one of Table 34 shows the regression of HF HRV on creative fluency via the four well-

being variables, controlling for all these variables at Time 1, and the other control variables 

listed in Section 5.4.7.  

No full or partial mediation was found, but as with the above results, a range of significant 

relationships were observed.  Considering relationships with p value ≤ .05, there are a number 

of relationships to discuss.  First, there is a direct effect from HRV to Innovation performance 
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(b = .15, p ≤ .05). There are also  numerous relationships with affect and self-assessed 

performance:  Tiredness with both Job Performance (b = -.18, p ≤ .05) and Innovation 

performance (b = -.16, p ≤ .05) at T3 controlling for T1; Positive Affect and Innovation 

Performance at T3 controlling for T1 (b = .59, p ≤ .001); Positive affect and Innovation 

performance at T3 controlling for T2 (b = .37, p ≤ .001); Positive affect and Team Performance 

at T3 controlling for T2 (b = .30, p ≤ .05); Positive affect with both Innovation Performance (b = 

.22, p ≤ .05) and Team performance (b = .20, p ≤ .05) at T2 controlling for T1, and finally, 

Depressed and Team Performance at T2 controlling for T1 (b = -.97, p ≤ .05).   

Social support is related to all three types of self-assessed work performance at T3 

controlling for T1 (b = -1.6, p ≤ .001; b =-1.43, p ≤ .01; b = -1.86, p ≤ .001 for Job, Innovation 

and Team Performance respectively) and T2 controlling for T1 (b = -1.16, p ≤ .05; b = -1.04, p ≤ 

.05; b = -1.6, p ≤ .001 for Job, Innovation and Team Performance, respectively).  Finally, social 

support is related to Team performance at T3 controlling for T2 (-1.25 = x, p ≤ .01).  All these 

time-lagged relationships are in the direction predicted by the theory.   However, there are 

some relationships with p ≤ .1 that go against the theory-based predictions.  HF HRV is 

negatively related to positive affect in five different models and positively related to depressed 

in one. There is also a negative direct effect from HF HRV to Job Performance in one model.  
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Table 34.  Mediated Regression at Time T3 Controlling for mediated regression variables at Time 1 

DV  Mediators b/SE for HF -> M b/SE for M -> DV 
Creative Fluency Comfort -.08/.10 -.03/.04 
Creative Fluency Positive Affect -.16†/.09 -.03/.04 
Creative Fluency Tiredness .01/.10 .02/.03 
Creative Fluency Depressed -.00/.02 .02/.03 
Total Effect of IV on DV .03/.03 
Direct Effect of IV on DV .02/.03 
Job Performance Comfort -.07/.09 .11/.11 
Job Performance Positive Affect -.15†/.08 .22†/.12 
Job Performance Tiredness .03/.09 -.18*/.07 
Job Performance Depressed -.00/.01 .07/.44 
Total Effect of IV on DV -.02/.07 
Direct Effect of IV on DV .03/.06 
Innovation Performance Comfort -.09/.10 -.11/.11 
Innovation Performance  Positive Affect -.16†/.09 .59***/.13 
Innovation Performance Tiredness .02/.09 -.16*/.07 
Innovation Performance Depressed -.01/.02 .41/.50 
Total Effect of IV on DV .06/.08 
Direct Effect of IV on DV .15*/.06 
Team Performance Comfort -.06/.10 .06/.08 
Team Performance Positive Affect -.15†/.09 .02/.10 
Team Performance Tiredness .04/.10 -.03/.07 
Team Performance Depressed -.00/.01 .37/.46 
Total Effect of IV on DV .01/.07 
Direct Effect of IV on DV .07/.06 
Brick Social Support .01/.02 .03/.03 
Total Effect of IV on DV .03/.03 
Direct Effect of IV on DV .03/.03 
Job Performance Social Support (R) .01/.01 -1.6***/.42 
Total Effect of IV on DV -.04/.07 
Direct Effect of IV on DV -.03/.07 
Innovation Performance Social Support (R) -.00/.02 -1.43**/.44 
Total Effect of IV on DV .04/.07 
Direct Effect of IV on DV .04/.07 
Team Performance Social Support (R) -.00/.02 -1.86***/.40 
Total Effect of IV on DV -.01/.07 
Direct Effect of IV on DV -.01/.07 

Notes: Controls for age, counterbalancing, mental illness, alcohol intake, intervention ***P ≤ .001; **P ≤ .01; *P 
≤ .05; †p ≤ .1, b unstandardized coefficient. SE = standard error.  IV = Independent Variable. DV = Dependent 
Variable. M = Mediator.  (R) = Reflected.  
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Figure 19.  Time 3 Controlling for Time 1, via Affect 
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Figure 20.  Time 3 Controlling for Time 1, via Social Support 
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Table 35.   Mediated Regression at Time T3 Controlling for mediated regression variables at Time 2 

DV  Mediators b/SE for HF -> M b/SE for M -> DV 
Creative Fluency Comfort .13/.10 .04/.05 
Creative Fluency Positive Affect .03/.10 -.06/.06 
Creative Fluency Tiredness -.14/.10 -.00/.04 
Creative Fluency Depressed .01/.02 -.25/.22 
Total Effect of IV on DV .01/.03 
Direct Effect of IV on DV .01/.03 
Job Performance Comfort .15†/.09 .17/.12 
Job Performance Positive Affect .01/.08 .22†/.13 
Job Performance Tiredness -.01/.01 -.15†/.09 
Job Performance Depressed -.00/.02 .63/.54 
Total Effect of IV on DV .01/.08 
Direct Effect of IV on DV -.03/.07 
Innovation Performance Comfort .12/.09 .06/.11 
Innovation Performance  Positive Affect -.00/.08 .37**/.13 
Innovation Performance Tiredness -.10/.09 -.11/.09 
Innovation Performance Depressed .00/.02 -.01/.54 
Total Effect of IV on DV .13†/.08 
Direct Effect of IV on DV .11/.07 
Team Performance Comfort .13/.09 .09/.11 
Team Performance Positive Affect .00/.07 .30*/.13 
Team Performance Tiredness -.10/.09 -.05/.08 
Team Performance Depressed .00/.02 -.04/.52 
Total Effect of IV on DV .02/.07 
Direct Effect of IV on DV .00/.07 
Brick Social Support (R) .01/.02 .03/.17 
Total Effect of IV on DV .00/.03 
Direct Effect of IV on DV .00/.03 
Job Performance Social Support (R) .01/.01 -.42/.48 
Total Effect of IV on DV -.04/.07 
Direct Effect of IV on DV -.03/.07 
Innovation Performance Social Support (R) .01/.02 -.60/.49 
Total Effect of IV on DV .06/.07 
Direct Effect of IV on DV .06/.07 
Team Performance Social Support (R) .01/.02 -1.25**/.43 
Total Effect of IV on DV -.01/.07 
Direct Effect of IV on DV -.00/.07 

Notes: Controls for age, counterbalancing, mental illness, alcohol intake, intervention ***P ≤ .001; **P ≤ .01; *P 
≤ .05; †p ≤ .1, b unstandardized coefficient. SE = standard error.  IV = Independent Variable. DV = Dependent 
Variable. M = Mediator.  (R) = Reflected.  
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Figure 21.  Time 3 Controlling for Time 2, via Affect 
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Figure 22.  Time 3 Controlling for Time 2, via Social Support 
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Table 36.  Mediated Regression at Time T2 Controlling for mediated regression variables at Time 1 

DV  Mediators b/SE for HF -> M b/SE for M -> DV 
Creative Fluency Comfort -.18/.12 .27/.52 
Creative Fluency Positive Affect -.15/.11 .12/.63 
Creative Fluency Tiredness -.14/.10 -.37/.50 
Creative Fluency Depressed .02/.02 -1.12/2.64 
Total Effect of IV on DV -.21/.42 
Direct Effect of IV on DV -.18/.44 
Job Performance Comfort -.14/.11 .06/.08 
Job Performance Positive Affect -.16†/.10 .16†/.09 
Job Performance Tiredness .02/.10 -.03/.06 
Job Performance Depressed .03†/.02 -.29/.38 
Total Effect of IV on DV -.11†/.06 
Direct Effect of IV on DV -.07/.06 
Innovation Performance Comfort -.09/.11 .03/.09 
Innovation Performance  Positive Affect -.12/.10 .22*/.10 
Innovation Performance Tiredness -.00/.10 -.02/.07 
Innovation Performance Depressed .02/.02 -.35/.45 
Total Effect of IV on DV -.06/.07 
Direct Effect of IV on DV -.03/.07 
Team Performance Comfort -.10/.11 -.03/.09 
Team Performance Positive Affect -.11/.10 .20*/.10 
Team Performance Tiredness .01/.10 .10/.07 
Team Performance Depressed .02/.02 -.97*/.44 
Total Effect of IV on DV -.11/.07 
Direct Effect of IV on DV -.07/.07 
Brick Social Support (R) .01/.02 .61/2.66 
Total Effect of IV on DV .13/.40 
Direct Effect of IV on DV .12/.40 
Job Performance Social Support (R) .01/.01 -1.16**/.39 
Total Effect of IV on DV -.10†/.06 
Direct Effect of IV on DV -.09/.06 
Innovation Performance Social Support (R) .00/.01 -1.04*/.43 
Total Effect of IV on DV -.06/.07 
Direct Effect of IV on DV -.05/.07 
Team Performance Social Support (R) .01/.01 -1.6***/.45 
Total Effect of IV on DV -.12†/.07 
Direct Effect of IV on DV -.10/.07 

Notes: Controls for age, counterbalancing, mental illness, alcohol intake, intervention ***p ≤ .001; **p ≤ .01; *p≤ 
.05; †p ≤ .1, b unstandardized coefficient. SE = standard error.  IV = Independent Variable. DV = Dependent 
Variable. M = Mediator.  (R) = Reflected.  
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Figure 23.  Time 2 Controlling for Time 1, via Affect 
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Figure 24.  Time 2 Controlling for Time 1, via Social Support 
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5.6 SUMMARY  

No full or partial mediation occurred in the time-lagged (i.e., intervention and mindfulness) 

studies.  However, a range of significant relationships of interest were seen that aligned with 

the theoretical model.  HRV was positively related to detailed task performance for 

proofreading at Time 1 in the mindfulness group.  In addition, HRV was positively related to 

work performance in the time-lagged combined analysis (note: there was also a negative 

relationship to work performance with p ≤ .10).  Well-being was linked with both work 

performance and creative fluency task performance.  There were also several relationships 

that were significant, but in the opposite direction to that proposed by the hypotheses: HRV 

was linked with well-being, whereby positive emotions were associated with poorer HRV and 

negative emotions were associated with stronger HRV.  Taken together, these results do not 

support the hypotheses.  However, the findings do raise interesting questions concerning the 

study of HRV in the workplace.    
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 CHAPTER 6 GENERAL DISCUSSION 
Given the ideas covered in the theoretical model presented in Chapter 2 were too broad 

for a single thesis, the three empirical studies took a scaled-back approach (summarized in 

Figure 25).  This approach focused on HRV and work performance and creativity via working 

memory, well-being, and social support.  Direct effects on creativity and task performance 

were also considered.  Not all relationships could be tested in all samples.    

Figure 25.  Summary of Hypotheses from Empirical Studies

Positive relationships between HRV and work performance were seen in the time-lagged 

analysis for the combined intervention groups.  Relationships were also found between both 

well-being and social support and self-assessed performance.  However, several relationships 

were found that went in the opposite direction to theoretical predictions.  The strongest of 

these relationships was between affective well-being at work and HRV, where positive 

emotions were linked with lower HRV and negative emotions were linked with higher HRV.  In 

addition, HRV showed an inverse relationship to that predicted with work performance (i.e. 

those with poorer HRV had stronger self-assessed work performance).  Finally, in the student 

group, comfort was negatively associated with grade performance, which perhaps simply 

reflects the performance benefits of a small amount of stress.   

The relationships between HRV and other variables could be summarized this way: 

Relationships were significant and aligned with the theory for objective measures or for self-

assessed time-lagged analyses and; relationships were reversed from theory for subjective 
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measures and/or cross-sectional analyses. These trends are summarized in Figure 26 and 

Figure 27.  However, since there was no full or partial mediation and many non-significant 

relationships, these themes may be coincidental. In addition, those relationships that were 

marginal (p ≤ .1) did not always follow these trends.     

Figure 26.  Summary of Findings from Empirical Studies: Theory Aligned  

 

Figure 27.  Summary of Findings from Empirical Studies: Reverse to Theory 

 

Undertaking further statistical analyses was considered.  For example, reconsideration of 

the cross-sectional scales with the intervention scales, or using quadratic statistical methods 

due to the potential quadratic nature of HRV.  Regarding reconsideration of different scales for 

factor analyses, many similar alternatives were investigated during many iterations of the 

statistical analyses.  Further such explorations would increase the likelihood of Type One 

errors; hence the decision was made not to pursue this option.  Regarding the potentially 
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quadratic nature of HRV (Kogan et al., 2013), different methods would be recommended to 

investigate this further.  The Kogan et al., (2013) study had mixed results, with two out of three 

well-being variables possessing the quadratic relationship.  One study attempted to replicate 

these findings with 239 young adults (Silvia, Jackson, & Sopko, 2014) but did not find support 

for a quadratic relationship between HRV and well-being.  The authors suggested that the 

potential quadratic nature of HRV would be best explored using meta-analytic techniques 

which: emphasize effect sizes; account for the influence of sampling variability on findings; and 

focus on pooling studies for synthesis. 

6.1 RESEARCH LIMITATIONS 

The empirical studies within this thesis had a number of limitations.  The sample size 

compared with the number of variables measured influenced the statistical power.  Also, HRV 

measures were only taken once in the cross-sectional study and once at each of three times in 

the intervention studies.  Since HRV is known to have both state and trait-like components, 

several measures on different days may have provided deeper insights into the nature of the 

relationship between HRV and work performance via emotional, social, and cognitive factors.  

The focus on trait-like HRV limited certain investigations, specifically, looking at work 

specific, state-like responses.  Future investigations should also consider state-like HRV and 

work performance.   

The challenges experienced with the affective well-being at work scale may have been due 

to not controlling for response bias factors.  That is, the affect words used all have a positive or 

negative bias.  Daniels (2000) argued that people may be more willing to admit they are not 

experiencing positive emotions, than to indicate they are experiencing negative emotions, 

because the model fit was improved when controlling for response biases.  In addition, it may 

have made more sense to conduct EFA on the affect scale in all studies, which can be context 

specific.  I had assumed the contexts were similar, but this may not have been accurate. 
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6.2 THEORETICAL IMPLICATIONS 

Theoretical implications of this research are dependent on understanding the results 

profile shown in Figures 26 and 27.  As discussed throughout this thesis, HRV (although easy to 

measure) is difficult to measure reliably.  For two reasons, it is argued that the results 

presented here are unlikely to be a result of poor HRV measurement and analysis processes.  

First, HRV metrics are behaving as expected and are aligned with previous research.  For 

example:  HRV declines with age (Antelmi et al., 2004; Liao et al., 1995); expected relationships 

are seen between lifestyle factors, such as exercise (Luque-Casado et al., 2013) and alcohol 

consumption (Quintana et al., 2013); the un-paced breathing group was lower than the paced 

groups in terms of HRV values as expected (Kobayashi, 2009); and HRV responded as expected 

to daily stresses (Kang et al., 2004).  Second, extreme care was taken to research and 

implement good practice methods.  Therefore, other explanations for these results must be 

considered.  Some potential explanations are considered below. 

A potential explanation for the reverse (to predicted) relationship between self-assessed 

work performance and HRV, is that the Dunning Kruger effect was occurring.  The Dunning 

Kruger effect is focused on people’s lack of objective understanding of their skills and 

knowledge.  In short, incompetent individuals often have little knowledge and understanding 

of their incompetence (Dunning, 2011).  In the 1990s, Dunning and Kruger designed a group of 

experiments to test their theory (Dunning, 2011).  They asked participants to rate their 

performance in areas such as grammar, logical reasoning, and social skills.  Some studies used 

comparative assessment estimates, while others used absolutes, such as participants’ 

estimates of the number of answers they got correct.  As predicted, poor performers were less 

likely to understand how well they had done.  The challenge is that the poor performers (like 

the strong performers) would choose items that looked sensible to them, which would explain 

their mistaken belief that they were correct.  In this way, the poor performers faced a ‘double 

burden’, whereby the skills required to undertake the meta-cognitive task of assessing 
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performance are the same as those needed to achieve the cognitive task in the first place 

(Dunning, 2011).  This explanation is not the case for strong performers, for the inverse reason.   

The greater ability for good performers versus poor performers to accurately assess their own 

abilities has been demonstrated in a range of tasks, such as with students sitting exams 

(Shaughnessy, 1979), as well as clinicians making mental illness diagnoses (Garb, 1989).  

Given the Dunning Kruger effect accounts for over-inflated, self-assessed performance in 

poor performance, it might explain the findings between self-assessed performance and HRV 

in this research.  This explanation is further supported by the fact that the objective measures 

(i.e., those that were not self-assessed, such as the proofreading task) worked in the theory 

aligned and opposite direction to the self-assessed performance.  Put another way, support for 

the Dunning Kruger theory operating in this research is seen in the fact that higher self-

assessed performance is linked with lower HRV, but that objective performance is the opposite 

e.g., better proof reading is linked with higher HRV.   Further support is provided by the 

reverse findings not showing up in the time-lagged studies, which look at changes over time 

rather than direct, between person comparisons at a single time.  That is, the Dunning Kruger 

effect is likely to show-up in between but not within person analyses, and this looks like it 

might be the case here.     

In addition, several researchers have made a strong case for linking positive self-illusions 

(such as overinflated view of one’s own competence) to lower depression, greater happiness, 

but a higher chance of ‘self-handicapping’ behaviors, and hence, poorer performance (Kim, 

Chiu, & Zou, 2010).  Therefore, it is possible that falsely positive self-assessment of 

performance is also associated with improved positive affect and reduced negative affect, 

which in turn, might have influenced the well-being findings in this research.  There is no way 

within this research of investigating the accuracy of this explanation, but nevertheless, it 

warrants consideration for future research design.  
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Alternatively, the lack of clear findings linking affective well-being to HRV in this thesis may 

be due to a potentially widespread misunderstanding within the scientific literature regarding 

how emotions are created within humans.  Barrett (2017b) has proposed a radical new theory 

of emotions that conflicts with the established ‘classical’ view of emotion.  The classical view 

dates back several thousand years and is still used today across many scientific disciplines 

(Barrett, 2017a).  The classical view proposes that humans are born with an innate set of 

emotions.  These emotions, shared by all, are triggered by certain stimuli.  Responses to these 

shared emotions in terms of facial expressions and bodily physiological responses are 

reasonably consistent person-to-person, even across cultures.  Well known research by 

Tomkins et al. in the 1960s was viewed as definitive support for the classical view (Barrett, 

2017a).  The research presented a series of actors’ faces that depicted emotions common to 

people across different cultures and situations (e.g., anger, surprise, disgust, sadness), then 

asked them to name the emotions.  One study was even conducted with remote people in 

Papua New Guinea who were largely isolated from any Western influences.  The results 

consistently showed that all populations of people, including the remote tribes, were able to 

identify these emotions.  Conversely, Barrett (2017b) argued that the foundations of the classic 

view are flawed, and that instead, emotions are constructed moment-to-moment.   

According to Barrett (2017b), these constructions are based on an individual’s unique life 

experiences, combined with predictions that the brain is constantly making assessments about 

internal and external stimuli.  Furthermore, emotions are highly variable, and are without 

consistent ‘fingerprints’.  To support her constructed view of emotions, Barrett (2017a) cited 

facial electromyography research, whereby electrodes are placed on the face to try to find a 

signature facial expression for certain emotions, but none were found.  In addition, these facial 

movements did not match the posed photos used in Tompkins et al.’s work.  Regarding 

Tompkins’ work, Barret (2017a) argued that although humans do not consistently display these 

prototypical emotions, humans are nevertheless aware of the prototypes, because infants are 

exposed to them from birth.  Barret (2017a) views the findings across several disciplines as 
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meaning, ‘on different occasions, in different contexts, in different studies, within the same 

individual and across different individuals, the same emotion category involves different bodily 

responses’.   

If the theory of constructed emotion is correct, there would not be any consistency in 

state-like HRV measures in relation to given state-like emotions (or affect).  The question 

remains: What impact does trait-like affect have on trait-like bodily responses?  As discussed 

previously, trait-like positive emotions have been linked with improved HRV, and conversely, 

trait-like negative emotions have been linked with compromised HRV e.g. Schwerdtfeger and 

Gerteis (2014).  There is also a clear and strong case for positive emotions and their role in 

optimizing health outcomes (Cohen & Pressman, 2006), and even a 28% reduction in mortality 

(Chida & Steptoe, 2008).  Therefore, perhaps Barret’s (2017b) theories only need serious 

consideration when exploring state-like emotions related to state-like HRV.  Regardless, the 

emerging theory of constructed emotions remains relevant to HRV research, especially since it 

is potentially in direct conflict with the ideas of the Polyvagal theory.  Barrett stated in the 

endnotes to her book (2017a): ‘The autonomic nervous system, which controls your body's 

organs, did not evolve for you to have emotions: it evolved for you to move your body’. 

Conceivably, a simpler way of assessing emotion or affect would be more effective than 

the approach taken here, whether Barret’s (2017b) theory is correct or not.  Support for this 

suggestion comes from a study by Choi et al. (2017), which was published during the final 

stages of this thesis. The study found an association between emotions and HRV using the 

International Affective Picture system.  This system uses a series of pictures designed to elicit 

emotion.  The findings appear to conflict with the constructed theory of emotions.  However, it 

could be that HRV stands apart from other physiological measures in some way – as the links 

shown between positive emotions and HRV remain a mystery when viewed through the lens of 

the constructed view of emotions.  
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Perhaps a simpler scale than Daniels’ (2000) Affective Well-being scale would be more 

effective when considering HRV.  A scale that might be suitable for this purpose is the Affective 

Slider, which was recently developed by Betella and Verschure (2016) and uses a simple slider 

system, one for valence and one for arousal.  The suggestion that such a scale might be more 

effective is consistent with the theory that influences of PA on physiological variables 

potentially differ, whether PA is activated or deactivated (e.g., Cohen and Pressman (2006), it 

is also consistent with the findings of Schwerdtfeger and Gerteis (2014): ‘…deactivated PA 

showed a positive association with HRV, momentary activated PA was significantly negatively 

correlated with HRV…’.  In addition, as far as I am aware, the constructed view of emotions 

does not consider whether there are signatures for more simple affects (e.g., positive and 

activated) that underlie more complex (constructed) emotions.   

In sum, the theoretical implications of this thesis are not yet fully clear.  However, there 

appears to be relationships among the variables of well-being, work performance, and HRV 

that are worth further exploration.  The inconsistent findings on affect and HRV and the lack of 

findings on HRV and social support call into question their role in the original theoretical 

model.  Conceivably, social support only has a role via positive affect, perhaps because social 

situations are shown to enhance emotional responses (Keltner & Kring, 1998).  In addition, 

affective well-being at work appears too much of a complex, nuanced (or indeed cognitively 

constructed) concept to sensibly explore further in relation to HRV.  The cognitive path was 

not tested in this thesis, except for working memory (however there was insufficient statistical 

power for firm conclusions).   

6.3 PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS 

To the best of my knowledge, this is the first research that has explored HRV and work 

performance.  Since this research has raised as many questions as it has answered, leaders and 

human resource practitioners would be wise to proceed with caution when considering well-

being or transformation/change projects with an HRV component.  It is also critical that they 
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seriously consider the ethics of implementing physiological measures in the organizational 

behavior setting.  Elite athletes have their physiology already ‘on the line’; it is part of their job.  

Therefore, intense measurement of their physiology might be appropriate.  The same cannot 

be said for an overweight, diabetic accountant who does not have health as one of his or her 

personal values.  A further ethical concern is using HRV as a recruitment tool or linking it with 

any form of financial or other incentive.  I strongly recommend against such uses either now or 

in the future because it could indirectly disadvantage those with mental or physical illness or 

older applicants. 

Nonetheless, there is a potentially powerful use of HRV measurement as a motivational 

and feedback tool for employees who are participating in health and well-being programs, in a 

similar way to which step counters and other devices are currently used.  Since data collection 

was undertaken for this thesis, smartphone technology has evolved to a point where HRV can 

be potentially reliably tracked by smartphone cameras.  Measurement is achieved by simply 

placing an index finger over the phone’s camera for one minute, which can be done frequently 

and easily.  An education program could help employees understand the process and interpret 

the outputs—hence supporting them in health and well-being goals.  As discussed, frequent 

measurement (especially if taken regularly around the same time on first waking and in the 

same bodily position) is likely to be more reliable than the one-off measures common in the 

current literature and used in the current research.   

A further way HRV analysis could be used in an organizational setting is via the use of HRV-

biofeedback training (Massaro & Pecchia, 2016; Sutarto et al., 2010). This training teaches 

individuals to identify their involuntary HRV and begin to control it. This process is achieved 

through a range of strategies, including resonant frequency breathing (Sutarto et al., 2010).   

HRV monitoring and/or biofeedback (supported by modern smart technologies) could also 

be used in executive coaching, leadership development and/or stress management (Massaro & 

Pecchia, 2016).  Again, the ethics needs careful consideration as would the relevant privacy 
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and confidentiality legislation.  Already, lively debates are beginning to happen regarding such 

ethics and legalities due to the boom in health-based ‘wearables’ (e.g. Morabito, 2016).  The 

wearables boom is being fueled by the technology but may also be influenced by health and 

safety legislation (in many jurisdictions), putting further onus on employers to minimize 

employee stress and support health and well-being.    

In sum, although HRV may have a range of practical uses within organizations, further 

research to support and enable such uses is both critical and urgent.  Such research is 

particularly important given the ballooning of commercially available products for HRV 

measurement in a range of settings.  It is only a matter of time before commercial products 

target these organizational implementations.   

6.4 SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH  

Further research that looks at work performance, well-being, and HRV needs to consider a 

range of complex and sometimes conflicting factors.  A major challenge is the highly technical 

and rapidly evolving nature of HRV itself.  There are also specific challenges with combining 

psychology, business, and physiological measures and theories.   Below are recommendations 

for future research in this area. 

6.4.1 WORKING WITH HRV  

Arguably, the most important methodological consideration when working with HRV is 

whether to do an ultra-short resting/baseline measure (up to around 10 minutes), a 

measurement during a task or activity, or a 24-hour recording8.  Ultra-short baseline measures 

aim to evaluate trait-like HRV.  An accurate measure depends on minimizing interference from 

state-like influences as well as controlling for interference from trait-like influencers of HRV.  

The testing environment needs careful control to minimize state-like interference: minimizing 

food or stimulant intake or intensive exercise prior to testing; ensuring a consistent posture; 

                                                             
8 I did not gather expertise in 24-hour measure so will not be discussing those further 
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avoiding stresses (which may be as trivial as colors or noises within the testing materials or 

environment, or a poor night’s sleep before testing); and keeping the time of day consistent 

for multiple measures.  For managing trait-like interference, information is needed on health 

and lifestyle factors including illness, medications, smoking, exercise, alcohol intake and levels 

of stress.  The challenge with a one-off baseline measure is the impossibility of managing all 

the variables known to interfere with HRV.  Therefore, taking multiple measures around the 

time of interest and obtaining an average should be seriously considered, despite the effort 

involved.  A further consideration (given the ever-increasing ease of access and use of the 

technology) would be diary studies that capture HRV and other variables of interest on a daily 

basis. This could be done either during an intervention or while investigating certain trait 

and/or state-like relationships.  Well-structured diary studies could simultaneously consider 

trait and state-like variables.    

An important consideration for ultra-short baseline measures is whether to pace breathing 

or allow natural breathing.  As discussed, some researchers contend that paced breathing 

helps with consistency, while others do not see the need.  A challenge with activity-based 

recording is that certain tasks are known to slow breathing due to a certain type of focused 

attention (Quintana et al., 2016); this may inadvertently influence HRV measures.  Sighing, 

which might occur in certain tasks, also influences HRV readings (Heathers & Goodwin, 2017). 

Given the influence breathing has on HRV, some researchers choose to monitor breathing 

to account for it in analysis.  This control measure is challenging in organizational behavior 

research given the gold standard for breathing measurements is Pneumotachography, which 

requires a face mask (Quintana et al., 2016).  There are less invasive options, but currently, 

there are no fully satisfactory noninvasive tools available for measuring breathing (Quintana et 

al., 2016).  However, it would be prudent for researchers to consider monitoring breathing and 

keep updated about techniques and research in this area. 
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A further consideration is the potentially quadratic nature of HRV (Kogan et al., 2013).  This 

investigation may be as simple as an analysis of extreme outliers or considering nonlinear 

statistical techniques, but as discussed, more research is required in this area.  

Perhaps, the largest methodical challenge, especially for researchers in business 

disciplines, is keeping abreast of the rapid pace of change, and therefore, remaining up-to-date 

regarding what constitutes best practice within the HRV literature.  This challenge is 

compounded by the tendency to publish outdated or disproven techniques, even in good 

quality, peer-reviewed journals (Heathers & Goodwin, 2017).  Collaborations between 

organizational behavior and anatomy and physiology researchers would address these and 

several other challenges and are therefore strongly recommended.  

The challenges of the technical nature and rapidly evolving thinking within HRV research is 

compounded by new and existing theories that may even conflict (e.g., the PVT and the 

constructed view of emotions).  The interdisciplinary nature of the topic means that finding 

relevant theories becomes challenging with the number of potentially relevant publications.  

The onus is on the HRV/work performance researcher to try to keep abreast of this.  This is an 

impossible task, which cannot be managed alone. Having a multidisciplinary team may also 

help to consider complexities that could blur clear findings, such as in the study by Kanthak et 

al. (2016), which found the link between better social support and higher HRV only held for 

participants with a certain genetic variation.   Therefore, interdisciplinary collaboration is 

essential.   

6.4.2 TRAIT VS STATE, WITHIN VS BETWEEN & OBJECTIVE VS SUBJECTIVE 

As mentioned previously, HRV has state-like and trait-like elements, and this is also true of 

well-being and performance.  The demarcations between state-like and trait-like elements are 

not always clearly articulated in existing research, especially with HRV.  Even when differences 

are clearly articulated, untangling the differences during HRV analysis is challenging because 

any resting measure could simply be considered a state-like response to that specific 
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measurement situation.  Careful consideration of state-like and trait-like factors for all 

variables will assist with both reviewing existing literature as well as designing new methods.  

This thesis focused on trait-like HRV and its role in trait-like well-being and trait-like work 

performance.  However, state-like HRV also has a role in state-like affect, and therefore, 

potentially state-like fluctuations in work performance.  It is also important to consider that 

trait and state-like findings may differ, as seen in the Schwerdtfeger and Gerteis (2014) 

research. 

In a similar way that trait and state-like differences are not often clearly distinguished, the 

same has been said for within and between person differences, especially when considering 

HRV and emotions (Butler et al., 2006).  Consequently, future research would benefit from 

clear within and between person distinctions. 

This thesis appears to point to potential differences between HRV and objective and 

subjective measures of performance, as well as to within and between person differences. 

Without clear consideration of these factors during project planning, these complexities could 

be easily overlooked.  Finally, objective measures of work performance are difficult to obtain, 

but doing so is critical to enable understanding more about the HRV and work performance 

relationship. 

6.4.3 WHAT OF THE WANDERER AND WORKER PERFORMANCE? 

This research began with a focus on the vagus nerve (the wanderer), the concept of vagal 

tone, and the question of how it might influence workers.  Subsequent understanding of the 

confusion and contentions in the literature narrowed the focus to the term ‘heart rate 

variability’, which is commonly used as a proxy for vagal tone.  The interdisciplinary theory 

constructed proposed: People with higher HRV will perform better at work than people with 

lower HRV, because they tend to use more appropriate cognitive strategies, experience more 

positive emotions, and perceive themselves as more socially connected.   
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An investigation of the emotional and social components as well as one cognitive 

component of this proposition found little support.  This begets the question: Where does the 

theory stand now?  It is important to note that the empirical studies did not undermine the 

theories either.  Discarding the model completely would be premature; instead, I recommend 

adjustments to the model based on the findings here.  In addition, I recommend different 

methodological approaches for future investigations.     

The first key adjustment to the model is to focus on ‘low arousal’ positive affect, which 

potentially has stronger links in the literature to physiological measures than overall positive 

affect.  For example: Bacon et al. (2004) linked HRV with feeling ‘happy and relaxed’; Petrocchi 

et al. (2017) found direct transcranial current stimulation improved HRV and ‘enhanced 

soothing low approach’ PA; and Schwerdtfeger and Gerteis (2014) linked ‘deactivated’ PA to 

increased HRV (whereas PA was negatively correlated with HRV when participants felt 

dynamic, activated, awake, brisk, or delighted).  Support for a focus on deactivated positive 

affect within the updated model, albeit it weak, is seen in the mediated regression analysis in 

the intervention study at Time 2.  Specifically, comfort more consistently linked with HF HRV 

than any other PA measures.  The focus on low activated/arousal PA in the updated model is 

also supported by existing theorizing that the relationship between physiological measures 

and PA differs depending on the level of activation (Pressman & Cohen, 2005). 

The next adjustment to the model is the relationship between perceived social support 

and both HRV and PA.  Although theoretical support for social support linking with HRV was 

strong at the outset, little support was found in this research.  Hence, I recommend exploring 

social support as a moderator of the relationship between HRV and positive affect (where, for 

example, HRV would not predict positive affect in the absence of social support). Indeed, 

Butler, Wilhelm, and Gross (2006) demonstrated stronger associations with RSA (HF HRV) and 

emotions in social situations than in non-social scenarios.    
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The final reconsideration of the model is to consider further complexities in the 

relationship between positive affect and worker performance.  This relationship requires 

reconsideration because of narrowing to low arousal PA, and to consider any potentially 

overlooked moderators.   

First, the narrowing to focus on low arousal positive affect in the model might also have 

the benefit of strengthening its relationship with work performance.  As discussed previously, 

the link between wellbeing and work performance has found little support, at least when 

operationalized as job satisfaction.  Although psychological wellbeing found better support 

(Wright et al., 2002), narrowing to low arousal positive affect might be more effective.   Work 

by Wright and Bonett (as early as 1997) looked at pleasant-based positive affect and high 

activation affect and found the former, but not the later, to link with subsequent work 

performance.   Indirect support also comes from work by Zenasni and Lubart (2011) who found 

that the perceived pleasantness of a creativity task was linked with performance on the task.  

One can assume that the participants were experiencing pleasant feelings when describing a 

task as pleasant. 

The next important concern is which factors might moderate the relationship between low 

arousal positive affect and work performance.  A meta-analysis by Avey, Reichard, Luthans, 

and Mhatre (2011) found the (positive) relationship between psychological capital (which 

covers hope, optimism, efficacy and resilience) and employee outcomes was moderated by 

both location and industry.  Similarly, Baron, Tang, and Hrnieleski (2011) found that firm size 

moderated the effect of entrepreneurs’ positive affect and firm performance.  In addition to 

such extrinsic moderators, certain intrinsic factors are also likely to moderate the positive 

affect work performance relationship.   An obvious factor to consider is conscientiousness.  In 

support of this stance, Demerouti (2206) found that the relationship between ‘flow at work’ 

and work performance was moderated by employee consciousness within 113 employees in 

the Netherlands.     
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Finally, since the cognitive path was not explored in any depth in this research, it remains 

unchanged within the model.  Although this model remains focused on trait-like variables, it is 

expected that some of the relationships would hold for state-like relationships (specifically 

HRV to performance via low arousal PA).  The updated model is presented in Figure 28.  

Figure 28. Theoretical Model HRV to Work Performance – Updated   

 

This theory is built on a wide range of disciplines and on the findings (and lack of findings) 

in this research.  However, there is still little empirical evidence for the majority of it.  

Therefore, my recommendation for future research that investigates this model is to start 

slowly with a range of small projects, and to adjust the model with new learnings. 

To test the updated model, I propose beginning with a cross-sectional study to explore 

core relationships on the emotional/social pathway.  Following this research, I propose a diary 

study, which would use smartphone technology and enroll employees in recording HRV daily. 

In addition, they would record affect at work and self-assessed performance factors.  Such a 

study would allow for consideration of both state and trait-like components of all three 

variables.  This study would not capture some variables and would overlook objective 

measures (and may be influenced by the Dunning Kruger Effect).  Consequently, a further 
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study should explore objective performance measures and social and personality factors.  This 

research could be time lagged, with very similar methods to those used here. 

Subsequently, by its nature, the cognitive pathway would focus on a trait-like approach.  I 

would suggest starting with a cross-sectional study and building towards a time lagged 

research design.  However, before beginning such a study, an approach to measuring cognitive 

control, as it is presented here, is required; this alone may take a number of studies to explore.  

The model presented in Figure 28 is complex and draws on many disciplines, and it will take a 

number of studies and improvements before it possesses greater practical utility in 

organizational contexts.  

Before closing, I wish to briefly return to the bigger picture.  This research had a larger 

focus than a specific consideration of the wanderer and work performance.  The aim was to 

broaden from the traditional mind-in-context approach used when researching humans at 

work.  This broader goal could also be further explored by considering other physiological 

measures associated with the ANS, such as electrodermal activity or blood pressure variation 

(Massaro & Pecchia, 2016).  Progress in the affect at work literature must also be considered 

because it’s possible that some useful measures do not yet exist.  In discussing the broader 

construct of ‘happiness’ at work, Fisher (2010) used an elephant metaphor to illustrate this 

argument: “…we have decomposed the beast into almost meaninglessly small pieces (e.g. the 

right ear of vigor, the left ear of thriving)”.  Therefore, perhaps a new, holistic appreciation of 

the construct is needed.  

6.5 CONCLUSION  

Heart rate variability is an easy to measure, yet poorly understood construct.  However, 

scientific interest in honing our understanding of HRV is only likely to increase due to its links 

to many physical, social, and emotional variables, paired with the low cost, non-invasive ease 

of data collection.  Similarly, modern corporate life is experiencing a boom of interest in both 
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well-being and quantifying. Therefore, it is especially important for researchers to join this 

journey and support business leaders to make good evidence-based decisions.   

This thesis constitutes the first piece of work that has considered HRV in the work 

performance context, and it has found key relationships with self-assessed work performance 

as well as performance at specific and detailed tasks.  Nevertheless, theoretical hypotheses 

were not supported, and some relationships were in the opposite direction to theoretical 

predictions.  Accordingly, the results of this research, along with the specified 

recommendations for future research, should see this exciting area of research expand in the 

future.    
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 APPENDIX 1: INVITATION TO PARTICIPATE - MINDFULNESS 
Interested in improving your well-being? 

Want to learn some techniques to reduce your levels of stress and improve your overall 
well-being while supporting world first research with the University of Western Australia? 

The University of Western Australia and the Institute for Health Leadership invites you to 
participate in an 8-week Mindfulness Program. The program will provide you with information 
and reminders to assist you with your mindfulness practice. 

There is growing evidence for the benefits of mindfulness including: 

• Reduced levels of stress and feelings of anxiety 
• Improved focus and working memory 
• Higher emotional intelligence and increased empathy 
• Improved clarity for decision making 

What is involved? 

This 8 week program will be customised to you, you can choose the intensity: 

1. The mindfulness Lite program – 5 minutes practice 3 times per week 
2. The mindfulness program – 10 minutes practice 5 times per week  

There will be two streams to suit your personal style: 

1. Mindfulness via loving kindness meditations and general mindfulness meditations 
2. Mindfulness via paced breathing techniques 

The program content will be delivered online with three face-to-face coaching and 
assessment centres run by researchers from UWA. These sessions will be scheduled at times 
suitable for you in order to assess your levels of stress (via heart rate variability), emotional 
and social well-being as well as your cognitive strengths in mindfulness.  In addition: 

 At the first session  - your personal program will be designed and baseline measures 
will be taken 

 At the second session - you will receive information on your progress so far and your 
program will be adjusted if needed 

 At the third session - your final assessment will be done, following which you will 
receive a personal in depth report on your progress throughout the program and some 
recommendations for future practice 

The first intake commences on Monday 13th July with further start dates available 
throughout July. Please note – to participate in this program you will need regular access to the 
internet. 
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 APPENDIX 2: INVITATION TO PARTICIPATE – EXERCISE 
Want to get fit while learning about your physiology and supporting world first research? 

Then join the 2015 XXXXX9 Challenge! 

The XXXXX Challenge is a 3 month physical activity programme to encourage you to take 

control and change your lifestyle to increase your daily activity. You will be encouraged and 

supported in getting at least 10,000 steps a day by the XXXXX Challenge team and researchers 

at UWA. 

Whether you jog, sprint, stroll, hop or tango to your goals, the aim is about fitting it into 

your daily life.  Research shows clearly doing this will make you healthier and happier as well 

as fitter. 

You will also be supported in your fitness goals via online diaries, msn messages, face book 

groups and a pedometer.  There will also be group walks and events here at XXXXX that you 

may choose to get involved to help you. 

For the research component of the challenge - you will get the opportunity to attend three 

onsite sessions with the researchers to fill out surveys, measure your heart rate variability and 

do a few tests.  Your will be provided with progress reports as well as a full report at the end of 

the challenge showing how your mental and physical well-being was altered by your efforts. 

To join the Challenge please Contact ……… on ….. 

The research behind this is being undertaken by Rachel Percy as part of her PhD and 

supervised by Professors Kerrie Unsworth and Gavin Pinniger, as well as Dr Patrick Dunlop 

(details below). This message has been approved by Human Research Ethics Committee. 

Reference Number RA/4/1/7217.   Feel free to also contact 

rachel.percy@research.uwa.edu.au. For a little information on the research and why heart 

rate variability is so important check out this blog blog.biz.uwa.edu.au/the-wanderer-vagal-

tone-to-worker-performance  

  

                                                             
9 Details blanked out to protect organisation identity. 
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 APPENDIX 3: GUILDFORD’S CREATIVITY QUESTIONS 
Cross Sectional Study 
Next, I’d like to take this opportunity to hear ideas for how we can improve the student 
experience.  As you know, the funding for universities is decreasing and this puts pressure on 
the quality of the teaching.  The business school is interested in hearing your solutions to this 
problem.  All of your ideas will be anonymous and no one would ever be able to link ideas to 
your name or student identification number.  So that we get as many as possible, you will now 
be given 5 minutes to type in as many ideas, solutions, or suggestions as you can think of. 
 
Exercise Time One 
Next, I’d like to take this opportunity to hear your ideas for how we might make the most of 
the 2015 XXXXX Challenge.  All of your ideas will be anonymous and no one would ever be able 
to link ideas to your name.  So that we get as many as possible, you will now be given 3 
minutes to type in as many ideas, solutions, or suggestions as you can think of.   
 
Exercise Time Two 
You are now around the half way point of your fitness challenge.  Perhaps you or others have 
experienced a number of barriers to achieving your daily exercise targets.  Please consider as 
many things as possible that you could do to ensure you/others do achieve your targets.  You 
will now be given 3 minutes to type in as many ideas, solutions, or suggestions as you can think 
of. 
 
Exercise Time Three 
As the challenge draws to a close I would like to get your ideas for how you and other 
Challengees might continue to achieve 10,000 steps without the support of the program.  All of 
your ideas will be anonymous and no one would ever be able to link ideas to your name.  So 
that we get as many as possible, you will now be given 3 minutes to type in as many ideas or 
suggestions as you can think of. 
 
Mindfulness Time One 
In this research you and the other participants will be engaging in regular mindfulness training 
or exercise. However it is likely there maybe barriers that prevent or discourage you form 
participating each day. Below please type in as many potential problems that might stop you 
or other participants from doing this.   
 
Mindfulness Time Two 
It is likely that you and others in this research have experienced many barriers to engaging in 
regular mindfulness training or exercise. Please come up with as many solutions as you can to 
barriers you or others may be experience., You will be given three minutes to come up with as 
many ideas as you can think of. 
 
Mindfulness Time Three 
As the mindfulness project draws to a close, a key question is: how can you (and others) 
ensure you continue your regular mindfulness practice? You will be given three minutes to 
come up with as many ideas, to support continued practice as you can think of. 
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 APPENDIX 4: POLAR STRAP FITTING INSTRUCTIONS 
 

• First spray the rubber underside of the strap to ensure it is wet 

• Attach the strap securely around your chest – with the monitor at 
the front about where you ribs meet up  

• Return to the researcher in the laboratory 
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 APPENDIX 5: PARTICIPANT INSTRUCTIONS - EXAMPLE 

Please follow these instructions. 

Your SUBJECT number is: 

 

 

Your Session Number is: 

 

 

You have a number of tasks and surveys to undertake, please follow 
these instructions carefully, in the exact order they are presented. 

1. Stop – Ensure you have had your heart rate variability measured 
before you begin 

2. Ensure Wi-Fi is on (see instructions on other page) 
3. Open the internet and type in this url into the browser:  

www.tinyurl.com/pe4cjd7 
4. Please turn off the Wi-Fi (see instructions on other page) 
5. Go to the desktop and double click on the icon called CST.  

 
6. Follow the on screen instructions 
7. Once you have completed the first task, double click the icon called 

SART 

 
8. Follow the instructions 

You are now finished – Please let the researcher know  

  

1 
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 APPENDIX 6: PURDUE UNIVERSITY STEP CONVERTER 

EXAMPLES 
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 APPENDIX 7: HRV LOGGER APP 
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 APPENDIX 8: HRVAS & KUBIOS SETTINGS USED 
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 APPENDIX 9: HRV NORMATIVE DATA 
There has been little work into clarifying normative values for HRV despite the link 

between low HRV and mortality risk.  Therefore, it is difficult to ascertain what is abnormal.  

This might explain the lack of uptake of HRV measuring in current clinical practice (Nunan et 

al., 2010).  The lack of normative data also relates to the lack of agreement on appropriate 

methods and the number of short and long-term factors that influence HRV.  To begin to full 

this gap (Nunan et al., 2010) undertook a quantitate systematic review of normal values in 

healthy populations.  The review included 44 studies and a total of 21,438 participants.   

Summary data are shown below.  Time domain measures were less variable between studies 

than frequency domain measures.  Large discrepancies were found in HRV for paced versus 

free breathing conditions, with all values higher for paced breathing except LF which was 

higher for free breathing.    Importantly the authors note that some studies showed very large 

inter-individual variation, with one (HF) measure being 260,000% different from individuals 

within the same study.    

HRV Normative Data (Nunan et al., 2010) 
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 APPENDIX 10: RACHEL MCINNES BIO IN SUPPORT OF 

COACHING 
Core Skills/Experience 

Organisational Development/Project Management/Consulting – 17 years’ experience across 
people, process and technology aspects of change.   Led projects in: 
 Organisational Development 
 IT - Specification, Selection and 

Implementation 
 Customer Relationship Management 
 Business Process Improvement 

 Corporate Social Responsibility 
 Performance Measurement 
 Strategic Partnerships 
 Strategic Planning 

 
Generalist HR including; Recruitment, Performance Management, Succession Planning, Talent 
Management, Executive coaching, IR/ER.  
 
Learning and Development; designed and delivered experiential learning in: Coaching, 
Facilitation, Leadership Development, Strategy, Creativity, Teambuilding, Values Based 
Performance. 
 
Karepo Consulting Ltd (2003 – 2014) Managing Director 

A series of contracts, consulting projects, executive coaching, facilitation and training, major 
contracts included: 

 
Senior Organisational Development Contractor for Auckland Council (April-July 2013) 
Creation of a business case for a career pathways programme encompassing talent 
management, succession planning, diversity, cadets/appreciates, graduates/post graduates 
programmes.   
 
Project Organisational Development Manager for Refining NZ (4 years)  
Aim of this project was to create a ‘values based learning culture’ across 500+ employees and 
contractors in a highly technical and dangerous environment.   
Project budget = 1 million   Project Team = 15 
Outcomes = 30% increase (based on leaders interviewed) in cultural indicators such as 
behaviours aligned to company values, quality of conversations, better decision making.  
 
HR Business Partner - Independent Petroleum Laboratory (3.5 Years)  
As the sole HR practitioner this role involved all aspects of operational and strategic HR in a 
unionised environment. Outcomes: In addition to supporting ‘business as usual’.  I was 
credited with enabling the move to a culture of more trust, engagement and ultimately 
efficiency.  
 
Strategic advisor for Robin Hood Foundation (2years) 
Facilitating strategic partnerships between corporates and non-for-profit organisations.   
Worked with; Burger King, The Warehouse, ACNielsen, Auckland University of Technology, 
Vodafone and Nokia. 
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Rachel McInnes Bio continued …. 

 
Wide Range of coaching and consulting projects, high lights include: 

 For New Zealand Institute of Management, developing and running courses on leadership 
and creativity 

 With Cardinal Solutions focusing on leadership, coaching, performance management, 
teamwork, process improvement and customer service 

 Contracting via Deloitte for NZ Trade and Enterprise producing a performance 
measurement framework and a review of service provision 

 Business Case for tri-partite partnerships (business, government and non-for-profit) to 
support people with disabilities for Auckland City Council 

 Business Case for charity start-up to promote social entrepreneurism  
 Assisting a 30 million per annum strategic partnership to improve key relationships and 

review the partnership model  
 Developing an internal communications policy and rollout plan and on-going coaching of 

Communications and External Affairs Manager for an oil client 
 Producing a bespoke project management framework for a large Pharmaceutical Company, 

which improved the chance of each project’s success and provided for organisational wide 
consistency 

 Provision of generalist HR skills to SMEs (too small for in-house HR practitioners) 
 Facilitated Strategic Planning processes for a number of organisations. 
 Extensive executive coaching experience at senior and mid tiers  

 
Horwath Consulting London, 2001- 2002 Senior Consultant  

As Howarth’s leader for Business Process Improvement and Customer Relationship 
Management, I was heavily involved in marketing, speaking at conferences, planning and 
running seminars.  
National Autistic Society London (1999-2001) HRIS Implementation Manager 

Implementation Manager for a HRIS across 22 schools and services.   
Deloitte Consulting (1997-1999) Systems Analyst then Consultant 

As a Consultant I worked on organisational design and Business Process Improvement projects 
in the health sector and prison service.  As a Systems Analyst I worked as a database 
administrator for an accounting system and as a developer on PeopleSoft HR/Payroll.   
 
Tertiary Qualifications 
Bachelor of Science In Environmental Science and Ecology (Waikato University) 
Masters of Management Studies in Technology (with merit) (Victoria University) 
Currently – Candidate for PhD (Started Feb 2014) (University of Western Australia) 

 
Scholarships 
Deans Merit Award for Master of Science (Waikato University) 
Sarah Anne Rhodes Fellowship (Victoria University) 
APA Scholarship (for PhD) at UWA 
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 APPENDIX 11: SURVEY EXAMPLE 

Heart Rate Variability and Performance: Project Information Sheet 

What is this study about? 

The University of Western Australia Business School is undertaking some research to look at 
the relationship between variability in heart rate, emotions, cognitive strategies and performance 
at work. 

What will you be expected to do? 

You will be expected to complete the following tasks at three points throughout the following 
few months of the fitness challenge that you are participating in: 

 A series of questionnaires about your emotions, social relationships and well-being. 
 Some interactive computer based tasks 
 A (noninvasive) resting measure of your heart rate variability  

In addition we will ask you to provide a short questionnaire to your supervisor about your 
performance at work and your cognitive strategies.  This is entirely optional. 

 All surveys and results will be confidential and absolutely nobody (including your supervisors) 
outside the research team will have access to your data. All reports arising from the study will 
contain aggregated results and you will not be able to be identified at all. 

Why should you participate? 

We want to learn more about how heart rate variability and emotions influence work 
performance.  This is incredibly important in this age of high work place complexity, stress and 
burn out.  By participating in this study you will help us with this important aim.  

 Furthermore, you will gain important and useful information on your own health in the 
personalised report you will receive following your third and final assessment. 

Are there any risks in participating? 

No, you face no risks to your health, safety or work by participating in this survey. Your 
participation is entirely voluntary. You may decline to answer questions you are not 
comfortable answering and you can withdraw from the study at any time without consequence.  

Has this research been ethics approved? 

Yes approval to conduct this research has been provided by The University of Western 
Australia, in accordance with its ethics review and approval procedures. Any person considering 
participation in this research project, or agreeing to participate, may raise any questions or 
issues with the researchers at any time.  

In addition, any person not satisfied with the response of researchers may raise ethics issues or 
concerns, and may make any complaints about this research project by contacting the Human 
Research Ethics Office at The University of Western Australia on (08) 6488 3703 or by 
emailing to hreo-research@uwa.edu.au 
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All research participants are entitled to retain a copy of any Participant Information Form and/or 
Participant Consent Form relating to this research project. 

  The project is part of the PhD studies of Rachel Percy under the supervision of Professor 
Kerrie Unsworth and Assistant Professor Patrick Dunlop. 

Yours sincerely, 

Professor Kerrie Unsworth & Rachel Percy 
UWA Business School 
T    +61 8 5554 
F +61 8 6488 1313 
E Rachel.percy@research.uwa.edu.au 

Participant Consent 

 If, after reading the information provided you are willing and able to participate in this study 
please continue.  Your continuation will be taken as your agreement to the follow statement: 

 I have read the information provided and any questions I have asked have been answered to my 
satisfaction. I agree to participate in this activity, realising that I may withdraw at any time 
without reason and without prejudice. I understand that all identifiable (attributable) information 
that I provide is treated as strictly confidential and will not be released by the investigator in any 
form that may identify me. The only exception to this principle of confidentiality is if 
documents are required by law. I have been advised as to what data are being collected, the 
purpose for collecting the data, and what will be done with the data upon completion of the 
research. I agree that research data gathered for the study may be published provided my name 
or other identifying information is not used. 

 Please be aware that you can withdraw at any time and any information you provide will 
be treated with the utmost sensitivity and confidentiality and your identity will not be 
revealed. 
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 APPENDIX 12: RECRUITMENT PRESENTATION 
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 APPENDIX 13: MINDFULNESS DIARY  
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 APPENDIX 14: PERSONAL REPORT TEMPLATE  
(Provided on UWA Letterhead) 

PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL 

RE: Mindfulness/Exercise and Performance at Work. 

Dear XXXXX, 

As promised, this report contains your personal results for the University of Western Australia 

research project looking at human physiology (via vagal tone) and performance at work. This report also 

contains other important information and is broken into four sections for you: 

• Section one: Background and introduction 

• Section two: Your data and what it means 

• Section three: Research next steps 

• Section four: Tips and takes outs for increased health and well-being. 

 

SECTION ONE: BACKGROUND - PHYSIOLOGY AND PERFORMANCE AT WORK   

On some level we all ‘know’ what goes on inside our mind and body influences how we function at 

work.  Decades of research in human physiology and psychology indicates the way that a person’s body 

behaves affects how they feel, think and behave in a range of contexts. Likewise, decades of 

organisational behaviour research shows the way we think, feel and behave affects how we perform at 

work.  However, we don’t yet know exactly how this happens – by what processes and mechanisms 

does our physiology affect our performance at work?   

One of the most important aspects of a person’s physiology is his or her vagal tone.  Vagal tone 

reflects the functioning of the vagus nerve, which connects the brain stem to many of our organs. The 

vagus nerve makes up much of the parasympathetic nervous system (Stephen W. Porges, 2003); it is the 

rest and digest branch of the autonomic nervous system.  Physically and mentally healthy people have 

better autonomic nervous system function than unhealthy people (Luque-Casado et al., 2013).  Vagal 

tone is taken as a proxy for autonomic nervous system functioning.  Vagal tone is often estimated by 

variability in heart rate associated with breathing patterns, with larger heart rate variability (HRV) 

indicating higher vagal tone (Jennings & McKnight, 1994). The construct of vagal tone has been 

investigated in many disciplines including neuroscience, physiology, positive psychology, sport science 

and medicine.  However it has not been seriously considered in the context of human functioning at 

work. 
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This research hopes to shed some light on the mystery of the link between human physiology (and 

specifically vagal tone) and functioning at work.  This is being achieved by working with a group of 

workers (and students) and getting them to increase their vagal tone over time and then see what 

influence (if any) that has on their performance. 

We selected two different ways to improve vagal tone, namely mindfulness and exercise.  

Individuals were assigned to one group or the other (but not to both).  These activities were chosen as 

they have been shown to improve vagal tone in other studies (Kok et al., 2013; Luque-Casado et al., 

2013). 

In total the research has 220 participants across 4 public sector organisations in Western Australia. 

Detailed assessments were made at the start, middle and end of each study.  

Below your personal results are presented, however first we discuss an important note on the idea 

of mediators or middle steps or mechanisms. 

MECHANISMS AT WORK 

As you may well imagine the relationship between improved vagal tone and improved performance 

has a number of middle steps or mechanisms that enable the relationship to work.   One might think of 

it this way; let’s say people who use exercise apps on their smart phones lose weight.  However without 

something ‘in the middle’, in this case actually doing exercise, the relationship would not hold.  So the 

app helped the exercise which helped the weight loss.  Thus the “stuff in the middle” is critical to the 

relationship working.   

In the case of vagal tone and performance at work we are proposing a number of mechanism or 

stuff in the middle, all of which have already been linked to vagal tone in other research. Some of the 

key mechanisms we will be considering in this report are:  

1. Positive emotions (at home and at work) 

2. A sense of social connectedness 

3. Social support at work 

4. Being present or mindful 

In summary ….. we hope that across our samples that people who participated in the exercise and 

meditation programs will improve their vagal tone, thus increasing a range of emotional, social and 

cognitive things which will in turn enable them to perform better at work (or university for our student 

groups). 
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SECTION TWO: YOUR DATA 

The following sections contain your personal results as they relate to the type of intervention (i.e. 

mindfulness or exercise) that you participated in.  Please note - If you did not attend the middle session 

that information will be blank. 

 When interpreting your data, remember that many of the things we are measuring may be strongly 

influenced by events that happened on the day of your measurement.  Hence please do not panic if you 

did not see a perfect upward trend.   The trends we hope to see across the entire group will not always 

show up at the individual level.   Use your understanding of your own mind and body as well as your 

memory of your assessment days when interpreting your results. 

YOUR STEPS WITHIN THE CHALLENGE 

Your Personal Daily Average was …….10,582 

The Group Daily Average was ………… 10,567 

PERFORMANCE AT WORK 

In the survey, we asked you to rate different aspects of your work performance including: 

innovation, teamwork and the specifics of your job quantity and quality of your work. This are 

considered different roles you occupy within your work.  Your performance across these three job roles 

is shown below. Your self-reported performance at each of the three assessment points is shown in blue 

and the overall group averages are in red.   

Figures 1-3: Performance at work for the job, innovation and team domains across the three time 

points 
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 MINDFULNESS 

There is a lot of interest in mindfulness within various research arenas as well as within popular 

culture. Mindfulness has been linked to reduced anxiety, increases in left-sided anterior brain activation 

(linked to positive emotions), improved immune response to influenza (Fredrickson, Cohn, Coffey, Pek, 

& Finkel, 2008) and increased perceptions of social connectedness (Kok et al., 2013). 

Although there are many definitions of mindfulness, many have common themes including; being 

able to regulate your attention, a focus on the present moment, an attitude of acceptance (Feldman et 

al., 2007).   The tool we used in this study to assess your mindfulness was developed by Feldman and 

colleagues (2007) and is called the Cognitive and Affective Mindfulness Scale (CAMS) and covers the 

various dimensions discussed above.  Shown below are your mindfulness scores over the study 

compared to the group. 

Figure 4. Cognitive and Affective Mindfulness Scale across the three time points. 
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WELLBEING AND SOCIAL SUPPORT AT WORK 

Social connectivity and social behaviours have been linked to Vagal tone.  As we are interested in 

work outcomes we have chosen to assess your sense of social support at work using a scale developed 

by André-Petersson et al. (2007).  Your results are shown below. 

Figure 5: Social Support at Work across the three time points. 

 

 We measured your well-being at work by considering both how often you experienced positive 

emotions (e.g. cheerful, pleased, enthusiastic) and how often you experienced negative emotions (e.g. 

annoyed, sluggish, miserable).  The scale we have chosen is by Daniels' (2000). Your results are shown 

below. 

 

Figure 6: Well-being at Work across the three time points 
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 SECTION THREE: NEXT STEPS IN THE RESEARCH 

In addition to all the variables discussed above we will be analysing the group-wide data on working 

memory, sustained attention, creativity, the ability to move between broad/strategic ideas and fine 

detail, as well as looking for patterns within the daily diaries.   We will also be analysing the heart rate 

measurements we took (this is a slow process).  In addition we will compare the different interventions 

and attempt to see differences between types of mindful practices (e.g. paced breathing versus loving 

kindness meditation).   There will be many more months of in depth statistical analysis before we can 

identify or understand any trends.   

If you want to follow our research journey you are welcome to do so by: 

• Connecting with Rachel on linked in www.linkedin.com/in/rachelpercykarepo  

• Emailing rachel.percy@research.uwa.edu.au putting “add me to the list” in the subject line. 

SECTION FOUR: TIPS AND TAKE OUTS 

From our research so far we can offer a little information that might help with your overall health 

and well-being (at home and work).    

THE BENEFITS OF SLOW GENTLE BREATHING 

Consciously slowing your breathing to around 5.5 breaths per minute has been shown to improve 

heart rate variability (Lin et al., 2014). 

Feel free to have a go with the free apps (like the one we used with you in the study, details below). 

Don’t stray too far from 5.5 breaths per minute (stay within 4.5 – 6.5 breathes per minute). Somewhere 

in here (with trial and error) you will find your own ‘resonant breathing pattern’.  Like anything health 

wise regular practice is good. So see how you can add it into your daily life.  Please note this is not 
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meant as medical advice. Any health concerns you have must be taken to your regular health 

practitioners.     

HOW ELSE COULD I RAISE MY VAGAL TONE (HRV)? 

Although this research focuses on mindfulness meditation (including paced breathing) and exercise, 

these are not the only ways to improve your vagal tone.  Here are some others: 

• Biofeedback i.e. working with a qualified practitioner and specialised equipment to find and 

practice your resonant breath (Moore & Malinowski, 2009) 

• Various stress reduction strategies (Moore & Malinowski, 2009) 

• Singing or even reciting a prayer or mantra (Vickhoff et al., 2013). It should be noted that the 

researchers suspect this might be due to the tendency to slow breathing pace (in the case of 

the Rosary prayer to around 6 breaths per minute).    

• Improve your diet and lose weight if you need to (Karason, Mølgaard, Wikstrand, & Sjöström, 

1999). 

• Find ways to connect with your fellow human beings. 

1.1.1 SOME FREE RESOURCES FOR YOU 

Below are resources we have used, or you have shared with us, to support both mindfulness 

practice and exercise. 

Some great free mindfulness meditations and resources 

• http://www.mindfulselfcompassion.org/meditations_downloads.php 

• https://soundcloud.com/padraigomorain/sets/mindfulness-practices  

• http://marc.ucla.edu/body.cfm?id=22  

• A great free initiative to help you set and keep well-being goals: 

• www.myhealthybalance.com.au  

• Free weekly timed 5km runs around the world 

• www.parkrun.com.au 

• There are some great apps to help with both your mindfulness and fitness goals: 

• www.smilingmind.com.au  popular app for children and adults 

• http://au.pcmag.com/apps/31176/feature/the-25-best-fitness-apps  PC mag recommends 

25 fitness apps.  You can earn money for a charity, or even yourself, share your goals, track 

your goals and more.  There is an app out there for almost every taste and lifestyle. 

• How about keeping yourself accountable with cold hard cash rewards (or punishments) 

• http://www.pactapp.com/  

If you wish to work on your slow gentle breathing, there are a fast growing number of options.  

Simply search on ‘paced breathing’ or ‘breath pacer’ in your apple or android store.  Chose one where 
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you can change the pace of the breathing. Alternatively you can work on 6 breathes per minute (still 

good) by using a clock or watch with seconds shown and breathe in for 5 seconds and out for 5 

seconds). 

A FINAL NOTE FROM US 

It is our hope that you continue your new healthy habits into the coming weeks and months while 

we hide under large rocks and crunch numbers.   We have been humbled by your overwhelming support 

of this important initiative and look forward to (fingers crossed) sharing some profound information 

with you and the wider community in the coming months.    

Meanwhile we wish you a healthy mind and body in 2016. 

With our deepest thanks, 

Rachel Percy10 (UWA Business School, Student Researcher and Management Consultant), Professor 

Kerrie Unsworth (Leeds University Business School), Dr Pat Dunlop (UWA School of Psychology), Dr 

Gavin Pinniger (UWA School of Anatomy, Physiology and Human Biology).  

A FOOTNOTE ON MISSING DATA 

1. If you missed one of the assessments – there is no data point on your line and the graph will 
automatically link time one and three 

2. If you missed or chose not applicable to more than a quarter of questions for a given measure, 
your mean will not have been calculated and that data point will be missing 
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